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belts of trees exert on the sdcroclimtes of their adjacent 

regions.

Bart One consists of a review of available scientific 

evidence concerning such effects and their influence on 

agricultural yields and forestry practice. Bart 2H?o deals 

with a critical survey of research procedure in connexion 

with microclimatological investigations of shelterbelt effects 

Eacperiraental -work undertaken is described, and discussed in 

Part Three in relation to its practical application to 

sholterbelt requireiRents in Great Britain.
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X.

In the development oi a scientific approach to the 

technique of planting forest belts and narrow strips of trees 

for shelter against wind and storat Aiaerica , Deoaark and Eussia 

have been most prominent* During the last century or so these 

countries have been faced with the probleaa oi settlement or re 

settlement of peoples on ionaer prairie, heathland or steppe, 

regions where the provision of shelter was of prtoary importance, 

f heir probloBB were comparable in that all were concerned with 

the reclamation, mainly for arable farming, oi vast ax^as where 

the chief limiting factor to plant growth was moisture* Sbslter- 

belts were established in these regions with the object of 

conserving soil moisture by reducing evaporation f ?OBV and wiad 

erosion of, the light* friable soils and by controlling the 

distribution and later melting of snow in steppe and prairie* 

As these large-scale project© developed successfully, scientific 

investigation of the influence of slielterbalts on the physical 

factors of the cicrocl&sates oi protected areas, as well as 

detailed research into the effects on the yields of arable 

crops | gradually followed* 3y means of practical experience 

and continuous study, a wide Isnowledge oi the cultural problems 

relating to shelterbelt technique f the design and construction 

of suitable belt types, has accurmlated in tbeae countries*

It is apparent that oany other countries, including Great 

Britain, had for a long tte accepted the scattered woodlands, 

shelterbelts and he^erows as a necessary feature of an agri~ 

cultural countryside, althou^i they laay not hav© fully appreci 

ated their shelter value. However, there is evidence that the 

value of shelterbelts was lealised in the rehabilitation of the 

East Anglian Brecklond soils in the 19th Century and also by 

the Scottish agricultural improvers of the 18th and 19th 

Centuries, when shelterbelts and plantations were employed as 

one /
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one of the foundations of develojaaent of exposed and
land. These developEaents tfere lost si^ht of in the industrial
a&e which followed.

Similarly, in Genaany, JltEB&ary and Switzerland, the advan 

tages of shelterbelts were being publicised during the early 

19th Century and the observations of many early writers in this 

connexion have since been confirmed by scientific research. 

One of the most interesting of such reports based on observation 

of shelter-belt influences is that of the Genaan agricultural and 

forestry adviser, Albrecht, written in 1822 (Hilf 1951). 

Following bad harvests in the westeiwild in 1316 and 1029, and 

the adversity which they occasioned, the Has&au ctevenssent 

called upon Albrecht to report on tlio affected areas. The 

forests of the Westerwald plateau had been almost completely 

devastated for charcoal production; a harsh, unfavourable 

climate resulted and the agricultural prosperity declined 

seriously. AlbxBckt's plan was not reforestation as such but 

the establishment of shelter-belts and plantations for the 

shelter ol villages and fields against tiie wind. He elated 

that, without such shelter, neither gross nor cattle could be 

produced frcea the land. Though not started until after 1840, 

towards 1830 the favourable effects of the shelterbelts planted 

were visible, as fully predicted by Albrecht, and his scheme 

round g-eneral recot^ition aoon^st the people* These successes 

were, however, local and were not of such national importance 

as tlie American, Danish and Russian projects, to which one must 

turn for early scientific evidence of the influences of shelter* 

belts.

Original Russian research on this subject my be said to 

date from the mid-19tii Century, when Craff organised the plant 

ing of the Velrko-Anadol forest in 1845-44 with the idea of 

combating drought and demonstrating the poscibilities of 

afforestation /
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afforestation in the extensive steppe regions of Fussia and the 

Ukraine, Pioneer research workers gradually followed and one 

of the earliest published papers appears to b© that of Shatilov 

(1895), based on live years of investigations. Several publi 

cations appeared subsequently but very full data on the effect® 

of tree-belts on microcitaate and crop yields w©re not obtained 

until after 1931 , when the broad development of scientific re 

search and field-scale operations in connexion with agricultural 

improvement by means of forestry was initiated. Since 1931, 

extensive investigations have been undertaken by the resultant 

oi^aniaation(kiiown as VIIIAJIII) into the various microcliratic 

factors, both individually and collectively, the latter chiefly 

in relation to agricultural productivity in the sheltered areas. 

Conclusions have been reached as to the best type of shelterbelt, 

in teira of width, density, structure and distance between the 

belts, for Bussiaa steppe conditions with their expar^ivo, flat 

areas subjected to an extrctio Contimntal cl&aate* Few of the 

Eussian papers have concerned undulating country*

In Aroerica, great, progress has been made during1 the present 

Century, and especially since the severe drought of 1954, 

shelterbelt plantiaag for rehabilitation of prairi®

Between 1934 and 1941 four million acres of famlond *ere pro 

tected in the northern Great Plaiais, Since Bates' (1911) 

valuable paper on the influence and value of windbreaks , con- 

timed study has been made on their advantages and disadvantages, 

selection of species for, and composition of, the belts and 

their troatmcnt. A considerable quantity of literature has 

been published on these various aspects but the contribution 

to microcliroatic infoxmation has been limited.

A0 early as 1901, Canada began the free distribution of 

trees to fanners in the Prairie Provinces, for shelter planting, 

which concentrated mainly on establishing windbreaks near the 

faxDsteado /
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faimsteads for providing protection to people, livestock, 

gardens and buildings. Since 1930, more attention has been 

paid to the planting of field shelterbelts with the intention 

of Improving conditions for growing crops; Under the Pxairi* 

Fasa Rehabilitation Act, 1935, experimental stations have been 

established to investigate the particular problems of these 

regions. As in America, emphasis has been laid on the control 

of wind erosion.

In 1866, the engineer, iSalgss, founded the Ifeuiish Heath 

Society to develop the sandy, hoathland areas which then covered 

a large part of Jutland* In 1910, the Society be^an a x>eriod 

of scientific, "agroHBieteorological" investigation into crop 

yields* Previously the amelioration of climatic conditions 

and the land, due to the provision of shelter, had been accepted 

as self-evident. Early research data, although coraiiinii^ the 

results of Professor La Cour (1872), w@re too vogue to be satis 

factory a&d it wae not until about 1936 that Flensboxg, the 

Diroctor of the Heath Society, foitmliited the idea of iriver>ti~ 

gating 6bG>lter~©if©et initially from a pure, physical aspect, 

namely by using a wind-tunnel* Investigations made in tiie 

"wind laboratory" at the Eoyal Technical High School, Copen*- 

ha^-en, were afterwards translated to actual field conditions. 

In the meantime, the reclazaatio® work of tiie Society progressed 

rapidly and laxge tracts of heatiblard are now covered with a 

sjrstectitic netwoik of Bar rev shelterbelts 333d hedgerows and 

converted into productive faxmlaud.

In Switzerland, with rich, alluvial plains bordered by 

mountain rangea wldch ioxm M iunnel3H for tl'ie wind, shelterbelts 

ver« planted to soiae extent towards the end of the 19th Century. 

Examples of such planting aixi the liliine end liiione valleys. But 

it was not until recent years, as a result of defiled study of 

wind conditions in the vicinity of existing shelterbelts and 

the intensification of agriculture in these plain areas, that 

the /



the establishaent of "belts of approved types was initiated.

Comprehensive scheiaos of research into the beneficial 

effects of shelterbelts to agriculture ijave been resumed in 

Gorroany since the 1959-1945 War and valuable data are being 

added to th© early work of Woelfle , suzisarised by Woelfle (1950) 

and Geiger (1950); this early research, ouch of it frora a forest 

meteorological aspect, has foraed the basis for laany subsequent 

investigations.

Japan has contributed recently to scientific knowledge of 

the sheltering influences of particular shelterbelts and studies, 

following the Danish and Swiss patterns, have been mads of micro* 

climatic factors in Holland, Italy and Czechoslovakia.

Occasional research has been undertaken also by individual 

workers in several countries of the Ccsxionweolth. Increased 

yields of agricultural and uorticultuxal crops due to the 

shelter have been reported from Argentine, Trance, Hungary, 

Italy, Japan and Sardinia as veil as from those countries whore 

continuous research has been carried out*

A survey of the available literature reveals that th® 

majority of countries where research on shelterbelts has been 

undertaken h&3 been concerned with the reclamation or improve 

ment of agricultural plain areas and not with uplaxsi regions.
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n. THE mrm.jicas OF SEELTIJHJ^LTS OB MICKQCLIMATIG
FACTORS.

Belts of trees which obstruct tiie flow of tiie wind reduce 
the velocity of the air currents in the lower layers of the 
atmosphere and produce a sheltered zone in the vicinity of the 
belts. A "local" or "micro-" climate obtains in this sheltered 
area, having characteristics different from those in unsheltered 
regions. Different structures of shelterbelts, in terms of 
width, height, composition by species and penetrability to the 
wind, have distinct effects on the character of tii© microclimate 
which is frequently referred to as tbe "climate near the ground" 
and, for the purpose of this paper, is considered generally as 
the first two metres above ground level. TUB nature of the 
microclimate can be assessed by measurement of the physical 
factors which it comprises, i.e. wind velocity, air temperature 
and humidity, evaporation, transpiration, snow lodgement, soil 
moisture and temperature, and also by biological means such as 
measurement of the yields of agricultural and horticultural 
crops grown in the sheltered area.

A considerable amount of scientific evidence of tbe 
effects of shelterbelts on microclimate lias been published 
during the present Century but few papers have attempted a 
comprehensive surasiary of universal research in this field. 
NBgeli (1941) SUBE3Brises shelterbelt influences in relation to 
practical protection of agricultural crops but he oisits 
important Danish contributions (N^ckentved 1938, 1940) and 
early circumstantial work in the United States of America 
(Bates 1911)* An adaptation of this suaaaary has been raade 
in Dutch (Fransen 1942), A detailed survey of literature 
on each factor of the microclimate by van der Linde and 
Woudenberg (1951) aoes not include recent Russian research, 
which is critically presented, however, by Gorsiienin (1941, 
1946). German work has been reviewed by Kreutz (1952 b) and 
Hennebo and Illner (1953).

Although not dealing specifically wita the efiects of 
shelterb Its, Gei^er (1950) cives Midi useiul irdozmition on 
the clim&tic elements of the lower air layers and g 
forest influences, the latter bcin& dealt with also by

\
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Kittredge (1948) and tfoelile (1950).
In recent years scientific investigation of shelter 

effects has shown a tendency to ^r^ater consideration of aero 
dynamics and, on account of the many difficulties of iield 
research, moi-e studies have been undertaken in the laboratory 
by means of wind-tunnels. Several investigations have also 
«mploycd model windbreaks in the field instead of natural tree- 
belts* These studies have shown that reference to some oi the 
standard tests on fluid dynamics is necessaiy tor a closer 
appreciation of the action of shelterbelts. Allied research 
on the pattern of air flow has contributed uaich valuable 
inforscition on this subject and has been included, where 
applicable, in the following review oi litauture, which treats 
each physical factor oi the climate near the ground se^^iately 
as f^r as this is possible.

Pattern of air flow near the ground.
Investigations in the fields of aerodynamics and meteoro 

logy have shown that atmospheric wind flows more or less 
parallel to the ground surface and increases in velocity with 
height above ground. As the air flows over a boundary surface, 
such as the ground, a frictional drag develops according to 
Prandtl*s boundary layer theory (Goldstein 1958). Coupled 
with the laminar movement theje is a vertical exchange of the 
energy of motion between the air masses by means of eddy 
diffusion. In this way the braking effect of the boundary 
surface is transmitted upwards, for each parcel of air moving 
upward carries wi. th it the lesser horizontal motion which it 
possesses and, coming in contact with faster-moving layers, 
exerts a braking action on them through its inertia. Directly 
at the surface there is a maiked increase of velocity with 
height until the limit of the zone of frictional dra£ (see F



VJiud velocity

Hind profile over a smooth surface

The wind profile near the ground depends upon the roughness 
of the surface, the influence of which extands upwards according 
to the surface dimensions. Hellmann (1915? Geiger 1950), in 
discussing wind research at Nauen, stated that an anemometer, 
placed at a height of 2m lost velocity if the grass beneath 
it were full grown. The grass had the effect of bringing the 
ground closer to the anejaometer. In its biaking action on wind 
velocity the surface of the ground was no longer effective at 

height 2 st. 0 lait at another hypothetical surface at height 

z 9 a . The value z evidently depends on height and kind 
of plant cover j it is called the "roughness height", z ,

In an experimental study of roughness, Paeschke (1957) 
obtained the following results, which are similar to those 
recorded by Nj&kentved (1940).

im oi sen or plant cover

Smooth surface of snow
Cttttingen airport - short gross
Blacken
Low grassland
High grassland
TUrnip field
tfhe*t field_________

Roughness height, z on

3
10
10
20
50
45
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In the forest the "roughness height" increases to quite difieren 
magnitude and the part below z belongs to the calm trunk space

1950).

Plant cover and, similarly, obstacles such as shelter-belts , 

placed in the path oi the wind, create a new boundary surface of 

separation at an elevution approximately equal to the height of 

the obstacle. The drag on the original surface is lessened 

and the prevailing surface velocity lowered. Tims the direct 

force oi the wind on the ground is decreased.

effect of a barrier and slielterbelt on air flow.

Hie approximate surface of separation to leeward of a 

cross-wind barrier ia shown in Fig. 2, which also illustrates 

the fom&tion of a zone of eddying flow behind the barrier. 

This zone gradually iserges into the "wake" of the air stream 

where it is dissipated and the original conditions of the flow 
are resumed.

FIG. 2

Turbulent 
flow Undisturbed 

flow

To indicate some

2-5h-,<- — - - lOh-l5h...............-— --SOh-IOOh--—" ' ' ' ' •"—---
characteristics of the flow pattern due to a near-solid, cross-wind barrier 

(not to scale). ^ } .

Tha theoretical picture of air movement over a shelterbelt 

has been described by Nftgeli (1945), Gei^er (1951), Kreutz (I952b) 

and Gloyne (1954). An air "cufliiion" with a low wind speed is 
built up on the windward side of the belt ("" 11 1943). This 

cushion stretches in a smooth line irom the ^icund to the top of 

the belt and the greater part oi the hitherto horizontal air 

stream climbe up the smooth slope oi this cushion. Some of 

tht /
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the air stream passes through the air cushion and through the 

shelterbelt at a more or less undisturbed level. In the flow 

over the shelterbelt there is a pronounced acceleration com 

pared with the speed of the unintenupted wind In open conditions 

away from the belt. Above the top oi the shelterbelt there is 

another air cushion of very snail dimensions (^arcaell 1926) and 

above this there is rapid acceleration as the speed is conditioned 

by the compression of the air stream which has been forced tfc 

climb. The most extensive air cushion is on the leewurd aide, 

the upper margin sloping gradual _y from the top of the belt to 

the ground. As on the windward side and above the trees of 

the shelterbelt, there is an increase in the speed of flow 

iffitnediately above the cushion (Fi&. 5> top).

FIG. 3

 I r ~c-*>
i i i 11' 11 i i Mj- 7
^ ,i _ _ i.' ' I '

'l"!"^"'.^'.";^:^....
i i i 11"?? i M 1111111' 11! 1111; i u r. r - ̂

, , vt '

FLOW OF WIIID OVER (A) A MOJiilUTZLY P3.IETRABIE AMD
(B) A DENSE SPELTERS;ur.

These conditions obtain where the wind is forced to over 

come the shelterbelt, partly by penetration, largely by rising, 

over the top and partly by ciicumnavi^iating it. In such 

cases there is no significant eddying, as is found with im 

penetrable barriers. Instead oi eddies, there occurs around 

the belt a relatively windless aone, the scale of fcMch depends 

on the structure and height of the belt.

yhen a windbreak is completely impenetrable to the wind, 

practically the whole of the force of the wind has to be de 

flected upwards and over the barrier. There is a certain 

amount of loss of kinetic energy due to collision of the air 

molecules with the barrier itself or with the cusliion of air 

which has developed on the windward side. This cushion or 

concentration of pressure causes tho upward deflection oi the 

air /
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air stream to take place at some distance in front of the 

barrier in much the same way as with a penetrable obstacle. 

However, the pressure behind the barrier is low, due to the 

fact that no wind passes through the barrier to ions a leeward 

air cushion. Consequently, a suction effect occurs and the 

air currents above the windbreak are drawn downwards, thereby 

Gassing intense turbulence to leeward* This is shewn dia- 

grejzsnatically in li^s. 2 and 3 (bottom). The different eddy 

areas behind penetrable and impenetrable barriers have been 

demonstrated by Finney (1959), (i'i£* 4).

PIG. 4

10
DISTANCE

20 
FROM

3O 4O 
FENCE - feet

SO 60

EDDY AREA BEHIND A 4~FT VERTICAL- 
SLAT FENCE (DENSITY 50%)

~r
-10

~r 
O IO 2O 3O 4O

DISTANCE FROM FENCE - feet

SO 6O

EDDY AREA BEHIND A 4~FT SOLID FENCE 
(DENSITY 100%)

An impenetrable barrier therefore causes the wind to resume 

its noimal velocity and pattern at a comparatively short distance 

from the obstacle, /ilthcu&h it is doubtful that oven the most 

dense shelterbelt can be considered an impenetrable barrier in 

the sense of a solid wall, it is certain that fairly intense 

turbulence takes place and is often responsible lor damage to 

crops on the leeward side of a belt which is practically im 

penetrable /
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Impenetrable to the wind. In the case of the barrier or belt 

which is partially penetrable there is a more gradual tendency 

for the streamline flow over the barrier to re-establish its 

unobstructed pattern and the sheltered area is correspondingly 

longer in extent. The isotacks, lines of equal velocity of 

the wind, in the vicinity of open and dense artificial screens 

with an unobstructed wind speed of 5 m/sec are shown in Fig. 5.

m Height above ground
9

PIG. 5

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

Penetrable Screen

I

6.3?..

S-Oirti

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0
1 Ox 6x 4x 2x 0 2x 4x 6x 8x I0x 14x 16X 20x

m Height above ground
9

8
Dense Screen

siB

10x 6x 4x 2x 0 2x 4x 6x 8x 10x 12x 14X 16x 20x
(heights)

The course of lines of equal y/ind velocity in the 
vicinity of penetrable and dense reed screens v.dth 
i'ree-vrind velocity at 2.2 m above ground of 5 in/sec

(after ilageli)

The sheltered a

The extent of the sheltered area depends chiefly upon the 

degree of penetrability and the height of the shelter-belt or 

barrier. In elevation, the zone of reduced velocity extends 

for a short distance above the barrier, as s^.own in Pi&s. 3 (top) 

and 5, and has been confirmed by ttallberg (1943) in his investi 

gations of streamlines. In the study of a dense hed^e, 1.68 m 

in heieht, Mder (1952) found that, at a height of L'.O m, a 

alight reduction of tho wind velocity with resp-.ct to the open 

ground /



ground wina coulu. ctill be
The shape oi the protected aiea when tne wina s -rikes ts-ie 

shelterbelt at zi^ht angles is iiiustiated in Fi^. 6. Horn 
expei mental study oi windbreaks composed oi 6-i^ch bo ids, 
with 12-inch spaces in the lower hall (iepiesex&in& the tiunk 
space) aiia ^-incn spaces in t&e upper nali (z-epzesenting tije 
crown s|^ce), Bates(l944) iouna ti-4at a wind oi 20 usi/hr was 
zeauced over a aistaiice equal to 20 times tjoe height oi the 
tenier, a quuztez oi the protected azea bein^ on the winuwazxt 
side and thxee ^uartezs on the 3eewaxxi side. The lowest 
lecoided zeduction was 47 per cent oi the free wina velocity. 
When the wind strikes the shelteibelt obliquely, tiie extent oi 
tne shelter, measured pezpenaicul^z1 to the belt, is sioriesporid- 

ahortez (Cersnenin 1941).
PIG. 6 

Zone of wind velocity reduction near a belt

5 10 
HEIGHTS

WIND VELOCITY PERCENT 
UNDE1B &0 ggj£§3 70 TO e° [ 

50 TO 60 \Zf-ŷ  eo - 90 [ 
60 •• 70 V//X 90 " 100

100 TO 110 

110 •• 120
(after Bates)

The eliect ol heJUJit oi the shdteibelt on the shtilteied aiea,

Expressed in multiples oi shelterbelt in^i^ht (h), 

aone ol wind velocity zoauction on the leeward side oi the 
belt njay extend to about 40 oz 50h beioie ir,cident ilow is 

re-tistablisxiod (Cloyne 19^4). iiii^cts h^ve been id^ntiiied 

at lOOh or moze (Bodrov 1935) tut this would appear to be

unusual; in any event, efiects" beyond '40h are unlikely "^to 
be/
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be of practical consequence.

Results ol early investigations reviewed by Jenuyl (1956) 
are varied. In Russia, wind reduction has been iound to 

extend to over 20-50h to leeward (Leontievsky 1954); to 

I0~15h (Goviadin 1935); to 20h (Vyssotsky 1929); to an 

effective distance proportional to tiie square of the height 
of the belt (Pianitsky 1932). When discussing the eiiect 
of the height of the shelter belt on its snelterinfc infLuence, 
Gorshenin (1954) assumed from data produced that this influence 
extended to 30-40h but used 2^h as a basis for calculations. 
In a later paper (1941) he decided that the sheltered distance 
might be reliably e^Epressed as 30h but that the smrpest re 
duction in the wind velocity extended to only 10-l^h. Values 
recorded by workers in other countries include the iellowing: 
in Norway, 12h (imrth 1934); in Denmark, lOh but iavourable 
efiects traced much farther away (liens00% 1926); in 

Australia, 6-15h (Anderaon 1951); in U.S.A., 20h (Che^ney 
1951) and lOh, witu practically no efiect at 20h (Butes 1911, 
1954), and complete protection over $-6h ($etculf 1950).

More recently, jRhodesian experiments lave snow* a leeward 
protected zone extenaii% to lO~2Qh and to 2-^ii on the wiudu&zxi 
side (pardy 1946, 1949); a pc;aticular shelter-belt reduced trie 
wind velocity over 15h in Australia (Sims 1945) and in T'lew 
Zealand complete shelter has been expressed aa extending to 
5h and partial piotection to l^h (Syse 1944). Velocities 
recorded beiiind an .uitiiicial winabreak in Japan at uistances 
of 10, 20 arid 5Qh were 61f 44, 69.55 and 77.44 per cent 
respectively of the wind speed in the open (lizuka 19!>G).

As a result of investigations ia^ Switzerland, NZigeli 

(1945) states that the shelter-effect of a belt is noticeable 
ior 5-7h to windward and 25-50h to leeward. In later studies

i

of 12 different types ot snelterbelts (1946) he found that toe 
average distance at which protection beuan on the windward side 

of the belt was 9h, never more than lOh or loss than 5h, aud it 
extended to leeward ior an average oi 50h, seldom tuore than 55h,
never moiti than 40h or less than 2Oh, 
Suimaa rising/



SuMaarising, the sheltered zone to leeward of a shelter- 

belt may be considered to extend to approximately 30 times 

the hei&ht oi the belt but, if a 20 per cont wind reduction 

is taken as the criterion of useful shelter, this may be said 

to extend up to 1^ or 20 times the height of the belt. Jifier- 

ent opinions have been expressed re^ardin^ the minimum wind 

speed reduction which should be considered si&niiicant. This 

must depend to a &ruat extent on the wind speed prevailing in 

the unsheltered area ana also on the critical velocity values 

above which soil erosion occurs or plant growth is inhibited. 

With hi&h velocities a much smaller reduction than 20 per cent 

may be significant.

Variation in the experimental results recorded above may 
be ascribed cuiefly to:

(i) differences in width and cross-sectional profile 
of tiie shelter celts examined,

(ii) differences in decree of penetraoility to the wind,

(iii) differences in wind direction and velocity at the 
time of measurement,

(iv) differences in experimental methods, in the height 
of measurement above ground and in tiie plant cover 
of the research areas.

The effect of penetrability oi the shelterbelt on the sheltered
area.

NJlgeli (1946) records remarkable similarity in reductions 

of velocity caused by 12 different shelterbelts (li&. 19) and 

concludes that the shelter-effect is determined almost entirely 

by the height oi the belt. However, the divergence between 

the curves oi relative velocity is sufficient for the belts 

to be &z'ouped into lour density classes - open, moderately 

penetrable, dense and very dense (Fi^. ?)  The abatement of 

the velocity iollows the same pattern on the windward side of 

the belts but differences become more marked on the leeward 

side. Similar results have been obtained by Paniilov (1936) 

as 8.1 own in Fi#« 8 where:

Structure I/ ,
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Structure I * 

Structure II = 

Stiucture III - 

Stnieture IV -- 

It/

suelterbolts open tiirouthout tueir h^i^ 
(partly permeable to wind)
sholterbelts dense throughout th^ir height 
( impe imeable to wind)
shelter-belts oi medium density (sli^irtly 
pexmeuble) belov and dense above
shelterbelts of medium density above and 
open below.
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It has been stated that tlie extent of the sheltering 

influence is directly proportionate to the density of the 
shelterbelt (Denuyl 1936) but this is contrary to general 
opinion. Turbulence increases with density (Bodrov 1956) 
and the dense shcdterbelt, although providing a greater degree 
of shelter immediately to leeward, &ives a comparatively re 
stricted zone of effective shelter, since the air stream, 
rising over the belt and meeting a hi^h velocity above the 
trees, is ioreed down to the ground again at a short distance 
from the belt* The shelterbelt which allows wind to permeate 
tiirough it at a reduced velocity causes a lower decree of 
shelter benind the belt but this effect extends over a con 
siderably greater distance* The resumed acceleration of the 
wind is more gradual and therefore less kiimful (Figs. 4, 5» 7 
and 8), Thus a shelterbelt of moderate penetrability to the 
wind provides the most efiactive shelter (H^kkentved 1958, 
1940; Corshenin 1941j Mageli 1945).

On the basis of wind-tunnel studies, the optisaam degree 
of penetrability of a shelterbelt has been recorded as 48 per 
cent, i.e. with 48 per cent of the vindbxwak frontal surface 
open, the openings being unifoxmly distributed over the whole 
surface (Nffekenttred 1958; Blenk 1952), Later Danish wind 
studies snow that, independent of the turbulence of the free 
wind, the optimum geometric penetrability is 55 to 40 per cent 
(Jensen 1954). Konstantinov (1951) quotes a penetrability 
to the wind oi about 50 per cent in the case of natural shelter- 
belts; such belts act as a "lattice" and the turbulence of air 
currents striking them breaks up and diminishes.
The., effect, of variation of the free-wind velocity on the 
sheltered aiea,

Discussing density of shelteibelts, Gorshenin (1946) 
remarks that with dense belts the protective efficiency 

to leeward increases in direct proportion to 
free-wind velocity but, at a distance of lOh, 

this /
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this relationship vanishes. On the other hand, with belts
£penetrable near the ground and "latticed"^ in their middle 

part, the effectiveness close to the belt increases inveisely 

with the wind speed but, beyond 10h, the reverse applies, i.e. 

the wind-protective influence increases with higher wind 

velocity in the open.

Increased shelter-effect witxi increased free-wind velocity 

has been mentioned frequently. Wind measurements E&ade over a 

30-year period iron 1887, auiir% w^ic^ period a spruce belt was 

planted, show a reduction of 30 per cent in the wind velocity, 

rising to 47 P^r cent in heavy gales, when the belt reached an 

effective height (Gei&er 1931). Denuyl (1936) was of the 

opinion that the sheltering influence of a bonier would be 

induced when the wind velocity increased. However, Bourov 

(1936) pointed out tttat, under the inlluence of shelterbelts, 

turbulence is increased, tne horizontal «nd vertical com 

ponents of the velocity of the air currents becoming decreased 

and increased inspect ively; such coan&es <*re more mikeo. the 

higher the velocity of the open-ground wind.

The distinct reduction of penetrability in a spruce belt 

with increased wina velocity has been ascribed to the iact 

that spruce branches act in a numier similar to sL.ts in a 

Venetian blind (Woelfle 1939). It may be supposed that the 

nature of the free wind has some influence on velocity re 

duction in the vicinity of 3 shelteibelt and there must be a 

definite value oi the velocity, at which the relative protection 

in sheltered areas reaches an optimum level; a row of trees, 

being somewhat elastic, will change its iorm according to the 

prevailing wind speed, thereby affecting the resistance to the 

wind and the degree of penetrability (N%eli 1946). Bates 

(1944) has conducted that both the aeptn, e^piessed by percent 

age of velocity reduction, and the width 01 the pool of quieted 

air will increase as winds become stronger ana the centre will 

tend to move a little iurtnei av»ay iiom the windbreak.

*see Glossary
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In practice the main features of the pattern oi air ilow 
are lound to be similar for wind speeds irom 5 to 25 mi/in 
(Gloyne 1954) and the eddy area, del iced as the cross-sectional 
area enclosed by a barrier, the ^ round arid tlie line where the 
air speed is zero, remains constant tor any height oi banier 
and any wind velocity up to 50 mi/hr (Ri&h 1950). In wind- 
tuiinel stuaies a^de in Ameiica (Woodruff und 2ir%5 1952), it 
was observed th^t the percentage velocity reduction attributable 
to placement of a barriei is cojjstant at a ^iven location in 
the vicinity oi the banier, irrespective oi the unobstiucted 
velocity. It follows that complete protection or benefit 
should be based on reduction of the velocity to a value less 
than the critical value for soil or plants; thereiore, the 
hi&her the wind velocity, the less the absolute benefit of a 
windbreak,

From this evidence it woula appear that the relative 
shelter-eiiect behind & ri^ia banier r-iauins more or less the 
same foi varying speeds oi the wind but tiiLt» whare the banier 
chfcjo&es its iona according to the wind presuuie to which it is 
subjected, as in the case oi tree crowns, the penetrability or 
vertical structure oi the barrier will be affected and the zone 
of reduced velocity altered accordingly. A shelterbelt, 
normally oi moderate penetrability, may beconse EIOI« inspermeuble 
in hi^h winds and, similarly, a too open belt csay &ive a more 
effective degree oi shelter. However, it seeios probable also 
that the sheltering efiiciency of a belt is reviuced when tur 
bulence of the free wind is increased, as when the wind passes 
over a very rough surface before it strikes the belt (jensen 
1954). The character oi the iree wir^d is theieioie

The efiect oi width oi the shelterbelt on the sheltered area.
The field of shelter-effect depends primarily on the 

height ana penetrability 01 tne shelterbelt. Width oi the 
belt is a secondary conaidexation in so far as it aiiects tne 
degree of peimeability only; width exeita a 

influence/
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influence on the velocity abatement hit can cause notable 

variation in the microclimate of the sheltered area. Such 

variation* are slight in the usual run oi shelterbelts, the 

exception being for evaporation, but they become important 
in the case oi plantations (Jtfageli 1946). In practice, the 

width oi shelterbelt employed has been determined by the area 

oi land which could economically be devoted to planting and 

the miniisum number of tree-rows necessary to maintain optimum 

penetrability.

Studies oi the influence of width have been made in 

connexion with the extent of shelter on iorest margins, 

Nf&kentvad (1940) discovered that there is a more extensive 
sheltered zone on the leeward margins oi plantations which 
were more than 2,000 m wide than occurs with plantations less 

than 2,000 m in width. In the former oroup 01 plantations 
studied, the sheltered area extended to 60~7Qh and, in the 
latter, to 30-4Qh* This phenomenon was assumed to be due to 
the extent of the plantations in the direction oi the wind and 
to arise from two causess

(a) the flow of air over the tops oi the trees becoming stabi 
lized in a horizontal direction so tliat, on leaving the leeward 

edge of the forest, it merges only very slowly into the sheltered 
area, and

(b) the retarding effect or fractional drag exerted by the 
forest canopy on the air stream extending to a greater height 
in the atmosphere than occurs with a low plunt cover or a narrow 
shelterbelt; so that the normal ground wind is "lifted into the 
air" and it is some time bsiore it reaches &roundL a^>in.

The minimum width, of plantation considered in these in 
vestigations was 200 m wide and in this case & wind speed of 

60 per cent of the free wind velocity was attained at a distance 

of 7«5h to leeward oi the plantation. The values lor the 

extent of shelter are in ^eneial agreement with the iindin&s 

of Maroaell (1926) but greater than those obtained by Woellle 

(1959). However, it was emphasised that the Jonish investi 

gations were preliminary and no ^ener^l conclusions could be
drawn /
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drawn from the results; difficulties were encounteied in 

obtaining measurement points lor the unobstructed wind velo 

city.

These studies have been developed (Jensen 1954) and 

compared with model-aa le tests in a wind-tunnel. It appeals 

that the shelter effect behind woodlands must increase with the 

extent oi the wood in the direction of th wind, but in cases 

where the width/height ratio is of an order oi magnitude of 

more than 50 the increase is insignificant* On the whole, the 

sheltered distances found with the model tests were snorter 

than those obtained unuer Uu.tuxal cu^ivioiis by i40kkentved 

but tiiis miaht presumably be attributed to the iact timt the 

air current in the wind-tunnel was more turbulent in character 

than the wind in natuie.

The Danish results are at variance with those obtained 

by NUgeli (1946, 195Jb) in field experiments and oy Blenk (1952) 

in wind-tunnel research, Measurements made witn a coniferous 

plantation (&%eli 1952b) wita a width, near the measurement 

line, of 600 m show a reduction in wind velocity from 100 per 

cent at 9h to windward of the forest to 62 per cent at the 

windward ed&e and - j&i&ifiun oi 11 per cent within the planta 

tion. The velocity rises again to 22 per cent at the leeward 

edge, to 50 per cent at Ih and 96 per cent at 30h. Comparison 

with values ior a s&elteroelt of simile.i density out only 20m 

wide (l'ig, 9) si'jows little aiiiei-ence to exist on the windward 

side; inside the 20 m belt the wind speed remains at least 

35 per cent above tiiat in the lorest but leeward speeds are 

lower for about 20h» These studies, together with velocity 

measurements obtained in an orchard (Mgeli 1946), snow tiiat 

with u wide sheltering object tne minimum velocity occurs 

wituin the object and taeielore the wide siielterbelt or ioieet 

block consumes its own shelter to some extent*

rieiner (1933) pointed out the lilting oi the air stream 

beioze a i crest ai,d the downward spread oi turbulence in the 

leeward /



FIG, 9

Shelterbelt of average 
penetrability
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PERCENTAGE WIND VELOCITY REDUCTION IN THE VICIUITZ OF A LARCE TOR35T COMPLEX
(after Higeli)

leeward zone. On the basis of tunnel investigations with 

model-scale shelterbelts having widths of 1.7h and lOh res 

pectively, Blenk (1952) records the much earlier resumption of 

wind velocity behind the wide woodlaiki strip and suggests 

that this behaviour may be explained by the tact tiiat the 

vide belt leads the wind parallel to its crown surface, after 

which it comes down to ground level very quickly on leaving 

the leeward edge. The wind over an isolated, impenetiabie 

barrier has rm ascending tendency, a moie gradual re-estab 

lishment of the normal flow pattern occurs end it is more 

effective therefore than the wide shelter-belt. These ob 

servations were confirmed by experimental study of streejn 

flow in a small water-tunnel and are shown

in Fie. 10.
PIG. 10

DIAGRAM OF WIND FLOW OVER A H)RK3T BLOCK
AND A NARROW UHKLTEKHiLT. 

(after the investlgationB of Blenk).



Japanese investigations of the width of windbreaks, made 

with model trees in the field and also in the wind-tunnel, 

show that the resistance offered by the shelterbelt has greater 

dependence on the sum of the tree diameters at breast height 

than on the average diametei (lizruka 1952). The practical 

significance of these studies is obscure. 

The effect of the cross-soctional jffoiile ox the shelterbelt
on the sheltered area.

The Streamlining of belts so that in cross-section they 
appear as a gabled roof with a wide sweep at the eaves has 
been suggested, this being aciiieved by planting central rows 
of the main tree species, flanked on either side by smaller 
trees and sluubs (Bates 1934)* Wind-tunnel studies oi the 
effect of the number of rows within a sheltei-belt and their 
general design and oiientation with respect to the prevailing 
wind have been made witii models of 5-row, 7 -row <ond 10-row 
belts as illustrated in Fig. 11 (Woodruff and ^in^* 1955). 
Relative velocities were recorded at the ground surface acd 
at elevations extending to thiee times the height oi the tallest 
trees. Velocity ratios, U,/tJ , where U is the velocity inT C v
the wind-tunnel with the shelterbelt in position and U thec
corresponding velocity in a clear tunnel, are shown in i ig» 12,

WIND WIND_
DIRECTION

10-ROW DESIGN A 10-ROW DESIGN B

WIND

10-ROW DESIGN C 10-ROW DESIGN D

WIND

7-ROW DESIGN E

WIND

5-ROW DESIGN F
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In the zone between O.lh and 3. In above the ground surface, 

the following order of efiectiveness was established;

(1) 10-row shelterbelt, design C, which did not create as 

large a zone of accelerated flow above and behind the belt as 

in other cases;

(2) 5-*ow belt F, which showed a zone of comi£ati.tively low 

velocity reduction near the margin, due to the scalier density 

ratio and the consequent "jetting" of air between the trees j 

(5) 10-row belt B;

(4) 7-row belt £;

(5) 10-row belt D (design C reversed);

(6) 10-row belt A (design B reversed).
u, ?IG. 12

— Velocity r;itios -" obtained in tin- vicinity of six slielterbelts of varying design.

at

o
UJ
I

Ulo

10-now OESIGN « 10-ROW DESIGN

19 20 25 -200

UJ

10-ROW DESIGN 0 7-ROW DtSIGN E 5-RO* DESIGN T

-200 9 10 15 20 29 -J 0 0 10 5 20 29 "H 0 0

HORIZONTAL DISTANCE IN TREE HEIGHTS

(after Woodruff & Zingg)
With regard to surface protection against wind erosion, 

the order of efiectiveness was found to be as follows: C, A, 

D, B, E, F. The conventional design of shelterbelt for 

American conditions, represented by the model C, proved to 

be most effective at both levels; the belts oi 5 and 7 rows 

offered nearly as naichprotection as the 10-row design and 

showed greater efficiency per tree. It would appear that 

these results should be accepted with reservations since the 

natural tree cannot be simulated effectively on a model scale 

and the reversal of the models shown in Fig* 11 would doubtless 

involve /
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involve changes in the degree of penetrability to the wind 

and not merely in the one variable of cross-sectional profile 

It may be assumed, from basic principles of aerodynamics, 

that a shelterbelt, which in cross-section approaches an aero 

foil, would offer the miniisum resistance to the wind and the 

aone of shelter produced would be small.

In connexion with the cross-sectional profile of a shelter- 

belt, mention should be made of experiments made by H^kkentved 

(1952), quoted by Goldstein (1958), with a model house having 

a high roof slope. It was observed that, when the wind-tunnel 

air stream was switched off, the eddies to leeward of the roof 

gable were in reverse rotation to when the current was flowing 

uniformly. This accounts for trees on the leeward edge of a 

wood being uprooted, especially in a gusty wind. It follows 

that this phenomenon would be more pronounced in the case of a 

dense shelterbelt*

itlp effect of length roi the shblterbelt on the sheltered area, 

Considering the protection afforded by an E-W shelterbelt 

against winds varying between SE and SW, a triangle to the 

North of the belt will be continuously sheltexed. Until this 

triangle extends to 12 times the height of the shelterbelt, the 

full possibilities of distance protection are not being 

utilised; this involves having the belt 24 times as long as 

it is high (Bates 1944). For protection against winds always 

normal to the belt, length would require to be 12 heights only.

Results of investigation of the iield of protection 

affolded by screens (Fig. 15), show that the lines of equal 

wind velocity (isotacks) have a tendency to deviate towards 

the centre of the barrier and to adopt a course parallel to it. 

An extension of the barriers would have changed nothing of the 

diagrammatic illustration except that the zone oi isotacks 

parallel to the screens would have been widened. Thus, the 

experimental belts were just lon^ enough, with respect to their 

height, to produce the greatest possible shelter effect, at 

least in their centre. The ratio of height to len£th in this 

case /
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case was 1:11.5. In the same proportion, natural belts of 

20 m in height should have a length of 220 m in order to obtain 

the maximum shelter effect in their centre; any extension of 

the belt beyond this length may be considered as producing a 

gain in protected area (M%eli 1955a),

PIG. 13
(Ox 9x 8x 7x 6x 5x 4x Jx 2x (x 0 -(x-2x-Jx-4x-5x

! !
Heights Penetrable Screen 
"indward Heights

to'* ['Windward 
2.0x

1.0x

5x 4x Jx 2-x ix 0 -|x-2x-Jx-4x-5x

100x

150x _ 
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Leeward
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Leeward

10* 9* 8x 7x 7x 6x 5x 4x ix 2x |x 0 -1 x-2x-Jx-4x-5x

flan of wind velocity reduction by penetrable and dense reed screens. 

(Height of measurement 0.55 m   i h)

(after Nageli)

Wind conditions at the extremes of the shelterbelt.

Increased wind velocity, higher than that in the open, 

occurs at the ends of shelterbelts and screens (Figs* 6 and 

13), due to air currents sweeping round the belts. Smoke 

experiments have confirmed this feature (Kreutz 1950; Woelfle 

1958), These aones are smll in relation to the length of 

the shelterbelt. In the ajarnediate vicinity of the end of a 

screen, on the leeward side, a narked concentration of lines 

of equal velocity is apparent, as shown in Fig* 15, palticularly 

in the case of a dense screen; these conditions are analogous 

to those of ilow over the obstacle. Whilst tiiis phenomenon 

is of little practical importance when it occurs above the 

screen, it may hara and reduce growth as soon as it takea 

place at the level of crops bein^ protected, especially since 

this zone of increased velocity is displaced constantly through

the free wind chunking its direction sliiiitlv tut with
frequency/
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irequency (Mgeli 19D3a).

Fig. 13 aliens also that the leeward sheltered son© is 

not confined within lines drawn perpendicular to the ends of 

the barrier but is broader, parallel to it, than the barrier 

is long.

effect of a in tha shelterbelt.

Frequent $aps in shelterbelt systems are advocated in 

the Russian literature, particularly where belts intersect 

one another. With a gap of 12 m in width, although a zone 

of increased velocity develops vithin the &ap (i'ig« 14) , there 

is practically no lateral extension oi this "draught zone" 

and at a short distance irom the gap the wind abatement is

1946,

FIG. 14
CCinDITIONS IN THE VICDOETY OP A Tr

HsT A SIIELTEP3ELT 
(after Nageli)

\Vind Speed in percent of the Free V.'ind
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Similar findings have been made by von Slmera (1951)» 

A velocity of 3.6 m/sec was observed in the open and of 4.5 

in/sec within the gap.

Inflection oi the wind by the ahelterbelt*

The wind t such as blows across a region free from 

obstacles, is devoted by a ehelterbelt into a direction more 

parallel to the border of the stand (tfoelfle 1935, 1936). 

However, when the air current enters a belt or forest sturd, 

it is deflected more or less normal to the margin (Woelfle 

1939)* Pronounced deviations and consequent turbulence are 

only produced in the fields of influence of very dense belts 

1946).

, of wind velocity in the vertical plane due to the 
shelter-belt*

By experiment| NMgell (1946) found that at 1.4 m above 

ground| the heiight of his general field measurements ( this 

point was already outside the zone of strong variation due to 

frictional disturbances caused by the- ground surface. In 

later studies (1955&) velocities were measured at 9 elevations 

between -J and 4 times the height of artificial barriers, 

Fig* 15 allows that the protective effect of a windbreak is 

not greatly diminished until the height of the obstacle, if 

the latter is dense, and the position and percentage value of 

the minimum velocity remain^ relatively unchanged. In the 

case of a penetrable screen, a distinct diminution of the pro 

tective effect appears at the height of the barrier but the 

zone of shelter is more pronounced. This evidence may explain 

the signif ic-jit improvements in crop yields behind windbreaks 

relatively short in size, such as low screens or rows of maize 

(Kreutz 1952*0» and in orchards behind shelterbelts which are 

not appreciably hi&her than the fruit trees.

In Fi&* 15 a secondary maximum velocity occurs in place 

of the minimum on the leeward side beyond & height of l4h 

(3.3 m) /



5 si) above grourid and ^ aiaall abatement 01 tue vml s 
takss place after this ma*igu&. At lour tilths tm Uu^ht 01 
the screen tnc influence oi the windbreak in a veitical 
direction has not yet leaciied its upper limt, which explains 
the comparatively lor^ hoiiaoi.tal projection oi tii@ 
iniluence at lower elevations*

Fons (1940) invaati^tod vixui speeds at tie^nts u| to 
142 ft over grassland, ioivst am biush sites, but his 
are oi little insert, nee iicca a microcliimtic point oi view.

FIG. 15

Penetrable Screen

10 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30
Heif-clits

Percentage vrLnd velocity reduction at different 
heights above ground in the vicinity of artificial 
windbreaks, 2.2 m in height (after Kageli)

B eifect of el*elteybalt8 o^ w&ad erosion ol ti» soil.
gee oi tbs pii^cipal uses ol sheltei belts £FCB a universal 

aspect is tije contiol of wind erosion oi the soil. Kentiou has 
been nade oi u*; wind-turmel studies by Woodruff ajid Zin£ig 
(1953) rejiaxding the decree ol protection at the soil surface 
aflorded by diliercnt model ohclteibelts, and a considerable 
amount oi litexature is available on the dynamics and control 
oi /
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of wind erosion.

3y using a special soil-catcher, lizuka (1950) has observed 

that a windbreak, which reduced wind velocities to 61, 69 and 

77 per cent of that in the open, at leeward distances of lOh, 

20h, and 3Qh respectively, decreased the soil-blowing effect' 

to 0.14, 18,04 and 50.54 per cent correspondingly.

Quantities of dust, blown from a road adjoining a dense 

shelterbelt and measured at several points behind the shelter- 

belt, have been found to be proportionate to the wind speed 

at these points; with the increase of turbulence beiiind the 

belt, the carrying capacity of the air decreased and the dust 

settled (Sennebo 1952).

In a survey of soil erosion in Eastern England (Sneesby 

1953)» during which areas affected by a serious "olow" in 

Spring were examined, 10 sh^lterbelts showed an average pro 

tection for 14h, the maximum sheltered distance oeing 27h. 

Two mixed plantations, 220 and 250 yds wide and 30-40 ft and 

50-60 ft high respectively, sheltered distances of 300 yd; 

in the latter case the ground sloped away from the damaging 

wind* Thick hedges showed a protected aone averaging 27h, 

whilst solid windbreaks were reported as having an average 

sheltered area of 17h, Causes of soil blowing are recorded 

as an open, or virtually open, land surface, where the soil 

has been broken down by frost and cultivation into a fin® 

tilth and whose surface has dried out to become a dust and, 

secondly, a gusty wind.

The effect of physiography on the sheltered area*

"By analysis of anemometric measurements, protective belts 

of trees on arable slopes have been found to have no less 

sheltering efficiency than on level plateaux (Gorshenin 1946). 

Air currents near the ground are roughly parallel to the topo 

graphy but with increasing velocity as the degree of slope 

increases, although Pamilov (1940) denies that there is an 

increased velocity on the upper parts of slopes except in 

places /
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places of sharp transition i'roE one iorm of relief to another* 

D'Yachenko (1946) has continued that the velocity of a wind 

blowing up a slope increases towards the brow, whereas down- 

winds decrease progressively in velocity, but these changes 

may be slight. This involves a considerable acceleration 

or deceleration of speed respectively, the speeding-up or 

slowing down factor depending on the steepness and roughness 

of the windward slope (Andersen 1934)* With acceleration, 

values of 150 per cent oi the normal velocity may be reached 

tut generally are below 125 per cent (Putnam 1948),

The connexion between topo^ra^hy and wind pattern has 

been studied from various aspects* An isolated hill, which 

is relatively high compared witu its horizontal extension, 

tends to be by-passed by the wind rather than overflowed 

(Geiger 1927-9)* The laaximun wind velocities occur on the 

flanks of the hill, a marked minimum at the lee, and a second 

ary minimum at the windward side. Canalisation of the wind 

by valleys is often connected with a change in direction and 

locally with an acceleration in speed and plays an important 

part in exposure (Andersen 1954). Leeward slopes below 8°

are assumed to be unprotected (tfoelfle 1950) and it is 

assumed that the sheltered acne behind the summit of a hill 

is restricted to a short distance, according to the steepness 

of the slope, and is followed by a region witn increased wind 

speeds (Woelfle 1937); this may be interpreted as the efiects 

of increased turbulence and changes in the vertical gradient 

of the wind.

From wind-tunnel studies of artificial barriers situated 

at various points on undulating ground, it appears that a 

barrier is most effective when it stands at the top of a hill 

or on the windward slope and much loss effective when it stands 

on the leeward slope or in the valley between two hills wnich 

follow one another in the direction of tne wind (Blenk 1952).

The /
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Tbs effect of a series of parallel sbelterbelts on the w 
velocity.

Conilictin£ opinions have been expressed concerning the 

influence on wind velocity of systems of shelterbelts or 

screens normal to the wind direction* Investigations of a 

series of green willow windbreaks, 550 ft aj*art and 50-45 ft 

high, showed that their effect on wind velocity was not 

cumulative (Purdue Univ. 1940), Bates (1945) found that, 

where 4 parallel barriers, normal to the wind direction, were 

separated by distances of 2% 20 and 50 times their common 

height respectively, the effect on wind speed was the same as 
th&t of 4 barriers of equal length, height ana type acting 

independently; no cuiauLUtivo eiiect was exhibited, However, 

their most important effect is to create a "larger coherent 

mass of stilled air" with a zone "7~12h stretching laterally 

from the ends, giving some small degree of protection". 

From stuai^s both in the field and in the laboratory .N^kkentved 

(1940) has concluded that, at the usual distances apart 

(I0~15h), jarallel shelteibelts show no cumulative influence 

tut some such effect might be obtained ii the belts were 

planted sufficiently closely together. These investigations 

have been developed by Jensen (19H) who found, with model 

windbreaks, that when the screens were spaced core than 5h 

apart, there was only a slight difference in the shelter effect 

of the two screens and little deviation from the effect of a 

single screen. With a spacing between screens of 2h, the 

shelter effect was considerably greater close to the screen 

and out to a distance of about 20h, from which point the 

shelter effect was less than that of a single screen or oi the 

systems of screens with greater distances between barriers. 

Measurements of parallel hedgerows in nature shewed no signi 

ficant cumulative effect on the wind velocity.

However, in investigating wind velocities between two 

belts, N* ;eli (1946) observed that at no point between them was 
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the free wind speed attained and concluded that belts could be 

so laid out that their zones of velocity reduction overlapped, 

although this might be possible in very rare cases only. It 

has been stated t&i.t provided two shslterbelts are not more 

than 30 times their common height apart, the lull unobstructed 

wiiid will not be regained in the zone between the belts and 

that, if the distance between the belts is 20 heights, the 

wind reduction for the intervening area will be appreciable 

(Mlin 1955) » Whilst this might appear to be probable theo 

retically, there is as yet no scientific evidence in continua 

tion.

effect of a wooded landscape on tfoe wind velocity.

It has been observed that, as the wind passes over an 

extensive land mass, a reduction of velocity occuis; a region 

with shelterbelts and hedges oilers more resistance to the 

wijad than an area which is relatively treeless (Braak 1929). 

To obtain inf onaation on the effects ol open and densely wooded 

landscapes on the velocities of the wijod in the layers near the 

ground | measurements have been made during the passage of a 

westerly wind across Jutland (Jensen 1954). Two measurement 

lines were selected, the first passing through South Jutland, 

sparsely provided with hedgerows and woodlands, and the second 

through Kid-Jutland which contains a very large number of
»

shelterbelts and plants tiens. The lines were surveyed in 

detail and * roughness coeflicionts* allocated according to 

values obtained in preliminary wind-tunnel studies on multiple 

screens « Values of wind speed recorded on the iirst line 

(roughness coefficient 0.003) showed that within a distance 

of about 10 Ion the velocities near the ground were reduced by 

20 per cent; on the eastern part of this same line (roughness 

coefficient 0.020) the velocity was only 55 per cent oi its 

original /
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original value until, passing over a 10 km stretch of sea, 

it again rose to 75 per cent. On the second line (roughness 

coefficient 0.010 - 0.015) the velocity was reduced by 50 per 

cent within a distance of 20*30 km. 

Regarding the relation between the velocity of the geo- 

s trophic wind and that at 2 m above ground, on sites with 

different roughness coefficients, variations of great magni 

tude in the wind speed were observed by Jensen to be trans 

mitted to the wind at 2 m above ground at the rate of 75-90 

per cent of the geos trophic wind velocity. At the coast of 

Jutland the ratio between the wind velocity at 2 m and the 

geostrophic wind was found to be 0.58; in open terrain, with 

roughness coefficient 0.005, 0.29; in hilly and densely 

wooded terrain, with roughness coefficient O.OlO - 0.015 » 

0.21

2.

ffbje basis of heat exchange .

By day, the earth* s source of heat, the sun, transmits 

heat by radiation, of which a considerable proportion is re 

flected by the surface of the clouds or scattered diffusely 

into universal space and is ineffective concerning the heat 

economy of air and ground. At the ground surface, a further 

loss is incurred by reflection, long-wave radiation, evaporation, 

convection and conduction, the reminder being supplied to the 

ground. lXtrin& the ni{,ht, when incoming radiation is cut off, 

the land surface loses heat through outgoing radiation and 

evaporation and the colder, and therefore heavier, air layers 

form beneath the warmer, lighter ones. In thisway, the 

temperature profile shows increase in temperature with height 

above ground, a condition known as temperature inversion, in 

contrast to conditions at mid-day* In the course oi the day, 

air movement caused by wind and convection hinders stratifica 

tion but, at ni£ht, a stable vertical stratiiication oc^uis, 
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the stability increasing as further cooling proceeds. Con 

sequently, night is the tiiae oi least wind velocity at the 

ground surface*

The rate oi heat exchange at the ground surface is 

conditioned by the nature ox the surface* Bare ground absorbe 

h«at readily and loses it quickly during outgoing radiation 

conditions* Vegetation increases the surface of absorption; 

the rise in temperature is reduced and similarly the rate of 

loss during the night. Plants therefore modify temperature 

fluctuations near the ground. High forest has the effect of 

liaising the 'ground climate 1 or the surface of absorption some 

distance above the ground, i.e. to the crown space, where 

radiation is absorbed and omitted, the tree wind is retarded 

and water is given off to the air as it is in the open, A 

separate climate arises in the trunk space, which is peculiar 

to forest conditions. The trunk space normally has a more 

equable climate than the tree crowns since the vigorous heat 

exchange taking place at the crown surface during the day is, 

transmitted only gradually to the trunk space and during the 

night the cold air settles above the crowns unless the stand 

is very tiiin and the cold air can sink to the iorest floor*

Temperature conditions on forest margins.

Temperature relationships near the ground, the changing 

conditions of heat exchange, the influence of topography and 

forests on air temperatures and the cliioate of stand borders 

and clearings, described in detail \sy Geiger (1950}, are con 

cerned in the effects of shelterbelts on the temperatures of 

sheltered areas. To some extent, the conditions which obtain 

on forest margins are applicable to shelterbelts also, parti 

cularly in the case of wide belts.

Forests are surrounded by a belt of increased temperature 

fluctuations, chiefly as a result 01 the heightened effect of 

radiation by reason oi the greater calmness of air (La Cour 18?2). 
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Stagnation of the air on the stand mar&iii allows a stable 

stratification of cold air which is constantly sinking irom 

the crown space* 33» morning heating has to overcome the 

stability of the nocturnal temperature stratiiication; the 

evening cooling is furthered by its establishment*

On the other hand, frost protection at ni^ht on the edge 

of a wood is brought about not only indirectly, by reason of 

the warmer trunk space uir, but also directly through the 

rest lie ted net outgoing radiation caused by the tree crowns* 

Also, auring the day, when the air layers near the ground 

become heated over open country but remain cool in the forest 

under the screen oi the canopy, the cooler air of the trunk 

space may flow out into the open as a diurnal forest wind 

(Geiger 1950)*

!Fhe climate at the stand border results from two funda~ 

mentally different causes* Firstly, it is a transition 

climate between that of the trunk space and that oi the open 

country and the contrast leads to an exchange of their pro 

perties* Secondly, the edge oi the stand is like a high 

step in tho land and, according to the direction it faces, it 

catches insolation or withholds it irom the open region 

(Geiger 1956),

4ir temperature conditions in the vicinity of shelterbelts.

The average suioaer tempera tare ̂ between shelterbelts are ^
A

somewhat lower and the average winter temperatures scsewhat 

higher than in the open steppe but these differences are 

slight (Httgeli 1941). To any appreciable extent (more than

1°C), tile direct effect on the temperature of tho air layers 

near the ground is felt only at a short distance from the 

shelterbelt - 5 times the height oi the belt (Gorshenin 1941). 

Windbreaks increase the average temperature of tho air 

(Flensborg 1926), an opinion probably based on the observations 

of La Cour (1872) to the effect that protection against wind 
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causes higher temperatures in the daytime but lower tempera 

tures at ni^ht; the average increase in temperature in the 

sheltered zone was recorded as 1|°C. It was assumed that 

this greater daily amplitude caused a greater danger of night 

frost, a fact which has been pointed out by Bodrov (1956).

Bates (1911) has mentioned the increased diurnal ampli 

tude in sheltered areas and reported that, on sunny days in 

America, with li&ht to moderate winds, maximum temperatures 

at 4 ft above ground in the zone between 2h and 5 & behind 

a dense barrier exceeded those in the open by 2-5°!' and mini- 

BUB were about the same amount less at night, little difference 

being found beyond about lOh. Under British conditions of 

intermittent sunshine, the differences obtained are less and 

of course rarely occur day after day (Gloyne 1954). More 

recent figures from Holland indicate maximum diflerences up 

to 5-6°F about 4 in. above the surface but 1-J°F at 4 ft 

within a 2.0*10 about lOh wide (van der Linde and tfoudeiiberg

1951).

Bates has also recorded that the highest diurnal IMTJBIIBI 

ana the lowest minimum are to be lound in those places where 

the wind is reduced most. Clouds, by preventing insolation 

and outgoing radiation, reduce the efiect of a windbreak on 

air temperature* During precipitation the effect of a wind 

break is beneficial since it checks the wind velocity, thereby 

preventing excessive cooling of the air through rapid evapora 

tion from the wet surface* The daily superheating of the 

air amounts to approximately the same value whether the 

temperature outside the sheltered zone be high or low but, 

relative to the total amount of heat available ior plant 

growth, it is most important in the spring and autumn when 

the supply is lowest.

The daily progress of temperature is dependent on the 

weather; the clearer and drier the weather the greater the 

daily amplitude. Jurin^ the lirst half of the day, when the 
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balance of warmth is positive, i»e. v?hen incoming radiation 

surpasses outgoing radiation, the shelterbelt produces a 

warning efiect. In the secondjiaif oi the day, from about 

1500 hr to sunrise next morning, when the balance is negative, 

the belt produces a cooling effect. During very hot days 

the tempera tuie in the son* adjacent to the bait usay rise 

6-7 C; this may have an unfavourable effect upon plant 

growth and, in conditions of extremely high temperatures, 

may cause *sun scald 1 or scorching (Bodrov 1956)* This 

excessive insolation is furthered by rellection froc the 

trees of the sheltcrbelt (van der Linde and Moudenberg 1951) 

and is exhibited particularly on a still day (Geigcr 1950)* 

When incasing radiation is intermittent, as a result of 

variability in the cloud deck, the temperature is higher 

practically all day long in the sheltered area than in the 

open*

On the other hand, shading from incoming solar radiation 

occurs on the opposite side of the sfaelterbelt thus causing 

lower air temperatures. The width of the shaded or insolated 

zone depends on the time and the orientation of the shelter- 

belt (Geiger 1950)* A method has been devised to determine 

graphically the width of shadow beside objects with horizontal 

upper edges for each hour of the day and each day of the year 

(van der Linde and Woudenberg 1946)*

A higher wind velocity produces increased dynamic con- 

vection between the air layers near the ground and, conse 

quently, decreased temperature gradients. This means lower 

temperatures at the ground by day and higher at night* On 

a still night, with little or no wind, there is a greater 

danger of night frost* Because of the effect of shelter- 

belts in reducing wind velocity, the danger of night frost in 

enclosed sheltered areas is considerably higher than in 

unsheltered regions (Geiger 1950)* However, frosts related 

to the movement of cold air masses will bo reduced by shelter- 
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shelterbelts and the possibility of their occurrence in 

sheltered areas will bo less (Bodrov 1936). Also, ths 

theory of stagnant air is applicable only as long as there 

ia wind; on calm nights the danger of night frost should 

not be greater, apart from other influences t in a sheltered 

area (van der Linde and tfoudenberg 1951). Oa such nighta, 

however, radiation from the blanches and leaves of the trees 

in the shelterfeelt will cause a slowly descending curlent of 

cold air next to dense belts and this will prevent a uniform 

danger of frost in all parts of ths sheltered area* Gorshenin 

(1941) confirms that frost danger is greatest with dense 

shelterbelts which allow stagnation oi the air on their 

margins,

It is apparent that the influences of shelterbelts on 

local temperatures are dependent on microclimatic conditions 

and few general conclusions can be drawn regarding their 

quantitative effect on the temperature range* These influences 

may be suxoaarised as follows:

(i) Reduction of wind velocity, causing a sheltered area to 

leeward and, to a siaaller extent, to windward of a shelterbelt, 

brings about a reduction of thonnodyneunic exchange between 

the air layers, which results in generally higher tempera 

tures. However, when disturbance is reduced to a critical 

value, thermal stmtilication and stagnation of the air occur 

within the sheltered zone, with greater danger oi night frost, 

(ii) Shading causes lower temperatures on the side of the 

shelterbelt away from the sun; en the opposite side insolation 

produces higher temperatures*

(iii) Higher daily temperatures and lower night tempeiatures 

give rise to a greater diurnal amplitude within the sheltered

area*
(iv) Restriction of outgoing radiation from a narrow strip 

along the shelterbelt Eargin by the tree crowns,which will 

der^Yid on the species and crown form to a ceitain degree, 

toother with the warmer air flowing out from the tiunk spaco, 

should /
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should theoretically produce higher ni^ht temperatures on the 

shelterbelt margin» This may be counteracted by thd downward 

flow of cold air £rom the crowns..

The unfavourable effects which shelterbelts exert on the 

temperature regime are connected chiefly with night frost, 

This danger can be minimised by ensuring that shelterbelts 

arc partially penetrable to the wind bub not sufficiently open 

as to cause cold draughts through the trees* Siting and con 

struction will play an important part in the temperature 

relationships, which t generally speaking, are more favour*.Jsle 

for plant and animal welfare.

33ae effect of shelterbelts on..;^^^^0^^-^^^ 

Shelterbelts have a positive influence on the soil tempera 

tures in their vicinity (Kreuta 1958). Bates (1911) studied 

the effect of windbreaks on so il tompeiatures at a depth of 

50 cm and found a temperature under the trees 5j°C below that 

in the open* Further, he discovered that the degree of 

influence at tnis particular depth varied according to the 

season; during increasing declination of the sun, i,e, in 

Spring, the value of the influence was greater; during de 

creasing declination, i.e* in Autumn, it was lower, This 

phenomenon must be closely related to that regarding the diurnal 

course of air tempexatures t&rou&hout the year, mentioned by 

Bodrcv (1956)* The differences observed ware generally less 

than 1 'c however*

Anderson (1945) records the following soil temperatures 

at various distances to the west of a leaf-tree belt, 2,5 ro 

high, during June/July 1915*

itfind

Westerly 
Easterly

Temps, at 
most

westerly
-s^tjion

__ depth
5 cm 10 cm
16. 33 15.53 
16.51 15.47

Temp, differences from those of the 
most westerly station (decrees C}
_W. of belts 

55 m
depth

5 cm 10 cm
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0

Ine /

1 5TJ»
dejrth

. 5 cm^ 10 cm 5
0.06 0.04 0 
0.05 , 0.05 0

——————————— _.. .. . L . .

12f m
depth 
cm 10 cm
.12 0.21
.60 0.58
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The lower strata of the soil are heated by the conduction 
of warmth from above. Conduction is increased by a moderate 
amount of moisture in the soil, yet evaporation of moisture 
may reduce the surface temperature and thus reduce also the 
amount oi heat to be conducted downward (Bates 1911).

measures of atiaosi>horic sioisture*

Of the measuzes of the moisture content of the air near 
the ground, the expression 'relative humility1 , the percentage 
degree of saturation or ths ratio between the actual vapour 
pressure and saturation vapour pressure, has been commonly 
used but is probably the least satisfactory from the aspect 
of shelterbelt and forest influences. A constant relative 
humidity represents neither a constant vapour pressure in the 
atmosphere nor a constant evaporative power. Relative 
humidity varies inversely with temperature in such a way that, 
with a 1 F rise or fall in tempera. ture, there is a change of 
1-5 per cent in relative humidity in the opposite direction.

'Saturation deficit 1 , the difference between the actual 
and saturation pressures, should be the most useful cliusatic 
measure to indicate evaporation from water, soil or foliage 
and transpiration by the plant (Kittredge 1948), The term 
means more than relative humidity ecologically (Braun-Blanquet 
1932), and may vary greatly even when the relative humidity 
remains constant for it rises with temperature at an acceler 
ating rate.

2he hygrometric state of the air may also be expressed by 
means of the 'vapour density* or 'absolute humidity1 , the 
density of the water vapour present in the air, and the 'dew 
point 1 , the temperature for which the actual and saturation 
vapour pressures are the soue»
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Humidity relationship in a forest stand.

Before sunrise there is high humidity in all layers from 

the forest floor to above the crowns of the trees. Alter sun 

rise the crown surface begins to dry out and during the morning 

there is a sharp decrease in relative humidity in and above the 

crowns whilst on the forest floor nocturnal moisture conditions 

are still evident. Later, as the sun gets higher and the wind 

freshens normally, their influences penetiate the interior of 

the stand and the divergence between the relative humidity in 

and above the crown space and that at the forest floor is de 

creased; this is the time oi the mid-day minimum. In the 

evening type of humidity distribution the greatest humidity 

differences at the various heights are to be observed, since 

the air above the crowns is still under the dominance of the 

daytime drying hours but the steady transfer of water vapour 

from the ground begins tc be more effective as the temperature 

within the forest gradually decreases (Gei^er 1950).

As a result of the temperature differences in tine lower 

most air layers, movement of air from a plantation into the 

surrounding area occurs* This very lit, at wind, known as the 

diurnal forest wind, may be reco&niseu by its ability to convey 

cool humid air from the trunk space into the open (Herr 1956, 

Borffel 1935). I» this way the moisture relationsliips within 

a forest stand will affect the humidity ol the adjacent area, 

though probably restricted to a narrow strip along the forest 

margin.

relationships in sheltered areas.

Numerous investigations have shown that the humidity, both 

absolute and relative, of the cltoate near the ground between 

shelterbelts is usually higher than in the open and this excess 

has been expressed as 2-3 per cent of relative humidity and 

0.5-1 ma of absolute humidity (Gorshenin 1941). Sumnjarisiog 
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earlier work, imgoli (1942) suggested that the influence of 

shelterbelts on relative humidity is small in so far as the 

average value jus regarded but the humidity in sheltered areas 

is constantly higher than in the open, whilst minium values in 

the open are considerably lower than between shelterbelts. 

Later, he found that in the daytime there is a aistinctly 

perceptible increase in the average relative humidity in 

sheltered regions (K%eli 1943), Xreutz (1938) cbseived a 

similarly distinct increase in relative humidity within plots 

screened by artificial windbreaks; since the screens were not 

of living material there was no question of water vapour being 

conveyed from the screen and therefore the increase was ascribed 

to the fact that the water evaporated from the soil and growing 

crops ia retained longer in a sheltered area owing to the re~ 

duced eir movement*

Bates (1911) records the following figures for saturation 

deficit at different distances to leeward of a windbreaks

Distance 
(ajultiples of height)

1
5 
10 

In the open

Saturation Deficit 
(inches Jig)

0.743 
0.788
0.776 
0.697

Temperaturef°p7
85.1 
86.7 
86.9 
84*9

Kittredge (1948) has suggested that the difier^nces in satura 

tion deficit reflect the differences in the corresponding tempera 

tures rather than in 120 is tare content of th© air«

Measurements of relative humidity made between 1915 and 

1915 (i&bjerg 19171 Andersen 1943) at 50 cm above ground and at 

various distances from a leaf-tree belt about 3 B hi^h, with 

winds between force 2 ond 3 on the Beaufort scale, were as 

follows:

Measurement PojLnt Wind Direction Relative Humidity (?,}
30 m West of belt ¥ 77
6m " " " ¥
6 m Sast of belt ¥
30 m " " " ¥
30 m " " B
6 B " " M £
6 m " " M £
30 m " " M *

76
80
77
65
66
72
67
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Here detailed observations of the effect oi shelter-belts 

on relative humidity (gas *Yanov 1950) are sumiakrised in the 

following tablet __.

JEeint of measurement _ Relative Humidity
i Apr. May Jun. Jul.

In the shelterbelt system , 66.4 55.6 42.6 54.1
In the open steppe ! 65.7 51*6 58.6 51.6

1947 !In the shelterbelt system 7* f 68.6 65.0 51.0 47.0
In the open steppe i 65.5 65.0 49.0 44.0

In the shelterbelt system 1948 65.0 55.0 41.5 50.0 \
In the open steppe 60.0 49.6 59.5 47.2

Generally speaking, the absolute air humidity may be 

assumed to be higher in a sheltered region than in the open; 

when the temperature in a sheltered area is temporarily higher, 

the relative humidity may be lower than in the open however, in 

spite of the higher absolute humidity (van der Linde and louden- 

berg 1951). Under conditions when the vapour pressure near 

the surface is 7-12 cm of mercury one may expect to Xind in 

creases of up to about 2 nan during the day within a lOh wide 

strip adjoining a shelterbelt. At night there is an associated 

fall of dew (Kreutz 1952b).

Changes in atmospheric moisture due to shelterbelts occur 

in full dependence with the daily weather progress (Bodrov 1956) 

"The moat marked positive influence oi sh&lterbelts appears to 

be during the second half oi the day when the warmth balance on 

the surface of vegetation is negative. During the hours of 

sunset (when the weather is dry and hot), the deficit in mois 

ture may drop under the effect oi belts at an average of 15 per 

cent over a distance of 1 km, whilst the fall at points near the 

belt may reach 50-60 per cent. During the morning hours, when 

the balance 01 warmth is positive, the influence of shelter-belts 

tecomas opposite, as at that time they produce a drying effect on 

the air. As a result of this the moisture becomes less and the 

moisture deficit soon after sunrise may rise on the average by 

20 per cent over 1 km distance between belts. At mid-day, with 
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a someikji even balance of warmth, the shelterbelts oegin to 

produce favourable effects. In dry and hot weather they 

increase the atmospheric moisture to a distance fcf 500-600 m. 

Furthermore, under the influence of vertical mixing of air

masses, the moisture falls below that of the air in the open 
steppe but remaining, on the average, equal to it."

The humidity of the air is influenced by wind, air tempera

ture, transpiration and evaporation from vegetation and the 

shelterbeit itself and by the moisture content oi the surface 

soil* It also depends on the time of day and season and on 

weather conditions. Ho general quantitative values can be 

assumed for the increased degiee of humidity in the vicinity 

of shelterbelts because of the extremely varied conditions 

under which measurements have been recorded. However, it 

would appear that the moisture content of the air in sheltered 

regions is significantly higher than in regions where the wind 

is unobstructed*

4... EVAPORATION AND

relation of evaporation to other climatic factors,.

Evaporation, the loss of water from a damp object or a 
free water surface to the atmosphere, has been considered to 

supply the best index of efiiciency of a shelterbeit (BodroW 

1936). In areas of low rainfall it is evident that evapora 

tion must play an important role since it controls the degree 

06 dryness of a climate.

Evaporatic is dependent upon the combined effect of 

humidity, wind, temperature, atmospheric pressure and radiant 

energy. Without air movement, evaporation is closely related 

to the vapour-tension deficit. Temperature exceeds wind 

velocity in its influence on the rate oi evaporation (Shull 

1919). However, it has been observed by several investigators 

that, when temperature and relative humidity in an area are 

fairly /
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fairly uniform, the differences in evaporation values are 

controlled almost exclusively by wind and the distribution 

of evaporation closely follows that of wind velocity.

Investigations to evaluate by analysis the importance of 

the vapour pressure deficit and vind a© factors ox the eva 

poration rete (Kucera 1954) have determined a cailtiple re 

gression for the rate of evaporation as a function of the 

vapour pressure deficit and wind velocity. The correlation 

of evaporation to the saturation deficit exceeded 70 per cent; 

wind | as a separate factor, showed only limited correlation but, 

as a component factor, it decreased variance in evaporation un 

related to saturation deficit by 54 per cent. Increasing wind 

speed increased the rate of evaporation when the degree of 

haaidity remained constant and wind effectiveness was most 

pronounced in the initial velocity classes and diminished as 

ail zcovejsaent increased. Under conditions approaching con 

densation, as on a till nights when temperatures of evaporating 

surf aces dropped considerably below those oi the air, the 

vapour pressure deficit was an unreliable index of the eva 

poration potential*

Observations recorded by Maran and Lhota (1952) indicate 

that on calm days the evaporation curve roughly follows the 

curve of temperature; a cloudy sky and a wind of varying 

velocity cause irregular changes in the rate of evaporation 

and, 'at lower temperatures , wind becomes the governing factor. 

The evaporation amplitude reaches a peak with a cloudless sky.

Reduced evaporation from the ground surface and from 

plants involves a reduction in heat consumption for evaporation 

and thereby a higher aoil and air tempera turej this fact is of 

quantitative importance (Jensen 1954).

relation of txanapiiation rtc _ other elliptic factors. 

Transpiration, the physio logical rolease of water by the 

actual plant, is of cruat importance to vegetative growth. 

existence /
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existence of a direct relationship between transpiration and 

the relative humidity of the air has been establish&d expcii- 

mentally by Barwin (1914). The rate of loss of water by the 

plant obeys ikiltcu^a law of evaporation within a certain veiy 

narrow range of relative humidity; with an increase of relative 

humidity (tnis means a lower temperature if the magnitude of 

deficit is maintained) the rate increases; with a decrease 

of relative humidity (accompanied by a rise in temperature) the 

rate diminishes (ifeximov 1929). Tlais, quite apart from possible 

stomatal movements, the influence oi atmospheric humidity on 

transpiration is very complicated and cannot be expressed by a 

simple fonmila.

Brings and iS&inta (1916) calculated the correlation co 

efficients between transpiration and the various environmental 

factors; the vertical coraponent of radiation, air temjxsrature 

and wet-bulb depression* Transpiration showed the greatest 

dependence on the intensity of radiation, time accounting for 

the great divergence between day and night transpiration rates. 

Transpiration and evaporation cuives are frequently found to 

parallel one another (Biaun-Blanquet 1932),

Wind can accelerate transpiration considerably by the 

removal of humid air from the leaf surface, thereby promoting 

diffusion through the stomata, and by oausing bending movements 

of the leaf lamina, bringing alternate contraction and expansion 

of the; intercellular spaces and facilitating the exit oi 

saturated air and the entrance of dry air (Syrakiewiets 1924). 

It is frequently mentioned that transpiration increases under 

the influence of wind up to a velocity of 2-4 m/sec, after 

which tiie rate oi transpiration is not affected by an increase 

in the wind velocity. However, most oi the investigations 

which gave rise to this conclusion were conducted with individual 

plants or parts of a plant and not with actual growing crops. 

Using /
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Using boxes containing growing material of clover and grass 

in a wind-tunnel, Jensen (1954) has established that the loss 

of water from plants in natural conditions increases in pro- 

poition to increases in velocity and this he ascribed to the 

bending influence of the wind and the greater the penetration 

the higher the velocity, thus exposing a larger stomatal surface 

to the air current. In calm conditions transpiration is pro 

portional to the saturation deficit and the same ratio was 

found to obtain in the wind to some extent. He observes 

further that the physical law that evaporation increases with 

wind velocity may be said to apply also to transpiration up to 

velocities of 10 a/sec; above this, transpiration increases 

at a lower rate than that indicated by the evaporation law. 

It has been observed that, with the same wind velocity, 

an immobile attached leaf transpired less water than a leaf 

free to bend and stove with the wind. On the other hand, 

mechanical deformation, as well as incx^ased loss of water 

under the influence of wind, may lead to closing of the stomata 

and, consequently, to a retardation of the &&seous interchange 

between the intercellular spaces of the leaf and the surrounding 

atmosphere. These considerations complicate the problem oi the 

effect of wind on transpiration and render quantitative relation 

between wind velocity and transpiration rate more difficult 

(Maximov 1929).

The effect of shelterbelts on evaporation.

Since evaporation depends upon varicus climatic factors, 

which are controlled in some measure by shelterbelts, it follows 

that shelterbelts also influence the rate 01 evaporation in 

their vicinity. This influence was shown by La Cour (18?2), 

who found a distinct decrease in evaporation rates both to wind 

ward and to leeward of tree belts. His results are not con 

sidered altogether reliable, however, in the li&ht of more 

modern research methods.

The /
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The evaporative or dedicating power of the wind has a 

Barked effect on the growth, and frequently the existence, of 

vegetation. The loss of moisture by evapoiation is the 

crucial feature oi the eiiects oi the wind on crops. Tim 

distance from a windbreak to the area of greatest protection 

from deselection depends upon the portion of the mass of foliage 

which affords the protection. With a dense grove, it is 

immediately in the lee of the trees; with a narrow belt of 

trt;es which lacie lower brandies, it may be as far from the 

trees as 5 shelterbelt-heights and it moves outwards as the 

velocity of the wind increases. The influence on evaporation 

is not of great importance beyond lOh (Bates 1911).

Conflicting opinions as to the extent of shelterbeIt 

influences on the rate of evaporation have been recorded, 

N%eli (1945) has stated that the variations in evaporation 

within the zone of shelterbelt iniluence are closely correlated 

with the wind abatement, more or less confirming an earlier 

conclusion by Woelfle (1958) that evaporation is almost pro 

portional to the square root of the wind velocity when all other 

conditions are the sanse, but that the evaporation rate is 

markedly decreased near the belt although to a lesser degree 

than the speed of the wind* The minimum wind velocity was 

found slightly to leeward oi the shelterbelt but the evapora 

tion minimum always occurred within the belt. This observa 

tion does not conform with the results obtained by Bates (1911) 

and shown in Fie. 16.

Shelterbelt influence has been held to extend to a leeward 

distance exceeding 60h with wind velocities of 2.5-3 m/sec and 

up to lOOh with winds of 5-6 m/sec (Bodrov 1936). Within a 

l«km plot in the open and surrounded by shelteibelts 17 m high, 

the saving in moisture due to decreased evaporation amounted to 

17 per cent of the total with winds of 2.5-3 m/sec and 25 per 

cent with winds of 5-6 m/sec. However, this observed pro 
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for various wind

protected area is wider than that generally found. Belative 

figures for evaporation Bjeasured at 50 cm above ground (Ssbjerg 

1917) and at various distances from a leaf-tree belt 2.5 & high 

showed a zone of effect extending 20h windward and 24h leeward; 

at 22h to windward 24 nm more water was evaporated from a free 

water surface than at 5h, representing 60 per cent of the total 

precipitation during May in the particular region of Denmark 

where the experiments were conducted. Average figures for 4 

shelterbelts in Japan have shown that at leeward distances of 

lh, 5k and lOh from the belt the corresponding evaporation 

rates were 40, 60 and 80 per cent of the open ground evaporation 

evaporation was ouch lower in the belt than to windward, de 

creasing iron the windward to leeward side of the belt, and 

was very little more in the open, closely to leeward, than 

within /
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within the belt itseli (lizuka ejt al. 1950).

It is apparent that there is a significant reduction of 

evaporation within sheltered areas. Values recorded lor this 

reduction are, on the average, 20-30 per cent (Warren 1941, 

Kas'Ianov 1950). This reduction is important in relation to 

conservation oi moisture and crop yields (Gorsheziin 1941) 

although it may be a disadvantage during, harvesting oi ceieal 

crops (van der Linde and Woudenberg 1951)* Its value applies 

particularly in low rainfall areas and regions where the 

majority of the annual precipitation occurs when there is no 

vegetative covering on the soil (Hennebo and Illner 1953). 

Dense shelterbelts may be considered to be less favourable in 

reducing evaporation than moderately penetrable belts since 

the intense turbulent mixing to leeward of dense barriers 

transports water vapour rapidly from the sheltered area, tiius 

promoting further evaporation (Bodrov 1935).

Ifoe effect of shalterbelts on transjplr&tion.

Few research workers have examined the effects of shelter- 

belts on transpiration under natural conditions owing to the 

difficulties of experimental study of this process. However, 

there is sufficient evidence to show that any reduction of wind 

velocity will check the rate of transpiration to some extent. 

Consequently, the abatement of wind velocity within the vicinity 

of a sholterbelt must cause a Harked reduction of transpiration 

within the sheltered area.

Wilting of vegetation and deformation is produced by 

increased loss of water from the plant under the influence of 

wind. This leads to closing of the stomata which retards 

carbon assimilation; respiration continues in spite of the 

closed stomata and the plant soon starves (Maximov 1929). Also, 

independent of the closing of the stomata, a deficiency of water 

retards assimilation (Bexiibeck 1924), even tuough wind may cause 

mass movement of air through the intercellular spaces of the 

plant /
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plant, which could be regarded as facilitating rather than 

impeding the access of carbon dioxide to the assimilating cells. 

Shelter should therefore be laore favourable for carbon assimi 

lation and plant growth.

Field studies of the water relationships of shelterbelt 

trees in Japan have shown that evaporation and transpiration 

are higher to windward except when the leeward side of the 

belt was exposed directly to solar radiation; the water 

content of the leaves was always found to be lower on the 

windward margin than on the leeward edge and it was concluded 

that wind reduces the water content of leaves but the effect 

of this on tianspiration was less clear (Satoo 1952).

5. 3013 HOISTUBa PHli£IPim?IOft A&B

Soil moisture relationships in sheltered areas.

Soil moisture relationships in areas protected by shelter- 

belts are a complex combination of the effects of tree belts on 

the various climatic factors j precipitation, whether in the 

form of rainfall or as melting snow, fog or dew, as well as 

evaporation, transpiration, atmospheric humidity, air and soil 

temperatures and solar radiation. The trees within the 

shelterbelts , particularly on the margins, also affect the 

soil moisture content directly, the distance to which this 

influence extends depending on the spread oi the root systems 

of the trees.

Whilst shelterbelts are not considered to influence the 

total annual precipitation of an area, they exert a considerable 

influence on the local distribution oi rain and snow. In 

lairly exposed areas, rain is usually accompanied by wind. 

Shelterbelts intercept rain under such conditions so that a 

higher precipitation occurs over a bolt tjaan over a similar 

surface t^rea in the open. A 'rain-shadow 1 zone develops on 

the leeward side of the shelterbelt since little or no rain 

falls /
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falls on this area* The distribution depends oh the velocity 
of the wind (Kreutz 1952a); in the case of weak winds tha 

distribution of rainfall near a belt remains fairly uniform 

but with higher velocities and the increased carryin^ power 

of the wind there is an appreciable alteration* This dis 

tribution is clearly dependent on the struetuie of the shelter- 

belt; the denser and higher this is, the more pronounced 

will be the leeward 'rain shadow1 zone* Laiamert (1947) has 

recorded a 'rain shadow* zone, 3Q& in width, to leeward of a 

dense poplar plantation 40 m in height and 20 m wide.

Results of investigations of the interception of sea-fog 

particles by an experimental shelterbelt, 2 m hi&h and 13 m 

wide, established on grassland in a coastal log-belt in Japan,
snowed that amounts of Imm/hr were intercepted on the wind-

 3 ward side of the belt with a fo& moisture content of 0.3 g/a

and wind velocity of 3*4 m/sec in the open (Kashiyama 1953).

Dewfall in areas sheltered against wind has been found to 

be 200 per cent greater than on exposed ground; the difference 

was less in weather favourable for dewfall than on windy nights* 

The heaviest dewfall was found over a distance of 2-3h on the 

leeward side of the hedge or windbreak (Steubing 1952). The 

agricultural significance of increased dewfall brought about by 
shelterbelts will depend not only on the total quantity of the 

increase but also on the normal rainfall and its anraial distri 

bution (Hennebo and Illner 1953). tfalter (1952) doubts 

whether the differences in dewfall oaoula be considered as of 

ecological significance since the corresponding amounts of 

water are small. Although dew can be absorbed through plant 

leaves and, by this means, a certain enhancement of the soil 

moisture content is possible, it has not been clearly estab 

lished.

Extensive research has been conducted on lodgement of 

snow near shelterbelts and its influence on soil moisture; in 

regions /
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regions where a large proportion of the total annual precipita 
tion occurs during the winter months in the lona of snow, this 
aspect of shelterbelt efiects is particularly important. 
Results of this research are discussed in a following section.

laboratory and field tests ii^ve confirmed the increased 
moisture content of the soil in sheltered areas (Gorshenin 
1941), In a strip between lOh and 12H distance from a shelter- 
belt the soil moisture content during, the whole growing season 
of vines has been observed to be 25-50 per cent higher, to a 
depth of 1 m, than in the unprotected area (Masinskaja 1950)* 
The protective effect in this case fell to zero at 2Oh to lee 
ward, whilst in the immediate neighbourhood of the belt the 
soil moisture was 20 per cent less than in the unprotected area.

Kreutz (1952k) records that the soil moisture content of 
bare ground in April waa 6,5 per cent where exposed to wind 
and 12.1 per cent between shelterbelts; measurements under a 
growing crop between May and September shewed an average 
moisture content of 6.375 per cent in exposed places and 
10*475 per cent between the belts*

The several factors controlling soil moisture conditions 
cannot be isolated easily. In an area adjoining a shelter- 
belt, there will be, on the one hand, increases due to snow 
accumulation, reduced evaporation and drip front the trees. On 
the other hand, there will be decreases due to  rain shadow* on 
the leeward side of the shelterbelt and root spread, the latter 
drawing off moisture from part of the sheltered area. Also, 
the leaf fall from the trees will affect the organic content 
and absorptive power oi the soil in the neighbourhood of the 
belt. A study of the available literature reveals that the 
moisture content in sheltered regions is generally appreciably ' 
higher than in the open tut the consequent delay in drying-out 
of the soil in the spring and sunmer may not be advantageous at 
all /
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all times for agricultural operations, particularly close to a 

shelterbelt.

The effect of shelterbelts on snow distribution.

In the course of shelterbelt afforestation in Russia and 

America, an even distribution of snow over the maxiiaum possible 

distance has been aimed at, in order to control the subsequent 

melting of the snow and the uniform distribution of this major 

contribution to soil moisture.

Dense, wide shelterbelts cause an accumulation of snow 

around the belts, confined to a more or less narrow taarginal 

strip. This may be ascribed to the structure and density of 

the shelterbelts; snow is caught by dense barriers in great 

quantity and the turbulence in the lee of a dense shelterbelt 

may have a considerable effect by leading the snow up against 

the belt (V^ssotsky 1929)*

The drifting of snow is a reflection of the wind velocity 

(Ha^eli 1946, 1953a); this has been generally established, 

the most unifona distribution of snow is obtained in the shelter 

of narrow belts which are more penetrable to wind near ground 

level, although belts which are moderately permeable throughout 

their whole height may be preferable from other aspects (Gor- 

slienin 1941)*

Studies in America (Stoeckeler and Dortignac 1941) have 

shown that shelterbolts with one or more rows of densely 

growing shrubs, at least 8 ft high, trapped snow in drifts 

5-8 ft deep or more and all the snow was trapped within 5O-80 it 

on the leeward side of the first shrub row. Narrow belts of 

pruned trees, penetrable below, allowed snow to sweep under 

neath and to settle in a thin sheet 1-2 ft deep on the leeward 

side over a distance of 600-1200 ft. This gave an increase in 

soil moisture equivalent to a 10-in. rainfall from the fall to 

tha spring, whilst the czop area within 80 ft showed an increase 

of 5 in. of water. George (1943) also observes that relatively 
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narrow windbreaks of not more than 6-8 rows are more effective 

than wider belts in utilising snow drifts as a supplementary 

supply ef water beyond that afforded by the annual precipitation. 

Similarly, it has been observed during heavy snow that well- 

developed shelterbelts, at least 7 rows wide and with a good 

shrub layer or a row of coniferous trees on the windward side, 

trapped all the drifting snow in or close to the plantation. 

The importance of the shrub layer was shown by a 10~row belt 

along a highway; it had no shrub layer and caused a 6-ft drift 

across the road,

Moderately dense shelterbelts at sufficient distance from 

the edge of a road are to be preferred for protecting road 

systems (Panfilov 1956).

It is apparent that previous research on snow drifting 

has been concerned with two totally different aspects; 

(i) effecting an even distribution of snow over a sheltered 

region for the purpose of augmenting the water supply in areas 

of low rainfall; in this case shelterbelts more penetrable to 

the wind at ground level have been advocated, and (ii) trapping 

the snow within a narrow aone near the shelterbelt margin to 

protect lines of communication; for this purpose dense or 

moderately dense shelterbelts have been suggested* The latter 

function may have an agricultural apilication in the protection 

of grazing animals during heavy snow storms*

A summary of research on snow fences for road protection 

(Pugh 1950) indicates that solid fences produce drifts on both 

windward and leeward sides whilst open fences cause drifts 

mainly on the leeward side. The leeward drift produced by a 

solid, impenetrable fence is usually short and deep whilst that 

produced by a penetrable fence is long and shallow. The 

greater the wind velocity, the closer is the ariit to the fence. 

The solid fence Is useful where only limited space is available 

for the accumulation of snow but investigators in several 
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countries are agreed that the optimum denai ty for a snow 

barrier is approximately 50 per cent*

"For all except solid fences, the velocity of the wind, up 

to approximately 25 mi/hr, has no effect on the drift length 

and, for snow of specific gravity about 0*2, has little effect 

on the position of the maximum depth. N$&entvad (1940) 

states that if the velocity exceeds 27 mi/hr, the drift 

becomes shorter with increased wind speed but attains a stable 

form at >4 mi/hr. For a lighter snow, of specific gravity 0«5» 

wind velocity up to 1Q ai/kr has no effect on the drift, but 
velocities between 10 and 25 mi/hr move the point of ngnrflmim 

depth away from the fence" (Pugh 1950)*

These investigations have also indicated that the base of 

the fence should be elevated above ground level to prevent the 

fence becoming clogged* This conforms with Goxshenin's 

suggestion regarding the penetrability of shelterbelts at 

ground level, as mentioned earlier, although it will cause a 
reduction in shelter effect for other purposes (Jensen 1954).

Regarding the inclination of snow fences to the vertical, 

if the inclination is leas than 50 the drift is longer and 
shallower but the cross-eectional area is unaltered; if the 

inclination is to the windward side there is a tendency for 

the drift to form on that side (Pugh 1950),

According to German research (Bekker 1947), the drift 
length (L ft) is related to the fence height (h ft) by the

equation! 36^ 5h
1 ~ k

where k is a function of the fence density, being unity ior a 
density of 50 per cent and 1*28 for a density of 70 per cent. A 

further safety margin of 16 ft should be allowed between the 

fence and the end of the drift calculated by means of the above 

equation to allow for scatter in the experimental data*

Further benefits of a uniform snow cover in sheltered

areas are that protection is afforded to winter crops, the

depth /
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depth of soil freezing is reduced and, in this way, the 

melting of snow in the spring is more regular and the ground 

is more receptive to percolation. Surface run-off and 

erosion are therefore minimised.

Gorshenin (1946) observed that soil freezing is most 

shallow within the shelterbelt itself and increased in depth 

with distance from the belt; this could be correlated with 

the depth of snow covering.

Ho information is available regarding the optiinuia width 

of a shelterbelt whereby the whole of the snow may be trapped 

within the belt itself, which would appear to be useful in- 

formation from the point of view of sheltering livestock 

during heavy storms which are typical of the upland areas of 

Britain in a severe winter*
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III. TH£ aCOKQMIC SIGHISICAMCJB Qi TH£ DlgUhaiCiiS OF

The laajority of the inf luences wnicn shelterbelts exert 

on areas adjacent to them are attributable, directly or in 

directly, to changes wnich they induce in the local climatic 

factors. The climatic factors are altered not only by the 

shelter which is afiorded by the shelterbelts but also by the 

living material composing the tree-belts* In addition, there 

are certain economic influences wnich are not due to the clima- 

tological or biological effects of the belts; these are mainly 

concerned with the question of land utilisation.

In a consideration of the influences of shel-terbelts it 

is frequently impossible to e&ssociate those due to micro- 

climatic effects and those ascribable merely to the presence 

of the shelterbelt as a biological complex ana not to its 

sheltering capacity. For all practical purposes these 

influences may be discussed collectively.

Interdependence of climatic and growth x&ctors.

The main factors of plant growth are light, heat, moisture, 

carbon dioxide and soil, the last as both a medium for growth 

and a source of nutritive material. All ti^ese factors are 

affected to a greater or lesser extent by air movement and, 

thus, by the shelter produced by a windbreak. The light 

factor is involved through the wind being capable of turning 

the leaves oi plants from their ideal positions, thereby re 

ducing the amount of light utilised (Jensen 1954); in addition, 

shading by the windbreak will affect the concentration oi 

light. Heat and moisture relationships in sheltered uieas 

have been discussed earlier; both these factois are influenced 

considerably by shelter and the shelterbelt and are mutually 

dependent. The carbon dioxide content ox the aii at the 

level of plant assimilation is aiiected by wind and also by 

tempeiature . /
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temperature. High winds cause a loss 01 c&iuon uioxide to 

higher levels oi the atmosphere; increased temperatures pro 

mote the prociuction of carbon dioxide in the soil. The 

influence of wind on the soil is associated chieily with 

erosion and the importance oi this aspect varies according to 

the geography of a region. However, in addition, the tempera 

ture of the surface soil depends on the relative humidity of 

the air, the dryness 01 the surface layers and the temperature 

of the lower soil layers (Franklin 1919) and therefore on the 

prevailing wind conditions, By means of its effect on eva 

poration and the removal of humid air from the soil surface, 

the wind furthers capillary movement irom lower soil layers of 

water and plant nutrients in solution. It also affects the 

structure of the soil to some degree,
  V v

The interdependence oi the climatic factors is extended 

therefore to those factors controlling vegetative growth. In 

general, conditions produced by shelterbelts within the aiea 

which they protect are found to be more favourable ior plant 

growth, 

fiie effect of s&elteibelts on agricultural yields.

Many early writers h&ve mentioned tb& higher crop yields 

which are to be observed in sheltered areas, the agricultural 

prosperity which is associated with regions sheltered by 

plantations, shelterbelts and hedgerows ^na the decline in 

productivity which follows upon the removal of such shelter 
(e.g. Hilf 1951). In order to obtain information regarding 

the economic value of shelterbelts in raising the productivity 

of exposed regions, America, Denmark and Bussia instituted 

quantitative investigations of crop yields dux ing the e«*rly 

part 01 the century. .further investigations have been carried 

out in this connexion in various parts oi the world.

Generally there is a decrease ia the yield of arable 

crops within a narrow strip bordering the sheltexbelt, due 

mainly /
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mainly to root competition and shading. This strip is 

normally no more than half the shelter-belt height in width. 

Increased yields extend as Tar as 12h on tiie leeward side, 

reaching a mgyjipuim increase of about 45 per cent at 4-5& from

the shelter-belt (Bates 1944). These observations were b^sed 
on crop measuraments made in about 25 fields in Nebraska, 
Iowa and Minnesota in 1906 and in about 50 fields in S, Dakota, 
Nebraska and Kansas in 1933. In all cases the fields were 
protected on one side by a shelterbelt. The results ^ 
shown dia^raoaatically in FJL&. 17.

EFFECT OF SHELTERBELT ON CROP YIELDS AFTEP BATES 1924 4 ,944

PERCENTAGE 
I6O

^HEIGHTS

FELD AVERAGE IOO %

IS HEIGHTS

Favourable effects of shelter on harvest yields have been 
reported frequently Irom Russia: oat yields have been incieased 
by 25-28 per cent due to the shelter provided by a 5-row 
shelterbelt (Kucheryavyck 1940); hay yields in areas pro 
tected by belts were 100-300 per cent greater than those in tha 
open steppe (l^nut'ev 1940). Corshenin (1941) suimarises 
much of the earlier Rus&ian research on crop yields and relates 
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the increases to iiapioved hyurologieal conditions in the 

sheltered areas. In semi-desert conditions sheiterbelts have 

been most effective in raising yields in yeais more favourable 

for plant growth than in dry and very dry seasons (iCas'Ianov 

1950); not only the quantitative yields of fana crops showed 

an increase but also considerable qualitative changes were 

found, the absolute weight per cereal grain being definitely 

higher in both dry and favourable seasons. The beneficial 

influence of the shelter was observed in the growth of both 

sown and naturally growing crops, particularly in those plants 

most sensitive to wind*

Increases varying from 6 to 34 per cent in root and cereal 

crops in Jutland have been recorded (N%eli 1941, 1942), the 

chief increases being in grass (54$), lucerne (27^) and cereals. 

Mean yield increases of figures published in the Jutland plant 

breeding journals between 1908 and 1925 (Andersen 1945) for 

all cereals ares grain 17*SvC and straw 17»2^ with West shelter, 

grain 11,^ and straw 12.1$ with East shelter. Other crops 

showed the following average percentage increases: beetroot 

25,2, cabbage crops 15.4, turnips 6,5, potatoes 16.9, grass 

and clover 24*1, lucerne 21.5, lupins 43.9 (with Jest shelter); 

turnips 11.9, potatoes 8*8, grass and clover 25.5, lupins 54*1 

(with £ast shelter). Green-weight yields from grass fields 

in the rather wet spring of 1915, in fields sheltered on the 

West, were as follows, expressing the yield at 5h leeward of 

shelterbelt as 100s Ih - 106, 5h - 100, 5h - 95, 7fc - 06, 

9h - 82, llh - 79 » In the dry spring of 1914, corresponding

figures were* In - 66, 5fc - 100, 5h - 92, 7h - 89, ?h - 85,
«.

llh - 77, 15h -*76, 15*i - 70* In the same spring, fields
with shelter from the i-Jast produced the followin&relative 

yields: In - 66, 5h - 100, 5h - 96, 7h - 88, 9h - 80. In 
conclusion, Andersen states that tiie increased yield due to 

shelter is 4»> times as &reat as the loss in yield due to the 

location and efiect oi the shelterbelt on the cardinal zone* 
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Studies in Sardinia between 1959 and 1942 on the effects of 

shelterbelte on cereal crop growth show results sainilar to the 

Danish records (Pavari and Casparini 1943). ?he increased 

yields in the sheltered areas compensate lor the injurious 

effects felt over a maximum distance of 10-15 a from the belts 

(Savi 1949)j eucalyptus windbreaks, 10 m high and 30 m wide, 

caused a maximum yield of grain between 60 and 90 m to leeward 

and yields superior to those of unprotected areas occurred fros 

30 m outwards £rom the belt* For 8 fields over a period of 

3-4 years the average increase exceeded 25 per cent.

On an exposed site, where shalterbelts gave protection, 

potatoes have yielded a 21-24 per cent greater out-turn and it 

has been concluded that if shelterbelts take up 5 per cent of 

the cultivated area, which has been considered desirable for 

Gerasn lowland districts, there is a 15 per cent gain if one 

reckons only on a 20 per cent increase in yield due to shelter- 

belts (Geete 1944),

Further data on crop yields are £iven by Vendt (1951), 

Nicota (I951)f Kreutz (I952b), Steubing (1952), Thran (1952) 

and many other writers* liicota (1951) records increases due 

to shelter as 5»2 pep cent in the case of quantity and 1,2 per 

cent in quality.

Much of the research on crop yields has been criticised 

through not taking into account the varying degree of shelter 

due to changes in the wind direction throughout the season; in 

this way no definite quantitative expression of increased 

production can be obtuined for correlation with the decree of 

shelter experienced during the period of ^rowth oi the parti 

cular crop under examination (Jensen 1950). By considering 

the wind-rose for an exjs rimental area and by preliminary 

investigation oi the oiiect of s acc.le-moxiel in a wind-tunnel, 

a percentage 'shelter* (wind velocity reduction) value was 
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obtained ior all parts ol the experimental field, which was 

enclosed by artificial screens. In the preliminary studies, 

the parts of the field with little shelter showed yield in 

creases of 5 per cent, whilst those with a greater degree of 

shelter showed 10 per cent increases. Later observations 

(Jensen 1954) show a 7-9 per cent excess yield corresponding 

to 68 per cent shelter and 4.5 per cent increase with 57 P61" 

cent shelter. The excess yield is therefore proportional to 

the degree ol shelter.

Significantly greater yields of green and dry matter are 

to be found under sampling cages as compared with herbage 

yields in unprotected areas (Cowlishaw 1951). These may be 

ascribed to changes in micro-environment due to the cages aa 

described by kfilliams (1951). Similarly, the earlier growth 

of pasture in the vicinity of shelterbelts, described by Bell 

(1921) and others, is due to microclimatic changes; this 

 early bite 1 is particularly valuable to sheep during the 

lambing season and after a severe winter* On hill glazings 

shelterbelts can induce a gradual change to more protein-rich 

grasses on the belt margins, due partly to changes in the 

ffiicroclir^te and partly to more intensive grazing and manuring 

by cattle and sheep. In certain cases this last factor may 

cause fouling of the 0round and an increase in diseases, ouch 

as * worms' amongst the stock, ii the sheltered area is used 

excessively in bad weather*

The protection of orchards by shelterbelts not only 

reduces wind damage but also extends the ripening season, with 

consequently higher yields of fruit (Sannikov 1950, Pomaranov 

1950). A Swiss market gardener has claimed that the planting 

of a narrow shelter-belt causes earlier ripening of tomatoes, 

enabling him to obtain the higher prices obtaining at the out- 

of a season.
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The adverse eliect of wind erosion on yields, by the loss 

of newly-sown crops, fertilisers and top soil (Sneesby 1955), 
is obvious, Shelterbelts reduce mechanical damage to crops 

by the wind itself or by sand and line soil particles driven 

by the wind (Che^il 1949, Burvill 1950, Petersson 1947, Krsutz 

1952b),

Few writers have mentioned increased yields due to shelter- 

belts! other than of field and orciiard crops* In addition, 

however, milk yields may be reduced by 16 per cent where 
grazing cattle are exposed to strong winds (Weir 1947)* 'The 
resistance of cattle and sheep is lessened by exposure; sheep 
in sheltered areas make better progress than those on unshelter 
ed pastures and produce a better quality of wool (Cowan 1859}  
Shelterbelts have been used in the tropics to protect store 

cattle from drying winds aM to guard against the ill effects 
of exposure to mid-day heat (ioscolo 1949)* &* upland areas 
in Britain, shelterbelts allow a longer grazing period on the 

rough pasture of higher elevations, thereby conserving lower 

fields for the production of winter fodder*

Many of the effects oi the trees in siielterbelts on agri 
cultural crops have been siAmmarised by van der Linde (1953), 
Trees with spreading root systems are not favoured except 

where the ground water level is high (Andezsen 1943, Julius 
and Fich 1947). The problem of weeds widen may invade fields 
from hedges and belts is countered by the argument that, with 
a balanced woodland vegetation, none oi the species will be fit 
to stand ecological conditions in the cultivated fields in the 
long lun. Trees may act as primary or secondary hosts ior 

insect pests and fungal diseases, particularly 'rust 1 diseases, 

which are harmful to Held crops (Hille Ids I/ambers 1948, 

Schxodter 1952), The mi&rutory aphids are examples of such 

insect pests. Also, certain insects may show a preference ior 

the microclimate of sheltered regions; this has been investi 
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investigated in connexion with the relation between aphids 

the dispersal of potato virus diseases (italdwyn Davies 1959). 

Certain mice prefer sheltered areas (Tischler 1951). T*©® 

belts may harbour birds which prey on arable crops (Eoldt and 

Hendrickson 1952) but the general opinion is that most of the 

smaller birds which frequent shelterbelts are insectivorous 

and beneficial to agriculture; aany of the worst bird pests 

do not live in shelterbelts.

Regarding these 'edge-effects' of shelterbelts, it is 

clear that on both sides along a line which separates two 

different biotypes, the biocenosis is richer in species as 

well as in indiviouals than in other places in the same bio- 

type; this generally holds good for both plant and animal 

life (Deem 1958, Tiaomton 1940), The evidence suggests that, 

after planting a new shelter-belt or series of belts, there may 

be a transition period during which the biological balance is 

upset, but this should quickly adjust itself naturally. Obvious 

mistakes should be avoided initially by means of careful choice 

of secies and planting design.

In an economic consideration of the influences of shelter- 

belts on agricultural productivity, mention must be made of the 

occasional as well as the sustained benefits of shelter. In 

Britain, shelter for sheep is essential in severe winters 

(McDougal 1953); in the severe winter of 1946-7, it was esti 

mated that 4 oillion head of sheep perished and a survey of 

several hill fanes in the North ol England revealed that 7 

flocks wiiich suffered losses of 46-64 per cent were hefted on 

high, treeless grazings (Stewart and Cresswell 1947). Though 

lack of shelter was not the only factor contributing to this 

disaster, it seems that it played an important part. Similarly, 

in the infrequent use of particular fields for seed production, 

shelterbelts bordering such fields may reduce cross-fertilisation 

with neighbouring ciops, resulting in greater purity oi seed 

(Jones and Brooks 1952).

That a definite inciease in agricultural productivity in 

areas sheltered by tree belts is to be expected, more than 
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adequately compensating for the loss of the area occupied by 

the shelterbelts or the narrow zone which may be sterilized by 

their roots and overshading, has been firmly established in 

principle, £ven losses tiircugh shading may be minirdsed if 

a strip on the shelterbelt margin is planted with a crop which 

depends more on the production of foliage than on seed, since 

the latter requires more favourable conditions (Bates 19H)« 

Local criticism to the effect that shelterbelts complicate 

mechanised cultivation, in arable areas, and heather-burning 

(Scot, »ffiuirburnt ) and shepherding in upland regions can be 

avoided usually by means of careful planning of the layout of 

shelterbelts,

ffle influence of shelterbelts on forestry.

la considering the Importance of shelterbelts in forestry, 

it is necessary to review briefly the effects of the climatic 

factors, and particularly the extremes of these factors, on 

tree growth and on the forest and the extent to which these 

effects may be improved or accentuated by means of protective 

belts. In this connexion, the term  sheltarbelt* must include 
any protective atrip oi woodland designed or adapted priiourily 

to provide shelter or to add stability to a forest block, e.g. 

a forest margin or an internal wind-f ina belt,

The general relation between climatic and vegetative 

growth factors has been discussed earlier and the improved 

mic roc liar, tic conditions in sheltered areas as recorded for 

agricultural crops must be held to apply also to lorest areas 

similarly protected* Especially significant, however, is the 

role played by the cliiaatic factors in limiting forest vegeta 

tion and, especially, economic forestry and in reducing its 

productivity on other areas,

The efiect of wind on trees is both physical und physio 

logical (HcDougall 1941)* The physiological effect determines 

the polar boundaries of forests (Braun-Blanquet 1932) and it 
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has been suggested that it is not the mechanical force of the 

wind nor cold, salt content and atmospheric humidity uhich sets 

a limit to the forest but rather the uninterrupted drying-out 

of the shoots, lasting for months, at a time when replacement 

of the water lost is impossible (Kihlm&n 1890). On the limits 

of tree growth in the north and at high elevations the physio 

logical drying effect of the wind is always accompanied by 

mechanical injury and arboreal vege tat ion shows the combined 

effect, Kihlman states that, in Swedish Lapland, wind-induced 

timber lines are characteristic of the isolated Hat mountain 

summits and often run considerably below the forest boundary 

as determined by temperature*

This deselecting power oi the wind, producing the same ^
wilting effects as drought, is increased when the activity of 

roots is diminished by coldness or freezing of the soil, when 

the loss oi moisture iroci feline and branches can not be 

adequately supplied by absorption (Tourney and Korstian 1947)* 

The height to which plants are able to grow is limited by their 

ability to transpoit water upward at a sufficient rate to 

counteract losses through tianspiraticn; wind velocity usually 

increases with height above ground and therefore the tallest 

plants such as trees suffer Biost from deselection (HcDougall 

1941). This explains why extiemely exposed places are devoid 

of t&ll vegetation and why the trees are smaller on the exposed 

side of a stand than on the leeward side. The configuration 

of woods adjoining the coast, the dwarfing and defoxmution of 

the windward margins and the gradual increase in height land 

wards, the uniform slope of the canopy showing the connexion 

between shelter and growth, are due more to the drying effect 

of the winds from the sea than to their salt content (Boodle

1920).

The death of plants by winter-killing is very f rewiuently
. i

the result of deselection rather than directly from low tempera 
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temperatures. Thus, plants wbich are protected from 
winds can endure much lower temperatures than thoee of the 

same sjecies which are fully exposed (RcDougall 1941)»
Continuity oi' wind action is the factor tfhich most affects 

the form of vegetation (Braun-Blanquet 1952). Winds with an 

average velocity of 5-15 a/sec are considered to be tine most 

destructive of vegetation in Central Europej winds with a 

velocity above 7 m/sec are capable of destroying shoots that 

have not yet lignifled, whilst developed and ligniiied plant 

parts are resistant to a 15 m/sec wind (Int. Inst. Agric, 1929). 

Til© deformation of trees by wind on exposed sites is well 

known and evidence on the relationships between wind-speeds 

and tree deformation has been recorded (Putnam 1948). Ob 

servations of tree deformation and particularly that of tha 
crown may serve as an index of the local wind regime (tfeischat 

1955, Gloyne 1954). Gloyne suggests that an average annual 

wind speed of 15 mi/nr or raoze (ranging from about 12 mi/far 

in summer to 20 mi/hx in winter) will result in serious de 
formation of certain types of trees* It has been stated that 

the cold regions of the earth must remain treeless wherever 

the wind, 10 m above ground, attains a mean velocity of 6 a/sec, 

approximately 15 mi/kr (Symkiewicz 1925-1927).

The physiological action of wind may express itself also 

in smaller leaves and eccentric growth of the tree-bole as well 

as in leaning stems and unilateral branching (farming 1909). 
The vascular bundles are said to lose their conductivity under 
ttoe influence of wind, which causes dying and^eath of the roeso-

^»

phyll (Braun-Blanquet 1952). Wind also reduces the assimi 
lation possibilities of vegetation at 10 m/sec by 70 per cent 
for light-demunding species and 20 per cent lor shade-bearing 
species (Penin 1952).

Associated with the limitation of tree-planting by wind 
is the influence of tvanper&ture, particularly the tuujpeiuture 
of/
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of the four hottest months of the ys&r, generally 
in the northern hemisphere, or the July mean tempe 
which is nomyally of tho saiae raugnitude. The ecological 
optimum is not the saiae tiiroughout the whole period of growth 
of a plant and observations have indicated that the various 
tree species con live only at tem^ex^turos between two 
extremes, which vary for individual specie (Tousey and If.orstian
1947). A prolonged low temperature during the growing season 
is not equivalent to a higher temperature oi shorter duration. 
Vhexe the mean air temperature duiii% the 4 hottest months of 
the growing season falls as low as 50 r, forests become scrubby 
in character, whether the temperature results from longitudinal 
or altitudinal position. A parallel exists between the 10°C 
July isothem and the forest limit in the Alps (Lunde^ardh
1948) and Perron (1952) states that the 10°C isotherm and the 
May-nAugust mean deisarcate, in altitude as well as in longitude, 
the upper limit of iorest vegetation which coincides approxi 
mately with a growing season of 45 days. Later investi^tors 
have observed that tree vegetation is determined by July means 
of between 7 C for maritime stations and 15°C for continental 
areas, Holland (1912) verified ex^oriiaentally the x^lation 
between the nortl^m liirdtc of species and the mean growing 
season tempera-tares and recorded the following' values: 
12.6°C for pedunculate oak, 15*4°C for beech, 8.4°C for Scots 
pine and spruce and 1.6 C for aspen. aubner (1938) takes as 
the basis for climatic classification of forest types the 
number of days wben the mean temperature exceeds 10°C (50°P)f 
above which temperature toe vegetation is active in all species; 
Thic number was found to vary from 60 days at the upper tree 
limit. In Britain the^xtent of the growing season for general 
purposes haa been identified with the number of duys having 

temperatures over 45 F«

This evidence suggests that temperature is the chief 
limiting factor for tree growth but that wind can px-eclude the 
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existence of forests long before the temperature Einiiraam is 

reached. It follows that shelterbelts of the niost resistant 

species could extend the areas which are considered suitable 

for economic planting.

In addition to the restrictions imposed on the physio 

logical processes of tree growth, the climatic Sectors can 

exert considerable damaging influences on forest stands, 

Btmage by gt-les has been stressed constantly in forestry 

literature. Wind daiaage results? in both economic and silvi- 

cultural disadvantages generally. The effect of protective 

forest margins is recognised in theory as well as in practice 

(e.g. Troup 1928, Murray 191?, Hobinson and '^tt 1910, Woelflt 

1950, Andersen 1954)* Protection strips have also been 

advised at suitable intervals within blocks of forest (Int. 

Inst. Agric* 1929, Weir 1953). The silvicultural treatment 

of &&X&1&8 should aim at stabilising their wind-braking in 

fluence which extends to 2-3 times the moan hsi&ht of the 

margin trees (Woellle 1950). tfhilsi it is not possible to 

safeguard the forest against exceptionally severe gales, 

especially those from directions other than that of the pre~ 

vailing wind, protective shelterbelts should reduce wind 

daiaage considerably.

Suitable forest aar^ins can also protect the mowing 

stock from other physical agencies. Sudden exposure of the 

boles of forest txeea having thin bark often results in death 

of the cambium on the exposed side or 'sun scald* (Tourney and 

Korsttan 1947)* Troup (1928) has stressed the outstanding 

importance of the sun as a factor adverse to the establishment 

of natural regeneration under certain conditions by drying-up 

the soil and causing hi^h mortality anon^st seedlings. In 

solation also hastens the dixjomposition of organic matter and 

may render soil conditions uni^vourtible for natural seeding. 

Removal of leaf litter by accelerated decomposition or by wind 
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nay further cooling of the soil at ni^ht and increase the 

danger of spring irosts (Franklin 1920). Hall (1913) haa 
recorded the better condition oi youn& spruce winere sheltered 

by a quantity of natuial birch on a mar&ia* Daw is a bene 

ficial factor in a regeneration area and prevents mortality 

amongst seedlings through dedication (Troup 1?2S); dewfall 

is considerably higher in sheltered areas than m the op-en 

(Steubtne 1952).

The benefits of siisltcrbelts to forestry may be suzoa&rlsed 
as follows:

(i) The use of shelterbelts may allow the planting of areas 
which are otherwise too exposed for economic forestry. 5Mo 

practice would facilitate establishment oi the forest; tetrie 
(1951) has recorded the silvicultural desirability of estab 

lishing isarginal and internal belts oi wind-resisting species 

some years before the planting OJL the aiain species, witii tine 
object of having a certain amount oi shelter in readiness. 

(ii) Microclisaatic conditions produced by shelterbelts \vithin 
their acne of influence are generally more favourable lor the 
growth of treesj possible disadvantages such as iiost niay be 
isiiiiBdsed by means of penetrable belts.

(iii) Protective margins and internal belts will reduce damage 
by strong winds and promote forest conoitions more favourable 
for regeneration icsraediately behind the plantation csar^ins, 

(iv) Shelter margins, designed specifically for protection, 
should occupy a smaller area than would normally be occupied 

by deformed and retarded trees if the main timber species were 
planted ri^ht to thofedge oi the forest area; tiiis would iaqply 
an increase in the productive area of the forest (see Kobinson 

and Wett 1910).

It would appear that, as with agriculture, so the pro 

ductivity of iorest areas suould be sikni^icontly increased 

by the establishment of shelterbelts. The majority oi tha 
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possible disadvantages cited in the case of agricultural yields, 

e.g. shading, root competition, birds <.nd insect pests, should 

not apply under forest conditions.

Further economic advantages and disadvanto&es of shelterbelts  

Any scheme oi land reclamation or improvement involving 

increased productivity of agricultural, horticultural and 

forestry industries must have a decisive beneficial efiect on 

rural and national economy. The social and economic effects 

of the American Great Plains shelterbelt project in teres of 

soil and human betterment have developed gradually (xJurrell 

1939)* Similar evidence is to be found in connexion with the 

rehabilitation of the steppe regions of Russia ana the Ukraine 

(Gorshenin 1941, Sus 1936 and 1944, Zon 1949), the reclamation 

of the Danish heathlands (Andersen 1943, Basse 1935, van der 

Linde 1952) and of the Orbe plain in Switzerland (Grivas 1954). 
There ure many other examples of increased prosperity achieved 

on exposed ^reas and made possible through comprehensive 

schemes of shelter planting. In such cases, the advantages 

of shelterbelts far outweigh the disadvantages and opposition 

from tiie local community on the grounds oi loss of agricultuial 

area to trees is quickly overcome (Hilf 1951).

In the economy of the individual farm, shelterbelts enhance 

the property value in spite of the reticence ol many property 

owners to undertake further planting. Belts also produce a 

certain amount of fuel-wood and minor produce suitable lor farm 

use. It has been suggested that they may s<>ve up to 40 per 

cent of the fuel costs on an American prairie fans (Bates 1945). 

Disadvantages, aj-art from the initial cost of establishment, 

are concerned mainly with the losses in agricultural field 

crops which may occur on the marginal zone of the shelterbelt; 

such losses are more obvious than the higher yields in the re 

mainder of the sheltered area and the latter may be overlooked.

A/
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A further possible disadvantage is that cereal crojs grown 
in sheltered areas will grow faster and have longer straw, 
the strength of which will be diminished; Jensen (1954), 
after investigations of this factor, observes tiiat, even if 
the strength is less in proportion to the straw length, the 
risk of breakage in wind will normally be less in sheltered 
regions. In winds from an unusual direction, however, laying 
of crops may be more serious within the ssone of influence of 
a shelterbelt than without. The criticism that shelterbelts 
require periodic treatment to maintain their optimum degree 
of penetrability, this being beyond the capabilities of tbe 
farm staff, can haraly be considered a disadvantage.

From the hill farm aspect, it has been suggested that 
shelteibelts on hill gratings will result ultimately in a 
less hardy type of animal, particularly in the case of shet»p. 
However, there is little scientific evidence to support or 
contradict this su&^estion* On the other hand, there is 
considerable evidence to the effect that shelter planting on 
hill land can lead to greater intensification of land use.

With reference to the application of shelterbelts to 
forestry, it has been observed that economic and administiutive 
conditions may not allow tiie prior planting of protective 
belts on areas scheduled for afforestation (Petrie 1951)  
Evidence in favour of protective belts and wind-resistant 
forest margins has been collected mainly as a result of damage 
by gales and little inicreation is available as to their 
practical and economic use from the time of the initial 
planting. Obviously shelterbelts in forestry will complicate 
management problems to some extent, probably involving the 
employment of two aistinct working circles in a plan of manage 
ment, but silvicultural technique should be simplified or oade 
somewhat easier and the climatic evidence reviewed eailier 
would appear to iraply a greater return fiom the forest which ia 
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adequately protected by marginal and internal belts.

In all cases the capital investment required ior estab 

lishment of shelterbelts, particularly if expensive fencing 

is essential, would appear to be the only major economic dis 

advantage. In foraing shelterbelts for the protection of 

arable land the considerable research data available on 

increased details shows that this initial expenditure produces 

adequate compensation witiiin a short space of time. On hill 

land, excluding the protection of grazing stock during severe 

etoirns, similar returns are less easily recognisable but may 

be expressed in the survival rate or general progress of lambs, 

for example, in an average season (tfilki© 1890). In both 

instances, the use of land for shelter planting has been 

proved to be justifiable. Tbs economic factors regarding 

shelterbelt enployment in relation to forestry, particularly 

with respect to their use preparatory to afforestation, would 

appear to require further clarification.
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iv. Giarasuo. ca^cjuaioRs as SH^LT^RB^LT TYP^S.

The majority of published observations and research 

evidence on suitable designs, types and structures for shelter- 

belts concerns plateau areas. There is little inioiiflation 

regarding shelterbelts in regions of irregular topography. 

However, certain inferences applicable to both requirements 

can be drawn.

In order to protect the maximum area, the axis of a 

shelterbelt should be, as far as possible, perpendicular to 

the direction, of the prevailing or other wind against which 

protection is required. When the wind strikes a shelterbelt 

obliquely, the sheltered zone is reduced according to the 

angle of incidence of the wind (Gorshenin 1941). In some 

regions the prevailing wind may be more or less constant in 

direction; In Britain, the prevailing wind direction must be 

considered as a mean of directions within a certain range 

centred about a 'prevailing1 direction and it is possible, 

even in fully exposed sites, that the wind may not blow from 

this 'prevailing1 direction, as much as 50 per cent of the time 

(Gloyne 1954). The prevailing wind may not be the most 

damaging wind in some regions; frequently areas in Britain 

where the prevailing wind is south-westerly may suffer from 

cold, dry, easterly or north-easterly winds at critical periods 

in the agricultural , horticultural and forestry seasons.

As the wind approaches a shelterbelt, there is a tendency 

for the direction to be deviated along the belt margin, although 

the evidence appears insufficient for quantitative statements to 

be made (Gorshenin 1946, Woelfle 1935 and 1936, Bageli 1946). 

However, with deviations from the normal of up to 45 the pro 

tective effect, for all practical purposes, is reduced only 

slightly and some latitude is permissible therefore in orienta 

tion of the shelterbelt (Gorshenin 1946).

Shelterbelts /
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Shelterbelts vith an £-tf axis should be avoided as far as 
possible, especially in arable districts, in order to minimise 
the harmful effects of shading or insolation on the respective 
sides of the belt.

For full utilisation of the distance protection, shelter- 
belts should be 12 tiioes tiieir height in length and to cater 
for winds varying through 90 the length should be 24 shelter- 
belt-heights (Bates 1944). NM&eli (I953a) subsets that for 
maximum efficiency belts should be 11-J heights long at least 
and mentions the probability that bending the ends 01 the belt 
in a leeward direction in rounded or angular icrm mi^ht lead 
to an extension of the sheltered are& laterally although tiiis 
Bi%ht be achieved in exceptional cases only.

Regarding the optimum spatial arrangement of a series of 
parallel shelterbelts, the available researca information does 
not allow general conclusions to be ssade. Woelfle (1956) has 
suites ted 250 m between belts intended to reach 15 a in height, 
with intermediate hedges 4-5 & high, so as to provide 30-40 
per cent shelter in the enclosed area. In practice, single- 
row belts, 5-7 Q hi&h, are planted about 100 m apart in .Denmark; 
in America, distances between belts of 165-220 yds have been 
recommended ( Walker 1946); in Gen&any, an interval of 12 
heights has been suggested (Olbrich 1952); in Kussia, it is 
considered advisable to space longitudinal belts at distances 
equal to 25 times their hoi&ht, but tuiis distance may be varied 
according to the type of soil and its liability to erosion 
(Gorshenin 1941); on the Orbe plain in Switzerland, the dis 
tance between belts varies from 600 to 700 m. In la j ing out 
a system of shelterbelts the ultimate height, based on local 
growth conditions of the species, should be borne in mind so 
that the eventual sheltered zone con be traced and the spacing 
adjusted accordingly (Nageli 1946). On slopes liable to 
erosion the distance between belts may zeHuire to be less than 
on level eround (Gorshenin 1946).
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On plain areas 87 acres of shelterbelts are considered 

sufficient to protect a 165-aere faxm. This implies 

devoting approximately 5 per cent of the total area to shelter- 

belt planting; this proportion seems to be gecexully accepted 

as desirable (Geete 1944, Olbrich 1949).

For maximum efficiency, i.e. to shelter effectively the 

greatest area, shelterbelts should be moderately penetrable 

to the wind throughout their height, except where it is desired 

to achieve uniform distribution of snov within the sheltered 

area during the winter. In this case, the shelterbelts 

should be slightly more penetrable near the ground, The 

optimum degree of penetrability is between 30 and 50 per cent. 

The Russian 'latticed 1 construction, which is designed to 

provide moderate permeability, allows the maii^ortion of the 

wind currents to pass tnrough the belt without changing their 

direction, the trees acting as a filter rather than a barrier. 

In practice 9 narrow belts of 7 or fewer rows, and even wider 

belts with evenly distributed, narrow, vertical openings 

running longitudinally, may be referred to this category 

(Gorshenin 1941) * Danish research (Kffekentved 19 >8, 1940) 

indicates tbat single-row shelterbelts (or, more precisely, 

hedgerows) of leaf-tree species and particularly hawthorn

&nd Swedish whitebeam (Sorbus scandicaj.

the former being kept clipped in early years ana then cut 

back laterally at intervals of several years, most nearly 

approach the ideel porosity. However, their protective 

efficiency is reduced during the leafless period and the 

shelter effect in summer is 21 per cent greater than in winter.

The moderate degree of penetrability implies the use of 

narrow shelterbelts although the difficulty oi maintenance 

and establishment generally precludes single-row belts and 

multiple-row shelterbelts are preferred. The width of a 

shelterbelt is determined freoxuently by the availability of 
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land and its value and, in exposed areas, by the degree of 

exposure and its relation to growth factors. In some cases, 

narrow shelterbelts are impracticable. On Russian arable 

areas, belts of 5 rows (7,5 m) and 7 *ows (10.5 n> wide) are 

customary, the spaces between rows being increased from 1.5 a 

to 2.3 m where mechanical tending is employed (Gorshenin 1941); 

on slopes, contour belts oi 7 tree rows with short transverse 

belts, not more than 1 km apart, of 2-4 rows widely spaced 

are advocated (Gorshenin 1946), In the American prairies, 

10-row belts, 90 ft wide, ore conventional but narrower belts 

of 7 rows (60 ft), 5 rows (40 ft) and less have been recom 

mended in certain areas (Woodruff and 2ingg 1953); Weir (1947) 

quotes 16-row belts of 132 ft in width as typical. In 

Switzerland, agricultural shelterbelts, 10 m wide, feature 

prominently in the Orbe plain with others 20 m wide (Grivas 

1954); in the Rhine valley three categories are suggested 

(Pig. 18), these being 10-15 m, 5-10 m and 2-5 m in width 

(Tanner and NSgeli 1947). In Germany, belts intended to 

reach 10-20 m in height must have 5» 4 or 5 rows; 5 rows 

are sufiicient for strips 10 m hi^h but 5 rows at least are 

necesaary for 20 m higfr belts (Olbrich 1952), The higher 

the belt, the isore rows of trees are normally required since 

with increase in height there is a tendency for belts to 

become more open and the gaps left by large trees may be a 

serious disadvantage in a narrow shelterbelt.

Becommendutions of width for upland, pastoral districts 

in Britain vary* Weir (1947, 1953) suggests 2-J chains, 

Cadman (1953) 2 or 4 chains, Guillebaud (1943) 2^-3 chains; 

These widths have been suggested with the intention of a 

certain amount of timber production. An experimental belt 

of 19 rows, 1-J- chains vide, has been planted in a very ex 

posed district in N. Scotland but the decree of success can 

not /
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not be assessed at this stage (Zehetroayr 1952). It follows 

that belta designed lor timber production must aia at greater 

widths and a lower degzee ol penetiability tnan normally ad 

vocated. However, for the shelter of livestock, as opposed 

to &rounu area, the dense carries w&y be cioie efficient than 

a permeable one (Gloyne 1954).

Regarding the most suitable cross-sectional proiile tor 

a shelterbelt, no definite conclusions are possible. American 

stuaies (b'oodruf 1 and 2ii%g 1955) aave suggested proiiles 

rising from 7l it at the windward edge to the mxisaia height 

of 30 ft at the ?th row in a 10-row belt, the 5th row in a 

7-row belt and the 4tn row in a 5-row belt (see fig. 11, 

Designs C, JS and F). The iirst case, the 10-row belt, implies 

a slope in the upper canopy of 20° approxiiaately.

FIG. 18

(a)

BELTS 10-15m. wide 
Shrubs, subsidiary and 

[ main tree spp. 
s Composition per 100m. app.

20 main tree spp. 
•" 60 subsidiary spp. 
''- 230 shrubs

BELTS 5-10m. wide 
. , Shrubs and subsidiary

tree spp*
'Composition per 100m. app. 
*°" 50 subsidiary tree spp. 

300 shrubs

j_

-' STRIPS 2-5m. wide 
"~ Shrubs

Composition per 100m. app. 
450 shrubs

SCHEMA OF SHELTEKBELT TYPES 
ST. GALLEN CANTON, RHINE VALLEY, SUITZERLAND

(after Tanner A Nageli)
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Little information is available regarding the siting oi 
shelterbelts in upland areas, except that belts should follow 
local topographic changes such as spurs and ridges (Gorsheniu 
1946); protective belts on arable slopes up to 8 in practice 
have the same sheltering efficiency as those on level ground. 
Caaman (1953) has suggested planting a shelterbelt in the lee 
oi a ridge where tiie wind is severe, from the point oi view oi 
facilitating establishment oi the belt* It would appear, 
however, that its effectiveness will be reduced in such cases 
ana belts axe more effective on windward slopes or at the top 
of ridges (Blenk 1952)* Leeward slopes below 6 are assumed 
to be unprotected (is'oetfle 1950) and only on steeper slopes 
will this question arise. Since the shelter behind a hill is 
restricted to a short distance and is followed by a region 
with increased wind speeds (Woe1lie 1957), it may be supposed 
that a shalterbelt would require to be situated beyond the 
naturally sheltered zone but on steep slopes there would be 
a possibility of the belt being overflowed ana its area of 
influence curtailed.

The selection of species and planting design must defend 
on the local soil, elliptic and growth conditions and few 
general principles may be listed. A fairly composite mixture 
of leaf-trees is preferred usually to pure conifer belts, both 
from the aesthetic point of view and the fact that tiie latter 
are excessively dense in youth, after which they thin out too 
rapidly and are difficult to regenerate. With leaf-trees it 
is more easy to regulate taeir efficiency and the fact that 
they lose tneir leaves in winter is advantageous, in arable 
districts, since it enables uniform distribution oi the snow 
(Nflgeli 1946). However, where shelter is required all the 
year round, an admixture of coniferous trees or other ever 
greens is essential even though this may consist oi only one 

row /
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row on the windward side d the shelterbelt as suggested by 
Grivaz (1954). An echelon arrangement of the trees is con 
sidered advisable (Olbrich 1952).

Continuity of the shelter is essential and the ultimate 
means of regeneration ssust be borne in mind at the outset. Jor 
this purpose it is desirable lor the established belt to be 
uneven-aged (CaoiBan 1953). This may be arranged by strip- 
planting, half the width of the shelterbelt being planted 
initially and the remainder mid-way in the rotation (Hilf 1951) 
or by planting the whole area at once and, after a heavy 
thinning, underplanting and interplanting. A third possibility 
would be staggered planting, probably in groups, over the whole 
area but this practice would involve delay in achieving the 
initial shelter* Management on a group selection or selection 
system would appear to be preferable for maintenance of per 
meability and regeneration* There is as yet no evidence as 
to the desirability or otherwise of a uniform profile and a 
straight upper edge in elevation*

In some areas the species selected for initial planting 
may of necessity be a pioneer species to enable the later intro 
duction of a more valuable shelter species* Wide espacement 
of trees may be used in the first planting operations for this 
purpose. A characteristic of many young shelterbclts in 
Switzerland is the selection of one fast-growing species, such 
as poplar and willow varieties, in order to give height to the 
belts as quickly as possible; frequently such species are

planted some distance apart within one or two rows only and 
interplanted with secondary species such as alder and birch,

Hie Russian authorities have issued comprehensive planting 
instructions for the main soil types in the stepj.es, according 
to the structure of shelterbelt required. In 1940, fundamental 
bases of construction were l^id down (Goishenin 1941) as 

foliows /
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(i) Penetrable below, complete above, with no underwood, 

generally of 5 rows.

(ii) Penetrable below, complete above, with a low-growing 

underwood, generally of 5 rows,

(iii) Squally penetrable from top to bottom or  latticed*, 

with not more than 20 per cent of  latticing 1 , generally of 5 

or 7 rows.

FXS. 19

EERCEHTAGE WIND VELOCITY 
OP 12 SHELTERBELTS

)UCTION IN THE VICINITY 
(after Nageli)

20

40

20

0
10 8 64 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30

Legend Heights 
____= Bafles Spruce Belt

• Epinette Leaf-tree Belt 
—— —— Old Spruce Belt, Chur

•-- Young Spruce Belt, Chur 
_ Old Spruce Belt, Riedthof
•— Snow-hedge, Chaneaz

Kesselbach Leaf-tree Belt
•g"-«° •• ° Purthtal Leaf-tree Belt (in Summer)
------ Rotelbach Leaf-tree Hedge
—————— Champ-Bonnet Spruce Belt
—._._. Young Spruce Belt, Riedthof (Summer) 
__...— Young Spruce Belt, Riedthof (Winter;

Fig, 19 shows the relative wind velocity abatement by 

several shelterbelts, based on investigations in Switzerland 

(Rttgeli 1945, 1946). It can be seen that the four most 

effective shelterbelts, from the point of view of distance 

protection /
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protection, are the Epinette leaf-tree belt, the old spruce 
belt at Riedthof t the young spruce belt at Riedthof in the 
winter condition and the Furthtal leaf-tree belt in summer, in 
that order* These belts may be described briefly as followsj 
Spinette leaf~tree belts Planted in 1911/1912 with Canadian 
poplar, tfeymouth pine and Norway spruce for the most part, with 
a spruce/ash mixture in the north-east, and throughout an ad 
mixture of other hardwoods, notably oak, beech and Norway maple, 
the belt is 600 m long and 75 » wide in the centre part* 
During the measurements of wind velocity recorded in Fig* 19, 
the belt was traversed at a width of 90 m. The overall aver 
age height was then 20 m, the poplars averaging 26 m and 
attaining a wmgamri height of 28 m and other species 8-20 is, 
The belt appears dense and from the interior presents the 
appearance of closed, high forest* Andreae (1953), records 
figures of timber yields from this belt*
pld Spruce Shelterbelt. Riedthof i This belt is 150 m long and 
about 17 m wide and at the time ox investigation was described 
as having one complete row of spruce on the leeward side and 
two rows of younger 15-year-old spruce on the windward margin, 
the loner portion being composed of a vigorous stand of oak, 
elm and poplar and with a large variety of shrubs, The aver 
age height was 16*5 n*
YTTO ?pgU]8!B ghelterbejlt. Riedthoft This belt is composed of 
3-4 rows of spruce with a prolusion oi shrubs and small tree 
species particularly on the leeward side; the average width 
is 2 o. At the time of aeasuroment of the average height was 
recorded as 6*6 m. The belt is dense in sumoer but somewhat 
more penetrable in winter*
ffurthtal leaf-tree belfo This remnant oi a former wood has an 
average width of 15 a and when studied had an average height of 
16 m* It consists of a mixture of pedunculate oak, hornbeam, 
cherry /
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cherry and scattered larch in the upper canopy with ash, lime, 
sycamore, field maple, aspen, spruce, silver fir, hazel and 
blackthorn in the lower storey and underwood and a variety of 
shrubs on the margin*. The belt presents a fairly dense 
appearance*

The above examples, though seemingly fairly (tense, are 
apparently moderately penetrable to the wind*

1330 requirements oi shelterbelts for arable farming dis 
tricts in Britain Bay be considered similar to those in Switzer 
land, America and Russia fundamentally. For upland grazing 
areas requirements aay be somewhat different. Regarding 
shelterbelts and protective margins for forests, there is in 
sufficient evidence for definite inferences to be orawn in 
relation to structure and design*

For protection of newly-afA crested areas a siaslterbelt 
would require to b@ moderately penetrable to the wind since the 
requirements of the young trees would be similar to those of 
agricultural crops as regards micro-clicatic factors and their 
amelioration*

Protective margins of wind-resistant species should be 
twice the height of the stand in width and corners should be 
strengthened with a jaaigin of 6 tree-heights in width (Woelfle 
1950). Andersen (1934) suggests that a margin probably re 
quires to be 1QO-15Q ft wide to give effective protection. 
During, the gale damage in Scotland in January 1955, plantations 
showed that the coranon pzactice of planting one or a few rows 
of beech along the edge exhibited a favourable influence lor 
50-100 ft but there were instances where stands behind a few 
widely-spaced broadleaved trees showed wedge-ehaped areas of 
damage, either originating between the trees or in a gap. 
Andersen states further that apparently no partial shelter 
effect is provided by a lower stand to windward, but on the 
contrary /
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contrary en increase in wind speed or £ustiness takes place 
immediately above its crowns; this would appeal1 to indicate 
that the soargin of a forest should be of approximately *l» 
same height as the rest of the stand. On the other ham, an 
earlier statement is quoted to the effect that the artificial 
production of a sloping canopy by top-cutting the trees on the 
windward margin gave beneficial results* The evidence fur 
nished by coastal shelterbelts and woodlands would appear to 
confirm that a gradual, uniform slope in the crown level from 
the windward edge affords considerable protection to the stand 
behind. Ho general conclusion can be drawn for the prevention 
of daaage to forests which frequently occurs scee distance 
behind the margin 9 the latter regaining undamaged (Woelfle 
1950» Andersen 1954) but it may be assumed that a dense margin 
al belt will produce considerable turbulence behind it and it 
has been suggested that margins should be kept reasonably open 
so that the wind does not meet a solid wall of resistance 
(JDalgleish 1955)* Marginal trees which are free to move 
their crowns also develop a greater resistance to wind-throw 
(Woelfle 1950).

Internal protective belts should follow natural boundaries 
as far as possible and should enclose units of 5-10 acres, 
protecting them individually; there is ample eviaence that 
these have been an important factor in protection (Wagner 1925, 
Woelfle 1950). Kacdonald (1952) suggests a strip aysteia of 
planting coaiiers in regions exposed to strong winds; such 
strips might be 1 or 1-J chains wide, planted on a cycle of 10 
years.

Plantation margins should be kept fairly straight and re 
entrants should be avoided since they form funnels for the 
wind. tfoelfle (1950) explains that a re-entrant in the margin 
causes two deflected stream in the wind and these meet at the 
apex /
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apex of the wedge; since the pressure at this point is approxi 
mately equal to the square oi the combined velocities of the 
two streams damage is usually considerable and may extend saae 
distance into the forest. At the end of such a 'blown1 area, 
a new margin is created which is not adapted to wind; tliua, 
further wind damage is inevitable.

On very exposed areas, it may be advisable to construct 
a wind 'chiianey1 , i.e. to clear or leave implanted an open 
space of adequate dimensions in the direction of the wind, 
sufficiently extensive to draw off the wind toad prevent daoage 
to the stand (int. Inst. Agric. 1929).

For purposes of protection on a&rgins leaf-tree species 
are considered to be most suitable since they are cabbie of 
withstanding higher wind pressures usually and, whilst their 
croons may be sensitive to exposure, they possess greater 
adaptability to the wind and nomlly exhibit reasonable height 
growth in exposed situations.
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I* PfiSViaJS iia&jAH&i *&J ITS APHJCAEILT1T TQ 
BHTJAIH.

Research activity in connexion with the effects of 

shelterbelts on microclimate and rural economy and their 

practical employment has been concentrated mainly in regions 

where reclamation or rehabilitation of agricultural land was 

imperative, usually on dry windswept plateaux such as the 

American prairies, the Russian steppes, the lutch and Danish 

heathlands and the valley plains of central Europe, In most 

cases erosion control, conservation of soil moisture and 

amelioration of climatic extremes have necessitated shelter 

planting on an extensive scale.

The situation in Britain has developed differently. The 

geographical position of the British Isles has precluded the 

extremes typical of continental climates; few areas in the 

country are subject to continuous drought and the general 

topography and landscape pattern have served to maintain a 

reasonably high degree of shelter from wind and weather, parti 

cularly in the primarily arable districts* Marginal and sub* 

marginal land improvement has fluctuated witii agricultural 

prosperity and periodic necessity; land betterment projects 

involving large areas have been relatively few and develop 

ments carried out by individual landowners during the past 

two centuries have passed from general recognition* At the 

present time, however, a large proportion 01 the land surface 

capable of further development lies in exposed upland districts 

and it would seem that consideration oi the shelter planting 

question, whilst including in its range the possibilities of 

improving existing agricultural and forestry areas, saould be 

directed chiefly towards amelioration oi tnese upland areas 

for stock-rearing and afioreetation. The value of shelter* 

belts, demonstrated elsewhere, suggests that tueir scientific 

employment /
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employment in this country can contribute materially to the 
intensification of land use, which becomes a matter of 
increasing importance.

Probable shelter requirements under British conditions 
may be classified as follows

(a) Agricultural - (i) shelter for arable areas;
(ii) shelter for upland pasture} 
(iii) shelter for stock on exposed 

graaings;
(b) Forestry - (i) protection of established

icreate against wind and other 
atmospheric influences; 

(ii) shelter against, and araeliora- 
tion of, local climatic con 
ditions on areas scheduled 
for all orestation,

In providing shelter for arable fields, upland and hill 
pasture and new forest areas it will be desirable economically 
to achieve the mayjgium distance protection consistent with an 
efficient degree of shelter near the ground. The protection 
of forests implies the safeguarding against storm damage and 
other atmospheric agencies at all levels from the ground to 
the crown surface* For sheltering stock on exposed grazings, 
and not the pasture itself, it my be necessary to sacrifice 
distance protection for a higher degree of shelter within 
a restricted zone near the shelterbelt, particularly in areas 
subject to severe sncw stones.

The application of shelter-belts to lowland arable areas 
in Britain and their resultant effects may be considered 
similar to the situation in arable regions elsewhere, apart 
from variation due to different macroclimutic conditions. 
In all cases, the fundamental objective is abatement of wind 
velocity in order to improve agricultural productivity and 
protect the soil. Conclusions established experimentally 
in America, Russia, Denmark and Switzerland, for example, may
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b» considered applicable to cultivated farmland in Britain to 
a very large extent. These rules comprise general rules for 
the orientation, length and spatial arrangement of shelter- 
belts and the theoretical optimum degree of penetrability to 
be achieved. Structures and designs of shelterbelts, re- 
coemended for these countries, may be used as a basis for 
the construction of similar belts in this country but con 
siderable variation is inevitable, due to the different 
availability of tree species, the diversity of their lorm 
and habit in different localities and the changed climatic 
conditions. Scientific investigation of existing shelter- 
belts and their influence on microelimatie factors, particularly 
wind velocity reduction, would allow a general classification 
of the utility of different belt structures and composition 
by species, in terms relevant to domestic conditions and re 
quirements although local variation might be expected to occur 
more frequently in Britain than, for example, on extensive 
uniform areas of steppe and prairie.

Since conservation of soil moisture and uniform distri 
bution of snow in arable fields are not likely to display 
such great importance in this country, it would seem probable 
that the associated effects of shelterbelts on microclimate 
and not merely on vind velocity abatement will necessitate 
variance iron place to place, for economic reasons, in the 
optimum degree of penetrability of tree belts according to 
local elimatie and edaphic factors. As with the majority of 
field data available, statistics of increased crop yields in 
sheltered areas, as obtained in America, Russia, Denmark and 
elsewhere, must be adjudged a guide to, rather than a criterion 
of, similar incxeases to be expected in Britain.

In arable districts the width of shelterbelts in the 
direction of the wind is governed usually by the area of ground 
which can be spared economically for tree planting and the 

/
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minimum width necessary ior maintaining the required degree 
of shelter. In upland districts it would seem reasonable to 
assume that the proportion of ground area available lor 
shelter planting would not be so limited. Although increased 
width of shelterbelts implies a lower degree of penetrability 
to the wind andf consequently v a decrease in distance pro 
tection, previous research does not iumish conclusive evidence 
on the part played by width on the pattern of air flow or on r
the sheltered area I leeward of wide plantations* The question/
of shelter planting in upland districts is further complicated 
by economic considerations and the natural tendency to combine 
the provision of shelter with some iona of timber production 
in an attenpt to offset h%h fencing costs.

Regarding shelter for stock, chiefly confined to exposed 
grazings, there is little physiological evidence as to the 
type of shelter required from the point of view of the comfort 
and well-being of the grazing animal but it cay be supposed 
that shelter from blizzards and cold drying winds, particularly 
when the animal is wet, is most important. Therefore, maariimiffi 
reduction of wind velocity may be desirable xor occasional 
shelter; there is ample evidence that this may be obtained 
by means of a dense or fairly dense shelterbelt.

Information regarding protective margins and internal 
wind-firm belts for forests ia limited and consists mainly of 
observational evidence of gale damage to forests when wind 
conditions were extreme and not easily understandable alter- 
wards, Tbs pattern of air flow over and through a forest 
at varying velocities requires further clarifieation.

It is obvious that the comparative study of shelterbelt 
effects becomes core complicated and difficult in hilly 
country and influences recorded with respect to shelterbelts 
on level plateaux caist be considered as the ideal lor regions 

of irregular topography rather than the actual. Since tbs 

majority /
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majority of research results published concerns plain districts, 
these findings can be correlated and general implications 
drawn regarding effects on microclimate. However, the vari 
ables involved in measurement of climatic factors under 
natural conditions frequently render such comparisons difficult, 
a fact which has led to the investigation of certain basic 
shelterbelt features in the laboratory*

It Is rarely possible to isolate any one o£ the basic 
dimensions of a shelterbelt, height, width, length and pene 
trability, in nature. These variables can be isolated com 
pletely, however, by means 01 experiments with artificial wind 
breaks either in the field or in a wind-tunnel, as carried out 
in Switzerland, America, Iteaaark and Germany. Although it is 
argued that wind-conditions in nature are incapable of being 
reproduced in a wind-tunnel, there is no doubt that the com 
parative study of any one variable factor under such ideal 
conditions must allow a practical application in nature* • As 
a result of such studies, the evidence of the role played by 
the height of the shelterbelt in determining the extent of the 
sheltered area and, similarly, the degree of penetrability of 
the barrier, may be regarded as conclusive. The relation of 
the length of the shelterbelt to the area of shelter is apparent 
from model experiments in the Held. Although translation of 
some of this evidence to natural sh&lterbelts is difficult, e.g. 
the evidence of the optimum degree of penetrability obtained 
by wind-tunnel studies, it is the qualitative rather than the 
quantitative result which must be considered of practical value 
and this must be held to obtain ideally under natural conditions.

To summarise, previous research has established certain 
general principles of shelterbelt design and layout applicable 
to requirements in Britain, particularly those of lowland 
arable areas. For upland regions more evidence is necessary 
concerning /
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concerning the pattern of wind flow in area* of undulating 

topography from the point of view of siting shelterbelts for 

mmrtiram efficiency. Economic considerations demand the in 

vestigation of shelterbelt width and its relation to the 
sheltered area. In this connexion and from the aspect of 
shelter for forest areas, more information on suitable cross~ 
sectional profiles for shelterbelts is desirable, The 
recorded effects of shelterbelts on microclimatic factors have 
a qualitative application to conditions liable to be encountered 
in Bzltaing but further investigation is desirable in relation 

to domestic requirements. With regard to the technique of 

shelterbelt application and maintenance, a method of estimating 

the efficiency of individual belts is necessary in order to 
regulate their effectiveness by appropriate silvicultural 

treatment* The employisent of shelterbelts and protective 

marginal strips in lores try practice requires detailed study 
of the microclimatic implications.
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II. JNSTHftkM'AXIQH AND jflvMCUkflTAL TJjCHHIfflS IN Pk^VIJUS 
INVcSTIGATIOBS.

Recorded investigations of the eilects of shelterbelts on 

microclimate have been conducted both under natural conditions and 

in the laboratory. Field studies have involved measurement of 

the various climatic factors in the vicinity of living tree- 

belts as well as artificial barriers or screens. Laboratory 

investigations have been concerned mainly with wind- and water- 

tunnel experiments employing model-scale windbreaks. Methods 

of working and instrumentation have shown considerable varia 

tion, particularly in field experiments, and frequently research 

papers have failed to give adequate details of experimental 

technique, thus rendering analysis oi results with a view to 

their practical application generally both difficult and un 

reliable.

Reduction of wind velocity within a certain area, being 

the primary effect of any natural or artificial sheltering 

object, has been investigated more thoroughly than other 

physical factors of the microclimate, although a number of 

secondary effects, frequently of greater interest from an agri 

cultural aspect, e»g. increased crop yields in sheltered areas, 

have probably received the most detailed attention by research 

workers .

Ins trumentat ion and methods used for the assessment of 

microclimatic factors may be summarised as follows:

i. r

Instrumentation 
(i) Wind Stuutes:

Smoke has been used frequently to demons trate the pattern 
of air flow in the vicinity of shelterbelts and artificial wind 

breaks (Woelfle 1955-9; Na&eli 195>a) and, more recently, in 

the investigation of li£ht winds, soap bubbles timed with a 

stop-watch (Zent^raf arid iuisenkolb 1952). Generally, iiowever, 

research /
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research workers have required more reliable quantitative 

measurements of wind velocity and direction and mechanical or 

electro-ffiechanical anemometers have been employed.
Anemometers of the cup-rotor type have been most commonly 

used. Bates (1911) used "the standard anemometer4*, presumably 

of the cup type, Mageli (1945, 1946, 1953a, 1953b) employed 

18 small portable cup-counter instruments, which it is under 

stood were manufactured for the Swiss army by Prof. Kreis in 

Chur. These anemometers consisted of a rotor bearing four 

hemispherical cups on short arms, activating a simple counter 

with a five-figure dial, the "drum1* of the last numeral being 

graduated horizontally in fifths of a unit. With a low 

starting speed of 0.25 m/sec and simple, robust and weather 

proof construction, without the added complications of on-off 

switches and set-to-zero mechanism, this would appear to be 

a most practical instrument* van der Linde and Woudenberg 

(1951) used a small cup-anemometer with a counter mechanism 

similar to that employed in British vane-anemometers or air- 

meters. Gorshenin (1946) records the use of 70 Fuess 

anemometers, details of which are not given. In studies of 

the effect of a hedge on air flow, Eider (1952) used cup- 

anemometers of similar type to those described by Shsppard 

(1940) (see Fart Two, III). Electric contact cup-anemometers 

have been employed by kfoelfle (1939) in conjunction with 

counters and graphical recorders, power being supplied from 

accumulators.

For the determination of wind velocities in the vicinity 

of shelterbelts, N^kkentved (1958, 1940) and Jensen (1954) 

employed pressure-plate or swinging-disc anemometers, which 

haw been described in detail by the latter. The principle 

of this instrument is that a flat plate, suspended freely, 

becomes deflected by a stream of air to such an angle that the 

restoring /
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restoring torque due to the weight of the plate is equal to 

the air torque. In practice, a series of 20 or 25 readings 

of angular deflection were taken as rapidly as possible by 
the Danish workers and the mean recorded. By means of cali 

bration in a wind-tunnel against a pitot-static tube the 

angular deflection may be converted to wind velocity and 

Jensen (1954) claims a 2 per cent accuracy ior this instrument*

For the measurement of wind velocities and directions 

over protracted periods, Jensen (1954) used recording apparatus 

which he describes in detail* This apparatus consisted of a 

pressure-tube mounted on a direction vane and producing an 

anemograph record. In velocity studies near the ground Jensen 

also employed a multiple pitot-static tube with a multi-tube 

manometer, the readings being recorded by means of A revolving 
arrangement of a "Leica" camera.

Direction recorders have been used by Hfigeli (1945-53) 

and van der Linde and Woudenberg (1951) to obtain continuous 

records of wind direction in the open, i.e. beyond the acne of 

influence of the sbelterbelt under observation* Nageli (I952a) 

records also the use of small direction-vanes .in the study of 

air flow within the zone of shelter of artificial windbreaks. 
The Danish swingings-disc anemometer also included a small vane 

mounted above the pendulum.

(ii) Temperature atudfeat
Simple thermometers were employed by Bates (1911) for the 

measurement of temperatures within sheltered areas. Ordinary 
dry-bulb and minimum thermometers have been used by Nfigeli 

(1943) and* more recently, minimum thermometers of the latest 

Swiss series, with a double bulb for greater sensitivity and an 

enlarged scale reading from -20°C to 20°C. Six's thermometers

ware used chiefly by van der Linde and Woudenberg (1951), the 

thermometers /
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thermometers being, exposed in white painted boxes made of 
eternite to minimise enors due to ztidiation; in later periods 
of observation thezmogzaphs were placed in standard meteoro 
logical screens.

Besides ozdinary thermometers, Jensen (1954) used therm 
istors coupled with a tfheatstone bridge, up to 10 tnemdstois 
being used with the one bridge by means of a change-over 
switch.

Measurements of soil temperature have generally been made 
with soil thermometers of standard meteorological pattern or 
electric-resistance thermometers. 

(iii) Humidity studies:
Various psycraotueteis or ijygzoffietezs have been used for 

the detezmination oi atmospheric humidity and dew-point, the 
"AssEanft" psychrometez most com&only* Jensen (1954) has 
suggested the unsuitability of such instruments on account of 
the ventilation of the wet bulb causing excessive disturbance 
at the point of measurement. Be used a dew-point indicator, 
designed by Weis-Fogh, consisting of a small glass tube with 
two platinum electrodes melted into its outer surface, a little 
ether being poured into the tube and allowed to evaporate. The 
apparatus was provided with a theraistor ior determining the 
tempezature of the bulb, 
(iv) Evaporation studiess

Previous research workers in this field have employed 
ovapoiicetors, usually of the Piche or Livingstone types, as 
well as izee-water suzlaces. Bates (1911) used a circular 
sheet oi filter paper resting on a thin glass plate, the paper 
being continually moistened by a supply oi water fed on to the 
centre oi the paper. The apparatus was exposed to sunlight and 
the circulation of air above the paper kept perfectly free so 
that it responded rapidly to changes both in temperature and 

wind /
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wind velocity* NSgeli (1943) mentions the use ol sensitive 
atmometers of his own design; these consisted of glass thistle 
funnels, 2 cm in diameter at the mouth, extending belov into 
open tubes about 40 cm in length and 0.36 cm in diameter, with 
a capacity of 3*6 ml, the stems being graduated to read to 
0.02 ml. When in use they were filled to the polished edge 
of the funnel with distilled water and covered with a flat- 
ground disc oi unglazed porcelain, 3.5 cm in diameter and 0.3 cm 
thick, the porous disc acting as an evaporating surface. lor 
field use these instruments have proved accurate to - 2 per 
cent.

Evaporation studies from iree-water surfaces have been 
made with shallow dishes ( Warren 1941, Mgeli 1943). In all 
these studies absolute measures were not intended or required.

(v) Soil Moisture studies:
Few research papers give details of methods used for the 

measurement of soil moisture in the vicinity of shelterbelts. 
Jensen (1954) used a tensiometer of the Richards* type, which 
is based on the vapour pressure in the soil. A simple method 
for the comparative estimation of soil moisture in ecological 
studies has been evolved by Dimbleby (1934) and is described 
later.

tfind studies i
In the investigation of wind conditions within the vicinity 

of shelterbelts, some of the most detailed observations have 
been carried out with the use of latticed or solid artificial 
windbreaks. Bates (1924) used lath screens composed of 6-in. 
boards with 12 -in. spaces in the lower half (representing tba 
trunk space) and with 3-in. spaces in the upper half (repre 
senting the crown space), thus giving an overall average pene 
trability of 5<$. W^kkentved (1938, 1940) employed horizontal 

lath /
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lath screens, 3.5 m high, with a penetrability of 38^ (i.e. 
with j&f. of the frontal surface area open). Jensen (1950, 
1954) records the use of similar screens, 2.5 m high, with two 
degrees of penetrability, 45£ and 71£. In Switzerland, Mageli 
(I953a) constructed screens 2.2 m in height, using bamboo 
canes arranged vertically; the two screens had degrees of 
penetrability to the wind of 45-55£ and 15~20£ respectively. 
Studies have also been made with windbreaks composed of model 
trees, 1*5 and 3 » ia height (lizuka 1952).

In the majority of investigations of wind velocity, both 
with artificial windbreaks and natural shelterbelts , anemometers 
have been dispersed along a measurement line perpendicular to 
the sheltering obstacle or at other points within the zone of 
influence of the barrier on the windward and leeward sides. 
The velocity values recorded at these points have been related 
to the velocity measured during, the same time interval at a 
"control" station situated beyond the influence of the wind 
break or other obstruction and at the same height of measure* 
ment, the latter value being comnionly expressed as the "free- 
wind velocity" or "open«ground velocity". The comparative 
results obtained are generally expressed as percentages of 
the free-wind velocity but Jensen (1954) uses the term "shelter 
effect", which may be defined as the ratio of the effective 
velocity reduction to the free-wind velocity.

Excepting the studies made with screens, where measure 
ments have frequently been carried out at more than one 
measurement height, the standard height of measurement used in 
field observations by different research teams has varied 
within narrow limits only. Bates (1911, 1924) conducted all 
measurements at 4 ft above ground, Danish workers at 1.5 m 
(Nrfkkentved 1958, 1940; Jensen 1954), Gorshenin (1946) at 1 m 
and NSgeli (1943, 1946, 1953b) at 1.4 m. flageli explains 
that this height has been proved experimentally to be above 

the /
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the zone of maximum variation in wind pattern and velocity due 

to the ground surface; where measurements have been made, 

however, above long grass and agricultural crops, the instruments 

have been raised to maintain an effective height of 1.4 m. 

Woelfle (1939) conducted his wind studies with anemometers at 

70 cm above ground t although f on the basis of wind profile 

studies (paoschke 1937), this height would appear to be too 

close to the ground surface for general use.

In experiments with artificial screens, Uf&kentved (1938, 

1940) recorded observations at 0.6 m and 1,5 m above ground 

and N%eli (I953a) at elevations of 0.55, 1,1, 2.2, 3.3, 4.4, 

5,5, 6.6, 7,7 and 8.8 m, i.e. from -J to 4 times the height of 

the screens*

Using the pendulum-type, pressure-plate anemometers, 

Njflckentved (1938, 1940) employed one observer for each measure 

ment station, one reading being taken every 5 seconds in a 

apace of 2 minuted, giving 24 readings of which the mean was 

taken. In the investigation of wind conditions across Jutland 

(Jensen 1954}, measurements were made every 20 minutes through 

out the whole day, each measurement consisting of the average 

of 20 individual readings taken as rapidly as possible. Where 

counter-type anemometers have been employed, the velocities 

observed have been means taken over prescribed periods. 

Gorshenin (1946) records the use of 70 Fuess anemometers, which 

could be switched on and off simultaneously; whether this was 

achieved by individual manual operation or other technical 

means is not clear. Headings were obtained in exposures of 

20 minutes duration. In hi^barly shelterbelt studies, NSgsli 

(1943) employed four observers for nine anemometers dispersed 

along a measurement line; when the distance between instruments 

made it possible, readings were taken at 15-minute intervals 

or, at woist, every half-hour and wind direction was recorded 

every 3 to 5 minutes. In later research (NHgeli 1946), a 

similar /
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similar procedure was adopted, 18 anemometers being used along 
each measurement line. He records that all measurements were 
eliminated which showed too marked a deviation of the wind 
direction from the direction of the measurement line,

(ii) Temrerature studies?

Temperature measurements have generally been carried out 
at the same points used lor the investigation of wind velocity, 
where such measurements have been supplementary to wind stuuies, 
Where temperature studies predominated, e.g. van der Linue and 
Woudenberg (1951), various heights of measurement have been 
used, the measurement line being normal to the shelterbelt, 
and observations have usually been conducted over longer 
periods, fhe iXitch observers recorded temperatures at 10, 25, 
50 and 150 cm above ground and where thermographs were used in 
screens the latter were raised 40 cm above ground and not to 
the staaoard height for meteorological stations.

IXiring experiments on microclimate and crop yields in 
sheltered areas, Jensen (1954) measured the air temperature 

3 times daily and calculated means for 10-day periods. Soil 
temperatures were measured at 20 cm below ground once daily, 
iXiring a iew periods, occasional measurements were made of air 
and soil temperatures, using thermistors, observations being 
made at several points simultaneously.

(iii) Humidity studiesi

.Experimental methods of determining the absolute and 
relative humidity of the air near windbreaks have varied 
according to the instruments used but generally have consisted 
of instantaneous measurements made at any one point and not 
means over a given period. In consequence, the possible error 
in comparative assessment of humidity relationships has been 
fairly high. Where an observation made by means of an Assmann 

peychrometer consisted of 10 pairs of readings (van dez Linda 

and /
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and tfoudenberg 1951), a considerable time elapsed between the 
first and last observations along a measurement line. There 
fore, during periods liable to rather rapid fluctuations, such 
as morning and evening, no humidity observations could be made. 
Similarly, Jensen (1954) recorded measurements ox humidity 
under certain special climatic conditions only.

Generally, humidity studies have been can led out in con 
junction with temperature observations and at the same positions.

(iv) Evaporation studiesi
Measurements of evaporation have been made usually along 

a measurement line normal to the shelterbelt, the evapori- 
meters being exposed ioi a certain period, generally of half 
an hour or longer, and the amounts of water evaporated during 
this period related to the amount evaporated during the sans 
time from an evaporimeter exposed at the same height above 
ground outside the influence of the shelterbelt, Evaporation 
has rarely been assessed by means of instantaneous readings of 
saturation deficit,

(v) Soil Moisture studies;
Jensen (1954) determined soil moisture content during 

the first year of experiments by taking samples of soil with 
an auger once or twice weekly and after precipitation, the

c
samples being subjected to des$ioktion analyses. During the 
last two years, tensiometers were used daily; measurements 
were presumably carried out successively at various points.

.2. LABORATORY Hi V£STIGATICSS.

Instrufignta tjlqn, 

Wind studies i
In general, laboratory investigations in this field have 
carried out by means of model tests in wind-tunnels but, 

in addition, studies of the pattern of fluid flow over model 
windbreaks in a water-tunnel have been recorded photographically 

(Blank /
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(Blenk 1952)* Wind-tunnel observations have been based on 
horizontal velocity ratios to windward and/or leeward of model 
windbreaks and on the effect on erosion and snow-drift patterns, 

Velocity values obtained in wind-tunnel experiments are
based on the fact that, in fluid dynamics theory,

o

where ?~ pressure, p » density of the fluid and v« velocity of 
the fluid. A body immersed in a moving fluid is acted upon 
by a static pressure, which acts equally in all directions 
when the fluid is stationary and persists, although its magni 
tude may be changed, when the fluid is set in uniform, un» 
accelerated motion, and also by an additional pressure arising 
from the impact of the moving stream. In practice, therefore, 
an open-ended tube pointing upstream and with the other end 
connected to a simple pressure gauge will register the sum of 
the impact and static pressures, commonly called the "total 
head". In order to obtain the "velocity head", the pressure 
which is a function of the motion of the stream only, the 
static pressure must be deducted from the total head reading:

This differential pressure, (p.- p ), is commonly measured by 
a combined pi tot-static tube, consisting of a double tube 
whereby the total head and static pressures are measured at 
the same point in the stream; when the two parts of the tube 
are connected to the two aiics of a differential manometer, the 
pressure due to the velocity head is registered automatically. 
Owing to the fact that, within wide limits, the impact pressure 
measured by a facing tube is unaffected by the shape and size 
of the tube, various types of pi tot and pitot-etatic tubes are 
used in practice. In view of the small scale frequently 
employed in wind-tunnel models and the difficulty of construct 
ing very snail pitot-etatic tubes, total head tubes are often 

used /
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used, the static pressure being measured at some other con 
venient point within the test section of the tunnel; where 
the static pressure is not measured in the same cross-section 
of the tunnel as the total bead, the necessary collection is 
usually determined experimentally,

In the study of model windbreaks, types of wind-tunnel 
and preasure-measuring instruments have varied somewhat. 
Finney (Pugh 1930), investigating snov fences, used a small 
wind-tunnel with test section 2 it square and 10 It long. It 
included a J-ft propellor, powered by a 5-h,p. J),C, motor, 
capable of producing velocities up to 45 mi/hr. A small 
pitot-tube was employed to trace out the eddy areas*

The Danish workers, N^kkentved (1933, 1940) and Jensen 
, 1954), used a wind-tunnel of the open-circulation 
.) type, with a test section 60 cm ( 2 ft) square and 

approximately 5 m long and a 30-h.p. propellor motor capable 
of a maximum velocity of 32 m/sec. In the latest studies, 
velocities were determined by means of a Prandtl pitot-static 
tube, with horizontal branch 9 cm long, but lor more precise 
measurements near the 5-cm high models a smaller pitot-static 
tube was constructed. This consisted of two brandies of 
tubing of external diameter 1 mm, the longer horizontal branch 
(static) being 1,2 cm in length, closed at the end but pro 
vided with two lateral holes, 0,09 nan in diameter, adjacent 
to the open end of the shorter (dynamic) branch. This instru 
ment was used in conjunction with a holder, allowing measure 
ments to be made at any point in the vertical or horizontal 
symmetrical planes of the wind-tunnel within an accuracy of 
0,01 cm, and a Fuess inclined-tube manometer, the latter veri 
fied against a vertical Prandtl manometer with an accuracy of 
0.005 cm spirit column, $y means of a Fuess change-over 
mechanism, the manometer could conveniently be connected with 
several /
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several neasureoont points successively. "Cylinder rotors" 
USDS used for the dsteraination of the direction of flow 
within horizontal and vertical planes. Detailed descriptions 
of the complete apparatus have been published (Jensen 1954}*

The tunnel used ty Woodruff and Zin^g (1952, 1955) had a 
test section of at least 12 ft in lon&th, beginning at a point 
40 ft down-wind from the fan. A vertical arrangement of four 
pitot tubas | viiich could be lowered from the roof of the tunnel 
on a staff gauge equipped with a vernier scale for accurate 
and rapid vertical ssovwaent, was employed, pressures being 
recorded on an J&lison oanoiBet&r. The tunnel roof was so 
constructed i© allow iaoar&«mtal aowaoo&t oi the pitct tubes 

the entire vc^kin^ action. aiiurcar.te ponder was
introduced into th* air straw and wtros&ly iltetoted for 

otrcornlines of
In Gennany, Blenk (1952> 1953) used a tunnel with a tast 

section 2.5 m long and 3*60 m wide, Pressure Deasureoents 
were »ad© t^y means of a pitot tube, 4 net in diameter* on an 
adjustable counting, coupled to a Prandtl nanometer*

Kodel snow fences, used by linney (Pugh 1950), comprised 
horizontal* and vertical-elat and solid types on a scale of 
1 in. to 2 ft, repr&samtiRg a height range in nature of 2~1Q it, 
and were erected across the whole width of the tunnel* ilia 
investigations oaicly concerned the pattern of snow drifting 
behind the models, as described later*

Ifce aodels used by Nffckontved (1938* 1940) and Jensen 
(1950 1 1954) were 5 cm in height , consisting of vazious 
structures and degrees of peneti ability. Kslckentved records 
nsasurevsnts taken at 1/6 th of the height of the screens , the 
results being expxessed as percentages of on undisturbed

velocity /
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velocity at the same height of 10 m/sec. The penetrable 
screens had perforations 4 CD in diameter vith the exception 
of one experiment with natural spruce twigs* In the latter 
case 1 or 2 rows of twigs were used, with a spacing between 
rows of 1 cm and within the rows of 1*5 cm; the twigs were 
clipped down to 5 cm in height. Measurements were contixaied 
to a leeward distance of 57 times the height of the models 
along a centre line. In the course of studies of systems of 
screens (ftjfekentved 1940), the heights of measurement were 
0.16, 0*5 § 1.1 and 1.5 times the height of the models. Jensen 
(1934) carried out re-measurements to leeward of Nelckentved's 
screen types which were supplemented with a few of different 
structure, such as screens composed of horizontal, cylindrical 
rods, vertical palings and rectangular lattice. Measurements 
are recorded down to O.lh but usually only to 0.2h (1 cm) above 
th» tunnel floor* The values obtained are expressed as 
relative shelter effect, i.e. the reduction in velocity due to 
the presence of the screen as a percentage of the velocity of 
the unobstructed air current at the same place of measurement* 
Down-wind measurements were taken to 70 times the model height. 
In Germany, Bleak used 5 cm models (1932) and 5 cm models (1955); 
in both cases, the undisturbed velocity in the tunnel was 
40 m/sec, the measurement line extended 30h to windward and 
JOh to leeward of the models and velocities were recorded at 
heights above the tunnel floor of -|h and one-sixth times the 
height of the model. His results are expressed as a ratio of 
the velocity measured at a point with the model in position 
to the velocity measured at the same point in a clear tunnel.

The model shelterbelts studied by Woodruff and Zingg (1933) 
were fabricated from cedar twigs placed in short lengths of 
J-in. aluminium tubing, mounted in a plywood base* The scale 
used was 1 in* to 5 ft so that the mBTimim height in the models
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was 6 iiUt the spacing between trees 1 in. and between rows 
2 in,, resulting in 56 trees/shrubs per row. Horizontal 
velocity measurements were recorded at 12 heights and 25 
locations in the air flow, a constant wind velocity of 51 
being laaintained at an elevation of 2h above the trees. Velo- 
city profiles were obtained by plotting the dtonsionless 
ratios z/h and U,/tJ , where

v 0
z * elevation above datum (0,1 h to 3.1 h)
h = height of tallest tree in the models
U. * velocity in tunnel with shelterbelt in position
U = velocity at corresponding point in clear tunnel c

The measurement line extended 2h windward and 2Jh leeward of 
tbe models.

In addition to velocity measurements, Woodruff and Zingg 
(1952, 1955) studied the shelter effect at the ground by means 
of erosion or shear patterns, based on the concept that the 
velocity ratio u/i is related to levels of shear as follows;

where u la the threshold velocity for a given credible &&terial 
in a clear tunnel, u is a velocity of known magnitude greater
than the threshold, also measured in a clear tunnel, T is thef o
threshold shear and T is a shear of known magnitude greater 
than the threshold. Dune aand of the size 0.50-0,42 cm was 
used to delineate the area of protection to leeward of the 
model windbreaks* Four levels of wind, each yielding values 
of u/k greater than unity, were passed over the models and 
sand and the boundary of sand regaining at the end of each 
test denoted the approximate location at which the barrier 
reduced the shear at bed level to the threshold value. This 
is the equivalent of reducing the ratio u/u to unity at tb»

point, this reduction being known as the effective velocity 
reduction, which, expressed as a percentage isi

Effective /
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affective velocity _
100 ( § -

inn M \* 10° U ' u}-reduction o
uo

To investigate the boundary layer over a wood, Jensen 
(1954) mounted corrugated paper on a flat plate 1.2 cm thick, 
the corrugations being 3 MB high and 8.3 ran long. These 
models extended over the entire width of the tunnel and their 
extent in the direction of the wind varied from 30 to 310 cm; 
considering the overall height as 1.5 cm, the models repre 
sented widths of 20 to 205h, Down-wind measurements were 
taken to 7 Oh. The model of the wide woodland strip, used by 
Blenk (1952), appears to have consisted of parallel fences 
with no continuous upper edge. Blenk (1952) considered also 
the effect of topography ofc the siting ol shelterbelts by 
introducing undulations in the fora of a double sine-curve 
along the floor of the tunnel.

Generally, wind-tunnel experiments on this subject have 
followed a fairly similar pattern throughout.

studies
Blenk (1932) investigated evaporation from damp soil in 

the laboratory, air from a jet 60 cm above ground being passed 
over three cups of soil sunk one behind the other in a slab 
level with the ground. The rate of evaporation was measured 
as the loss in weight after a period of 50 mins. Fences were 
then introduced in front of the cups and the relative re 
duction in evaporation rate observed. 
(iii) ffiflfffipjt^tiop studies..;

Samples of clover and grass were cut as turves, 20 cm in 
depth, placed in boxes of zinc sheeting of the same dimensions 
and subjected to detailed laboratory study over periods of 
several days by Jensen (1954)* The plants were illuminated 
artificially lor 12-16 hrs daily and exposed periodically or 
continuously /
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continuously to wind in a wind-tunnel at various speeds. The 
boxes were weighed periodically to determine loss through eva 
poration and at the end of each experiment the leaf area of 
each sample was obtained by direct measurement. 
(iv) Snov-dril'ting studies*

As artificial snow ioi wind-tunnel experiments t Finney 
(Pugh 1950) used flaked mica and very fine sawdust. Velocities 
up to 25 mi/nx were obtained in the tunnel* The drift patterns 
were observed after the tunnel had been running for a certain 
period. The tunnel was lined with coarse sand-paper to re 
semble the ground more closely. Similarly, Kjfekentved (Pugh 
1950) employed sawdust and covered the tunne^f loor with coarse 
paper, the tunnel speed varying between 15 and 54 sai/hr. 
Backer (Pugh 1950) used peat dust and gypsum separately as arti 
ficial snow. In all these studies different fence types were 
introduced into the stream and their effect in terms of drift 
length and depth noted.
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III. PQSSTB^E; DaygLQptteMT OF £XfrSKIMI3gTAl P&THOJ3S AKJQ

I OK i:OTJRa Ri

In considering possible developments 01 experimental 
technique and instrumentation for field investigations of micro 
climates in the vicinity of shelterbelts , it is evident that 
wind velocity and direct ion , as the controlling factors with 
regard to further climatic changes , oust be subjected to the 
closest investigation. It has been demonstrated by previous 
research workers that the basic approach to the investigation 
of any one of the physical features of microclimates, whether 
wind velocity and direction, atmospheric temperature and 
humidity, evaporation, transpiration or soil moisture and 
temperature, lies essentially in simultaneous measurement of a 
particular climatic factor at various points within a prescribed 
area and the relation of these observations to a standard value 
for this factor recorded at the same tiae. In regions of vary* 
ing topography, where periods during which the wind exhibits 
reasonably constant direction and velocity, suitable lor field 
investigations , are strictly limited, the difficulties en 
countered in such studies are readily apparent. For any 
short-tern: observations the necessary equipment must be easily 
portable and capable of erection and observation with the mini 
mum of time wastage in the field. Assistance in field-work 
is limited generally both economically and in availability* 
These considerations and restrictions dictate to a very large 
extent the suitability or otherwise of experimental methods and 
instruments for research in nature. 

(i) Viral Conaiticnsi
For the study of wind velocity near the ground, the range 

of anemometers suitable is restricted by theoretical considera 
tion*. Sensitivity to low wind speeds, the maximum freedom 
from /
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from over-estimation in fluctuating winds and capability of 

responding to changes of direction, at least within a horizon 

tal plane, especially since areas of disturbed xlov are inevi 

table in the vicinity of any obstacle, are essential require-
r*

merits. These conditions eliminate several available 
instruments.

In the range of pressure anemometers, none oi those 

instruments involving a flow of air through the anemometer, 
e»C» the plate orifice, nozzle and ventuii tube, is generally 
used in outdoor practice, where no air flow through 

instrument is incurred, as in the pressure-tube anesio 

and pitot tubes, the use of the i'ormer type is curtailed by 
the high cost of manufacture ami large sisse of the complete 

assembly. It is noted that Instruments of this type have 

been constructed and used for graphical recording of wind 
velocity and direction in Denmark (Jensen 1934) but only where 

requirements necessitated the use of recording equipment over 
periods of several days. Fitot tubes have also been used in 
field investigations in Dexaaark but, owing to the error intro 
duced when the tubes are not maintained in a direction parallel 

to and lacing the wind stream, their use under natural climatic 
conditions swat be considered impracticable.

Of the mechanical anemometers, each ot the three main 
types, cup, swinging plate aad vane anemometers, has been 

used frequently in microclimatic investigations, the cup 
anemometer most extensively. One of the simplest patterns of 

cup anemometer is the standard Meteorological Office Cup- 

Counter Anemometer Mk. II (Fig. 20). Though not normally 
intended for use near the ground, it has been found to be a 

convenient instrument for semi-permanent installation in 

exposed situations at 1.5 m above short grass. This anemometer 

depends in principle on the rotation of a system of three cups 

mounted /
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mounted on a vertical spindle. The rate of rotation of the 

cups is directly proportional to the speed of the wind to a 

sufficiently close approximation. The "factor", or ratio of 

the distance travelled by the wind to the distance travelled 

by the centre of any one cup, which in this instrument is 

conical, is 2.98, The spindle operates a counter mechanism 

registering the run of wind in miles to 0.01 mi; the indicated 

wind speed is within 1 mi/bx ox the tiue wind speed through 

out the range of the instrument and no corrections are necessary.

PIG. 20

Cup-Counter Anemometer Mk. II (Met. Office)

Probably the most suitable cup anemometer available is the 
Sensitive Type IV anemometer, designed by Sheppard (1940) and 
subsequently modified and manufactured by Casella & Co., London 
(Fig. 21). Of extremely li&ht construction, iitted with a 
3-cup rotor of radius 3 in., the conical cups being 2 in. in 

diameter, /
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diameter, this instrument is intended for the accurate measure 
ment of low vind speeds yet can stand exposure to vinds of 88 
ft/sec. The spindle supporting the cup rotor activates a 
lightly geared counting mechanism and the combined frictional 
torque of the assembly does not exceed 20 dyne/cm, which gives 
a stopping speed of 0.5 ft/sec. With a linear calibration 
and satisfactory behaviour in fluctuating winds, this anemometer 
appears most suited lor microclimatic research and investi 
gations of atmospheric turbulence*

Investigations into the over-estimation of mean wind 
speed in a variable wind lor the Sheppard anemometer and 
Meteorological Office patterns of the 5-cup type reveal that 
conical cups over-estimate to a much smaller extent than hemi 
spherical cups and are to be preferred therefore when unsteady 
(i.e. natural) winds are being measured (Scrase and Sheppaid 
1944).

The Sensitive Type IV anemometer is available commercially 
with a micro-climatic contact mechanism, operating at 6 volts, 
instead of the counter. Two contacts are made for every 
three revolutions of the cups; with a counter of the P.O. 
message register type up to 9999 counts may be recorded. This 
system, due to Deacon (1948) and subsequently modified by 
Crawford (1951), enables the counter to be situated remote 
from the anemometer, $y this means, anemometers may be erected 
some distance above ground, the counters remaining at ground 
level, thus rendering the instrument ideally practical for 
forest meteorological studies*

Pressure- or swinging-plate anemometers, depending on the 
deflection of a pendulous plate or disc by the wind, are now 
rarely used. The particular design considered here, the 
Danish swin^ing-diac anemometer, has been used with some 
success in that country (Njfekentved 1938 f 1940; Jensen 1950, 
1934). Consisting of a wire ring covered with a gauze mesh, 

with /
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with a pointer moving against a graduated scale, the instrument 
has been calibrated against a pitot-tube in a wind-tunnel and 
results of field measurements and has demonstrated its potentia 
lities. It is simple in design and construction and when 
linear to the wind stream mechanical error is minimised. On. 

the other hand, the difficulties of observation, owing to the 
fact that a mean must be taken of several rapid readings of 
the angular deflection of the disc, thus necessitating con 
tinual observation of each instrument, render its use in 
practice uneconomic. Also, the error introduced when the 
wind stream is not normal to the disc, a feature inevitable 
in natural winds, particularly in the vicinity of obstacles, 
must cause a comparatively low degree of accuracy in the in 
vestigation of wind conditions near shelterbelts when the flow 
pattern is considerably disturbed*

FIG. 21

Vane-onenometer (L) and Sensitive Type IV Cm> 
anemometer (R)
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The air meter or vane anemometer (Fig. 21), available in 
several similar designs, consists usually of eight flat vanes 
radiating from a common spindle* When the axis of the spindle 
is set along the direction of flow of the wind, the "windmill" 
rotates at a rate proportional to the wind velocity. In 
practice, the instrument can be yawed through about 20 before 
an error of 1 per cent is incurred on the indicated speed. In 
a fluctuating wind, a vane anemometer over-estimates the aver* 
age speed and this error is proportional to the square of the 
amplitude of the fluctuations; where the velocity extremes 
are less than 15 per cent on either side of the mean the error 
should not appreciably exceed 1 per cent but t for a 50 per cent 
fluctuationt the error may be as much as 12} per cent (Ower 
1949)* In field studies of shelterbelts it has been found 
that 9 within the area of disturbed flow caused by the belts, 
the vane rotates alternately clockwise and anti-clockwise 
according to pulsations in the eddy area* These limitations 
restrict the practical use of this instrument*

Anemometers employing the relationship between the rate of 
heat loss from a heated body and the speed of flow of the fluid 
in which the instrument is immersed, have a restricted use in 
field investigations of microclimate. Geiger (1950) considers 
the construction of the Albrecht electrical loot-wire anemometer 
to be of great significance in microclimatology owing to its 
suitable design for meteorological field work. This anemometer 
has been used to investigate the penetration of the wind into 
a dense stand of spruce (tfoelfle 1942). The principle of hot- 
wire anemometers is that a pure metal wire, when heated in a 
simple electrical circuit and exposed to an air current, is 
cooled by the air. If the wire is maintained at a constant 
temperature and, consequently, at a constant resistance, the 
current varies with the velocity of the air stream; the 
current can be measured with an ammeter or voltmeter of 
resistance. /
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resistance. An alternative method is for the current to be 
kept constant so that the wire temperature and resistance vary 
according to the wind velocity. In practice, many instruments 
of this type possess an unstable calibration; the Staoitts 
Shielded Hot-wire Anemometer is considered to have a more 
permanent calibration than most types (Ower 1949)*

The Hastings Portable Air Meter (Eastings Instrument Co., 
Inc., Hampton, Virginia, U.S.A.) is designed for measurement 
of air velocity and static pressure by means of a sensitive 
thermopile and is particularly free of errors due to tempera 
ture variations (-20° to 250°F); radiation, lead resistance 
and humidity effects are negligible. The noble metal thermo 
pile contains six theziao-couples on coin-silver mountings 
fitted in a directional probe (Fig, 22). The hot junctions 
of the thermopile are heated by passing altercating current 
through them* The cold junctions are prevented from becoming 
heated by lowering their resistance and by increasing the heat 
conductivity away irom these junctions. A DC current is there 
fore generated between the hot and cold junctions oi the theiino- 
pile. The AC heating power is separated from the DC voltage 
generated by the thermopile by the use of a half-bridge circuit. 
The DC voltage is generated across points of equal AC potential, 
thus eliminating eftects of the AC heating current on the DC 
voltage output. The ilow of air by the thermopile tends to 
bring the hot and cold junctions to the same temperature thus 
reducing the output of the thermopile. The voltage output is 
therefore a measure of the speed of the air flowing by the 
thermopile. An indicator is operated from the thermal differ 
ence voltage generated by the thermopile. This instrument has 
two velocity ranges, 10-750 ft/min and 750-5500 ft/min respect 
ively and is equipped with three 1-Wvolt batteries*

In field testa of this instrument, it has been found that 
the /
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the probe is too sensitive ior instantaneous velocity measure 
ments in the open, owing to the rapid and wide fluctuations of 
the indicator. For measurement of the penetration of light 
winds inside dense stands, where the use of a mechanical 
anemometer is not feasible or possible, and also for measure 
ments within a low plant cover, such as amongst grass and 
cereal crops, the Hastings Meter would appear to be the most 
suitable anemometer available.

Another instrument waich relies upon a rate of cooling 
as a measure of velocity is the Kata thermometer, designed by 
Hill (1916, 1922) for research on the effect of atmospheric 
conditions on health and industrial efficiency. Essentially 
an alcohol thermometer of special type (Fig, 25), the bulb is 
warmed until the spirit rises in the tube, When exposed to 
the air stream, the time taken for the column to fall between 
two limits of the scale, in this case 100° and 95°F, is re 
lated to the cooling power of the wind and, hence, is a measure 
of its velocity. The velocity is obtained by means of the
formula

E * (a-fr- b V)0
where a and b are constants, 0 is the mean excess temperature 
of the Kata thermometer over that of the surrounding air, and 
H is the total heat lost in cooling from 100° to 95°F, divided 
lay the area of the cooling surface and by the cooling time, 
The use of this instrument as an anemometer is restricted 
mainly to the measurement of the speed of moving air currents 
in the study of ventilation problems in rooms and enclosed 
spaces. It has the advantage that it is largely non-directional 
giving values of the resultant air speed past the bulb practi 
cally independent of the direction of flow. Disadvantages 
are the length of time necessary to take readings and the com 
paratively low accuracy. In field tests, the latter has been 
found to be very marked, thus reducing its utility, although,
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as a "comfort meter", to study the effect of atmospheric con* 

ditione on animals in relation to the apilication of shelter 

where necessary, it would appear to show great promise*

FIG. 22

Hastings Portable Air Meter

To summarise, for the study of wind conditions in the 

vicinity of sholterbelts and in general microclimatic studies 

ol wizul velocity between 1 and 2m above ground, the Sensitive 

Type IV anemometer y either of the counter or micro-electric 

contact /
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contact type, would appear to be most suitable instruicent 
available in the United Kingdom. In the investigation of 
wind conditions at higher elevations above ground, such as 
above a forest canopy, the micro-electric contact version of 
this anemometer would be most practicable*

FIG. 25

In considering the practical application of the most 
suitable oi the available instruments to field investigations 
of wind conditions in the vicinity of shelterbelts and in re 
lation to their siting on exposed ground, it is evident that, 
ideally, 20 or Kore anemometers would be required to obtain 
comparative measurements. In the study of individual belts, 
these instruments would require to be dispersed along: a measure 
ment line comnenctng 10 sheIterbeIt-heights to windward and 
extending 30 heights to leeward in order to cover the maximum 
sheltered zone to be expected. Assuming a maximum shelterbelt 
height, /
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height, either actual or potential, of 60 ft, a measurement line 
of 800 yd would have to be allowed for. In the study of wind 
velocities on bare hillsides and over ridges, with regard to 
site selection for belts, a considerably longer range of measure- 
Kent might be necessary. In order to obtain simultaneous 
measurements of wind speed at several points throughout this 
range, unless each instrument were to be individually manned, 
some device by which a whole battery of anemometers could be 
switched on and off simultaneously, or, alternatively, have 
their reading recorded, would appear essential.

Consideration has been given to the possibility of develop 
ing an electro-mechanical apparatus on the solenoid principle to 
engage the on-off levers on anemometers such as the Sensitive 
Type IV counter-type instrument. However, owing to the distance 
through which the average on-off lever has to be moved and the 
dissipation of the necessarily low current through the length 
of the connecting wire, such apparatus is unlikely to be satis 
factory. A more practical arrangement might be the use of the 
micro-electric contact version of the Sensitive Type IV anemom 
eter, which has become available commercially more recently, 
with the individual counters assembled at one central point. 
For short-tern observations extending over not more than one 
or two days at a time, however, the use of long distances of 
electric cable, especially with the difficult ground conditions 
and presence of field crops or grazing animals frequently to 
be encountered in experimental areas, is hardly practicable.

It is possible that electronic apparatus could be developed 
for this purpose but such equipment is expensive to construct 
and maintain and, it may be assumed, would require skilled 
attention in the field from time to time* The possibility has 
been considered also of employing a time-operated camera re 
corder to record the reading of an instrument at given time 
intervals, /
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intervals, in order to obviate the necessity of employing one 
observer per instrument. Tests have been carried out using 
a clock equipped with a light electric contact operating every 
five minutes. The contact activated a 24-volt Camera Recorder 
G.S.,ex Air Ministry surplus stores,equipped with approximately 
15 ft of 16 mm film. Owing to the time taken for the electric 
contact in the clock to break, during which interval the camera 
recorded on the average two frames per second, some means of 
controlling the number of photographs taken was essential* A 
thermal delay circuit was therefore introduced and it was found 
that, by varying the resistance of this circuit according to 
temperature conditions, the camera could be controlled so as to 
take one or at the most two successive photographs for each 
closure of the main circuit, irrespective of the time taken 
for the clock contacts to reopen the circuit* In practice, 
however, the use of this recorder with the counter-type of 
anemometer is not altogether suitable since the camera requires 
to be too close to the cup assembly, thereby disturbing the 
air flow in this region, and also atmospheric conditions are 
apt to foul the dial oi the anemometer or the lens of the 
camera and obscure the reading oti the photograph. However, 
using the electric contact version of the Sensitive Type IV 
anemometer, where the counter can be remote from the actual 
instrument, it would be possible to enclose counter and camera 
recorder in a weather-proof case with interior illumination, 
an arrangement which has obvious practical possibilities in 
nicroclimatology.

Generally, graphically recording anemometers, providing a 
continuous record of wind speed, are too bulky for micro- 
climatological studies of wind conditions, especially for 
short-term observations*

In order to obtain a standard value of wind velocity for 
comparison /
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conparison with values recorded at the vcaious points through 
out the measurement area, it is necessary to operate a "control" 
station at a freely-exposed situation in ths open. In practice, 
a point at least 10 shelterbelt-tosights to windward of the 
belt under observation will register the "tree wind1 ' or "open 
ground wind" velocity, provided it is beyond the range of other 
sheltering obstacles,

Where it is not possible to employ a system, whereby a 
whole series of anemometers can be switched on and off sixail- 
taneously, it might be considered possible to operate a 
"control" station, producing some xora of continuous or inter 
mittent record of wind velocity over a given period at that 
point, using an expanded time-scale to facilitate analysis of 
the results, and then to take either instantaneous or short- 
interval readings at the various measurement points success 
ively, relating these to the continuous record obtained at the 
control station* Certain disadvantages would be involved, 
notably that the readings would not be simultaneous at all 
places of observation and instantaneous or short-interval 
values of wind speed are more difficult to compare than aver 
ages over a longer period. On the other hand, only one 
instrument would be required, excluding the control anemometer, 
thereby minimising calibration errors. Where the order of 
magnitude of the microclimate under observation precludes the 
use of a cup-anemometer and suggests the use of a hot-wire 
instrument* a procedure along these lines would appear to be 
indicated.

In the comparative study of natural winds t it is more 
aatisfactory to employ totalising instruments, yielding an 
ag£re&ats distance run of wind, rather than to ivly on in 
stantaneous velocity measurements, since fluctuations of 
velocity will not be simultaneous at observation posts more 
than a short distanos apart. A more practical arrangement 
therefore, /
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therefore, and the one generally adopted, is to employ a series 
of simple counter-type anemometers and to distribute as many 
observers as possible along the measurement line. ?fce advan 
tages of this method, used successfully by Hageli (1945-53) 
eaong others, are that the equipment is easily erected for 
observation, one standard type of instrument is used throughout 
so that the anemometers are interchangeable; when one or more 
instrument proves faulty the rest of the series is not affected 
and, after preliminary observations, the instruments can be 
re-distributed or added to, especially where certain points in the. 
measurement area obviously require more detailed study* Unless 
one observer is available per instrument, it is inevitable that 
an error will be intrc4uced through the readings not being 
simultaneous at all points. Its magnitude must depend on the 
number of assistants available, the distance between anemometers 
and, thus, the delay between successive readings. The pro 
portionate error can be minimised by increasing the exposure 
periods to, say, half an hour or one hour* It is obviously 
desirable for all intended observation points within the experi 
mental area to be equipped with instruments at the same time, 
since this procedure allows several readings to be observed 
at each point* It is possible then to reject those measure 
ments for periods when the wind direction showed marked devia 
tion from the average or othar atmospheric conditions proved 
unsuitable and to take a mean of the values for the favourable 
periods* This method also allows a preliminary appraisal of 
the results during the course of the investigations. Its 
practicability, however, will be limited by the supply of 
instruments; with a small number of anemometers the whole of 
tho measurement area cannot be studied simultaneously and fewer 
readings can be taken at each observation point. In this case, 
careful attention to changes in wind direction is essential. A 
vincl /
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wind direction recorder or, at least, a light wind-vane which 
is observed frequently would seem necessary at the control 
station.

With regard to the exposure of anemometers in general 
field investigations in connexion with shelterbelts, a standard 
height of measurement above ground is necessary* It is con 
sidered that a height of 1.5 m (approximately 5 ft), being 
above the zone of maximum variation in velocity due to the 
ground surface and corresponding very closely tc the height 
laid down for the exposure of theimoroeters etc. at cliiaato- 
logical stations, would be most convenient.

In laying out a measurement line in the vicinity of a 
shelterbelt, the normal practice is for the line to be perpen 
dicular to the belt and measurements to be recorded at distances 
in multiples of shelterbelt height along this line. Where the 
wind direction is not normal to the belt, the effective distance 
of the measurement point from the belt is considered as that 
distance parallel with the wind direction and the appropriate 
correction is applied usually by a simple tri&onaaetrical cal 
culation according to the angle of incidence of the wind 
direction to the belt. In practice, corrections for small 
deviations in wind direction from the normal affect the results 
very slightly.

In areas where detailed investigation of microclioatic 
wind conditions is contemplated it is obviously an advantage 
to have simultaneous records of wind velocity and direction 
at the standard height of 10m (33 ft) used by meteorological 
stations, obtained either from nearby stations where possible 
or by me&ns of a temporary anemometer fixed at this height 
above ground. In this way, the results of microclimatic 
research can be related to the general weather conditions and 
may have a more far-reaching practical application.

(ii) Temperature /
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(ii) Temperature Cobalt ions:
The comprehensive study of temperature conditions implies 

long-term observation and occasional measurements undertaken in 
the vicinity of shelterbelts have yielded little information of 
practical value. Detailed study of temperature conditions in 
a sheltered area would necessitate observation throughout a 
whole year, or at least a growing season, at several points 
including a "control" station beyond the zone of protection 
afforded by the belt. For this purpose, tomographs together 
with maximum and minimum thermometers, all enclosed within 
some form of screen, would be suitable* In addition, grass 
minimum thermometers and apparatus for measuring soil tempera 
tures would be desirable and, in order to assess tne results 
of these observations within the general climatic pattern, 
associated studies of atmospheric humidity and radiation an 
advantage* It is apparent, therefore, that very detailed 
research on temperature conditions must be considered a major 
undertaking and any short-term observations an essentially 
incomplete representation* For practical purposes, a com* 
prehensive scheme of such investigation must be restricted to 
a few shelterbelts in selected areas at the most; probably 
this could be achieved in association with research on agri 
cultural crop yields in sheltered areas* In a comparative 
study of several shelterbelts on different types of soil, with 
varying plant cover in their adjacent areas and under widely 
fluctuating weather conditions, it is inevitable that tempera 
ture studies become limited, particularly when wind velocity 
and flow pattern are the chief objects of investigation.

Considering occasional measurements of atmospheric 
temperature to be carried out in conjunction with, and comple 
mentary to, studies of wind conditions, in a storm all micro- 
climatic differences vanish and therefore windy and stormy 
day* /
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days are generally unsuited to observations of mieroelimatic 
factors (Geiger 1950). This would appear to Indicate that a 
few instantaneous measurements of temperature carried out at 
the same positions as wind velocity observations are not likely 
to be very reliable except in rare cases. It wouli seem, 
therefore, that temperature studies should be restricted to 
measurements with ordinary dry-bulb thermometers, simply 
screened against radiation effects, when suitable conditions 
pexmit* On radiation nights the effect of a shelterbelt could 
probably be studied by means of a series of sheathed glass 
min&um thermometers set up along a measurement line normal 
to the belt* although slight changes in ground cover 
must be expected to complicate the results*

Soil temperatures in short-term investigations would 
require to be measured with an electric resistance thermometer, 
readings being instantaneous; for longer periods standard 
meteorological earth thermometers would appear suitable* 
Uii) fluidity Conditional

As with temperature observations, the occasional measure* 
inent of humidity relationships in microclimatology presents 
certain difficulties* Geiger (1950) refers to the manifold 
limitations in adapting the technique of atmospheric humidity 
measurement to the needs of microclimatie research) the usual 
hair hygrometers fail to work in the ground air layer because 
they are too laaqge and peychrometers because they require 
circulating air, thereby introducing a disturbance of the 
microclimate. Jensen (1934) has objected to the use of 
whirling hygrometers and psychrometers in the field for tbe 
same reason; In the Danish investigations the tfeis-Fogh 
apparatus for the determination of dew-point was therefore 
used, this instrument being based upon the vaporisation of 
ether* Oeiger (1950) mentions also a method of humidity 
aeasurement depending upon the fact that, if dilute sulphuric 
acid /



acid is in contact with air whose vapour pressure is greater 
than tho saturation pressure oi the acid, the air will give 
up water to the acid until equilibrium is attained, and vice 
versa. The apparatus consisted of small capillary tubes, 3 
to 5 nm long, which were filled with sulphuric acid solutions 
of various concentrations, varying by steps corresponding to 
5 per cent on the humidity scale. After 10 minutes it could 
be observed with a magnifying glass whether the liquid surface, 
which was just even with the end of the tube, had risen or 
fallen and from this the relative humidity could be determined, 
the temperature error being negligible.

Thermistor elements constructed in pairs as wet- i<nd dry- 
bulb resistance thennometers and calibrated over a range of 
wind speeds against an Assmann psychixaceter, so thkt ventila 
tion corrections could be made in deriving values of mmidity, 
have been designed by Penman and Long (1949) for huzaidity 
measurement in potato crops. Their use has been described 
lay Broadbent (1949, 1950),

In field studies the time lapse between successive 
instantaneous measurements of humidity restricts observations 
to periods when atzaospherie conditions are more or less con 
stant and fluctuations negligible, conditions which are com- 
pazatively x&xe. It would appear that ior occasional 
observations during favourable periods atmospheric humidity 
should be determined by apparatus, as described above, which 
does not require circulation of air at the wet bulb* For 
measurements over longer periods a recording hygrograph, 
suitably screened, would probably be most efficient.

(iv) £vai>oration and Transpiration Conditions!
Probably the most useful form of observation, suitable as 

an efficiency index of a shelterbelt, is the study of a factor 
which embodies wind, temperature and atmospheric humidity 
conditions /
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conditions and their continual fluctuations, i.e. evaporation 
and transpiration. In the light of the considerable scientific 
and observational evidence it would appear that it is the dearie 
cating or evaporative power of the wind which is critical for 
vegetation and, similarly, the cooling power or "exposure11 
factor which is detrimental to animal welfare, frequently with 
fatal consequences. Apart from the reduction of mechanical 
damage to plant life brought about by shelter-belts, it is the
diminution of the evaporative power of the wind which largely 
constitutes "shelter".

Considerable research on evaporation potential and its 
relation to ecological problems has been undertaken in America 
(see, for example, Thornthwaite 1940, 1954; Thomthwaite et al. 
1948-52; Thcinthvaite and Bolzman 1959, 1942) and at Rothamsted 
(Penman 1941a and b, 1931 etc.); these investigations have 
emphasized the importance of this factor, particularly in agri
culture*

In the comparative study of shelterbelt influences, therefore 
it would appear that a series of simple evaporlmeters would 
supply the necessary qualitative data. Although the loss of 
water from evaporimeters or atmoroeters cannot be taken as the 
.bsolute quantitative measure of transpiration from the living 
lant or evaporation from moist soil, these instruments, in 
spite of their many defects, have the decided advantage of inte 
grating the changes in the rate of evaporation during the inter 
vals of time for which they are exposed (Maximov 1929) and are 
to be preferred to instantaneous measurements of saturation 
ieficit, relative humidity or dew-point.

Several evaporimeters, such as those due to Livings tone, 
Fickering and Piche, are available commercially and have been

ised frequently in ecological and microclimatic studies. However, 
?oth the Livingstone and Pickering types are comparatively ex 
pensive and somewhat clumsy for temporary erection in the field. 

U/
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The disadvantage of the Fiche type is that it must be clamped 
rigidly vertical to prevent displacement of the porous paper 
evaporating surface which is held by a clip at the bottom of 
the cylindrical tube containing the water. It is therefore 
a difficult instrument to use in a strong wind, movement of 
the tube causing occasional drips from the porous surface and, 
thus, over-estimation of the rate of evaporation. A simpler 
apparatus has been designed by Hflgeli (1943) and used success 
fully in hiMater investigations in Switzerland. A similar 
version of this instrument, made to order in this country, 
consists of a glass thistle tunnel, 3.5 CD in external diameter 
at the mouth, with ground and polished edge, extending into a 
40 cm long stem of 3.5 B» bore, open at the bottom, and graduated 
in millimetres upwards (Pig, 24} (Griffin & Tatlock, £dinburgh). 
The porous disc, 4*0 cm in diameter and flat-ground to a thick 
ness of 5 ran, is manufactured from F-10 grade porcelain* (Doul ton 
& Co., London) with a measured maximum pore size of 7-10 microns 
approximately and an approximate rate of flow of water through 
a thickness of 3/16 in. (0*46 cm) for a pressure drop of 1 Ib/in. 
(51.7 MB mercury) of 150 pints/ft2/br (900 litresA2/hr).

The measure of evaporation rate is the distance the column 
of water moves up the stem of the funnel in a prescribed period 
as water is evaporated from the porous surface, which makes an 
air-tight seal with the flange of the funnel, the column of 
water thus being supported by atmospheric pressure. In setting 
up the instruments, the common practice is to hold the thumb 
over the end of the stem whilst filling to the polished edge 
of the funnel with distilled water, care being taken to release 
all air from the tube; the porous disc, previously soaked in 
water, is then slid over the mouth of the funnel, ensuring that 
no air bubbles are trapped between the plate and the water sur 
face. Care oust also be observed in handling the porous 
material to avoid altering the porosity of the surf ace«

In/
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PIG. 24

In field investigations it is considered tteit the eva 
porating surface should be at the same height above ground as 
suggested for the collection ox other microclimatic data, viz, 
1.50 m. The instrument would not be satisfactory below 50 cm 
from the ground. It can be easily erected on temporary stakes, 
as shown in Fig* 24, and although lateral displacement of the 
tube in a strong wind may occur, the evaporation surface will 
be displaced only slightly. By using a iurther retaining ring 
fitted further down the vertical tube, such displacement can 
be obviated entirely.

It is considered that a series of such instruments should 
be set up along a measurement line in the vicinity of a shelter- 
belt, in conjunction with anemometers where possible, and 
readings taken at similar time intervals to those used for 
the /
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the wind velocity data. In this manner the evaporation rate 
relationships between the various observation points can be 
related to the average wind velocity for a particular period 
at the same points.

Soil Moisture Condition?;
The importance of this factor must be held to vary con* 

siderably between regions according to the purpose for which 
shelter-belts are used, e.g. arable farming, soft fruit growing 
etc., and local climatic and soil conditions. As a feature 
of the microclimate to be investigated along with other 
influences of shelterbelts , the determination of soil moisture 
presents major experimental difficulties. Owing to the extrese 
variation in soil structure over very small areas, a considerable 
number of measurements are likely to be required in order to 
produce statistically reliable data. The field work implied 
in assessing soil moisture conditions within the zone of pro* 
tection of a shelter-belt with a view to determining the effect 
of the belt on such conditions would appear to be extensive and, 
in the normal run of periodic studies of several shelterbelts and 
their sheltered areas, impracticable.

Methods used, for the determination of soil moisture have 
been reviewed by Searle (1954). Although the weigftt loss after 
oven-pdryirjg soil samples taken in the field is still used as a 
measure of moisture content, this method has been generally 
super-ceded by the development of soil tensiometers and electrical 
resistance apparatus. Where detailed studies are contemplated, 
instruments of these types must be adjudged most suitable.

For the occasional comparative measurement of soil moisture 
relationships in sheltered areas, a simple method due to Dimbleby 
(1954) would appear to merit consideration, particularly as no 
expensive equipment is involved. Briefly, this method consist* 
of opening new soil pits wherever measurements ant required and 
inserting the points of porous "pencils" in the newly exposed 
profile /
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profile at the appropriate depths, the distance the moisture 
travels along these "pencils" within a specified period being 
the measure of the available moisture in the soil. Dimbleby 
used cylinders, 12.5 cm long and 6 on in diameter, with one 
end tapered similar to a pencil, cut from kieselguhr filter 
candles* After being graduated along their length in milli 
metres, using a waterproof ink, the "pencils" were dipped in 
a slightly acid solution of cresol red and oven-dried. As the 
water rose by capillarity up the "pencil" during use a simple 
pH change occurred from pink to yellow, thus giving a clear 
indication to the observer of the distance the water had risen. 
Within, the licits of accuracy afiorded by this method, useful 
information in ecological studies should be able to be obtained 
comparatively easily*

LABQR&TOY

Owing to the fluctuating atmospheric conditions encountered 
in nature and the inability to isolate any one feature of 
shelter-belt design, such as height, width and degree of pene 
trability, in field research, the tendency towards systematic 
model investigations, which can be easily controlled and re 
produced, is understandable. The reliability of model research 
and the transfer of such results to field conditions has been 
the subject of considerable discussion. However, similar 
procedure has long been applied in the fields of aerodynamics , 
hydraulics and various branches of engineering practice and 
fundamental principles of model experiment, in the applicability 
to full-scale working, clearly established. It is evident 
therefore that experiments conducted with models in the labora 
tory can verify initially several basic principles of shelter- 
belt design and layout and, although not intended to replace 
studies under natural conditions, can save considerable time 
and expense in later field-work.

Laboratory /
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Laboratory investigations related to the shelterbelt 
question, particularly from a I ores try aspect, are likely to 
be concerned mainly with the pattern of air flow and velocity 
reduction to windward and leeward of artificial barriers intro 
duced into the air stream provided by a wind tunnel. Ideally, 
in the relation of wind-tunnel studies t* field research, 
besides the geometric similarity between model and full-scale 
tests, the Reynolds* Dumber, E, should be of the saiae order 
of magnitude in both cases « If this condition is fulfilled, 
the laws of inertia and friction are altered in transition from 
model to full-scale working in similar proportion. In practice, 
however, it is not «asy for similar Reynolds 1 number to be 
provided in laboratory and field*

According to Reynolds 1 investigations (Ower 1949), there 
is a critical speed for the transition from laminar (streamline) 
to turbulent (eddying) flow in a fluid passing through a pipe, 
dependent on the dimensionlesa ratio,

E = vd/i>
where v - mean speed of flow, d - pipe diameter and V ~ kinematic 
viscosity & ratio of^ (coefficient of viscosity) to p (mass 
density)* Applied to an object placed in an air stream,

where U - undisturbed velocity of the air and d •=. distance or 
length of object ( Golds tein 1938).

The resistance encountered by an object immersed in a 
fluid is dependent partly upon boundary shear and partly upon 
separation and the consequent formation of a turbulent wake, 
The relative extent to which each of these will affect the flow 
varies with the Reynolds 1 number characterising the motion and 
with the geometrical form and orientation of the body. It is 
possible to prove that, at a sufficiently high Reynolds 1 number 
of flow, the drag coefficient is independent of the Reynolds 1 
number as well as the discharge coefficient (Woodruff and Zingg 
1952). /
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1952). From this it may be inferred that similar flow patterns 
will be obtained about a given object if the flow is character 
ised by a sufficiently high value of E» This consideration is 
one of the first principles of wind-tunnel research.

A further complication arises in the comparison ox model 
research with full-scale investigations of wind conditions. In 
nature, one is concerned with a fully developed boundary layer, 
the extent of which exceeds the height of the hedge or shelter- 
belt in question (Paeschke 1937, Geiger 1950)* On the other 
hand, a mostly turbulent boundary layer is present in the wiacU 
tunnel also although in the first stages of development, so 
that the barrier height surpasses the height of the boundary 
layer; to overcome this difficulty, long test sections are 
recccwerded for wind-tunnel studies (Blenk 1953)* 33& differ 
ences between model and full-scale tests may be attributed 
very largely to the different turbulence in both cases (Hj&ken- 
tved 1938 9 1940; Blenk 1952). Generally, wind-tunnel studies 
of velocity reduction leeward of a barrier have shown a more 
far-reaching sone of shelter than found in nature although 
exceptionally the reverse has been found to apply also (see 
p. 11 ). Jensen (1954), by increasing the degree of roughness 
in a wind-tunnel, has adapted model-scale technique to over 
come very largely the error due to turfculence differences.

Blenk (1952, 1953)» comparing field and laboratory 
observations of wind velocity reduction in the vicinity of 
shelterbelts as obtained by Hf&kentved (1958, 1940) and field 
data recorded by Mgeli (1945j 1946), suggests that quantitative 
conformity may be found between model and tull-scale experiments 
provided distances measured iron the shelterbelt are multiplied 
by the factor O.5., i.e. the distance scale shortened by •£-. 
However, he states further that this result must be considered 
aa a provisional "rule-of-thumb" method and the conversion 
factor /
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factor may depend also on the ratio of the Reynolds 1 number to 
the height of the barrier, so that it may be somewhat greater 
for a hedge of 2 m in height than for a shelterbelt of 20 m high. 
In any case model investigations roust be regarded as authentic 
in their qualitative results.

A possible criticism of much of the previous wiM-tunnel 
research on shelterbelt influences is the doubtful suitability of 
the models used. It would seem unlikely that trees can be 
simulated successfully on a model scale, for example. Woodruff 
and Zingg (1955)> in their investigation of shelterbelt cross- 
sectional profile, employed model trees and reversed several 
original designs in order to study the effect of different 
profiles on the pattern of air flow* In view of the materials 
used, it would seem probable that such alterations afiected the 
degree of penetrability of the model belts and in this way 
introduced a further variable other than the one under observa 
tion. Any non-rigid material which is liable to change its 
shape under the force of the wind stream, and hence the degree 
of penetrability, oust be considered unsuitable for wind-tunnel 
investigations which are to have a practical application in 
nature. Models should be constructed as far as possible so 
that, in an abstract form, they are representative of natural 
shelterbelts as regards their effect on air flow, whilst at 
the same time the variables involved can be adequately con 
trolled or measured geometrically. The model used by Jensen 
(1954) to study the boundary layer over a wood and the restora 
tion of the velocity field to leeward, consisting of corrugated 
paper mounted on a block of wood, cannot be considered as truly 
representative of natural conditions in view of the fact that 
the model was not permeable to wind at any level. Where two 
or more model fences have been put together to represent a 
vide shelterbelt (Blenk 1952), the series oi continuous upper 

edges /
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edges of the fence© would doubtless have an effect on the wind 
pattern somewhat different irom that produced by the tree crowns 
in a normal shelterbelt. These considerations would appear to 
indicate that models of shelterbelts should be penetrable to 
the wind in some degree and not completely solid, since the 
iopezneable shelterbelt in the sense of a solid wall is not 
likely to be encountered in the field; they should bo of 
unifoim rigid construction throughout in all aspects except 
the one variable under observation; in representing the crown 
surface of a shelterbelt a continuous impenetrable model surface 
should be avoided; as far as possible they should be constructed 
of sane simple, standard material which lends itself to repeti 
tion and continuity of the research,

Sxpertantal techniques for velocity measurement in wind- 
tunnel investigations have become reasonably standardised. The 
design and characteristics of pitot-ctatic and total-head 
tubes have been discussed in detail from theoretical and 
practical considerations by Goldstein (1958) and Ower (1949). 
In view of the small scale of models used in wind-tunnel tests 
end the detail of velocity distribution frequently required, it 
has become customazy to use very fine total-bead tubes made from 
hypodermic tubing. Such total-head tubes indicate the true 
total head provided that the ratio qa/v is greater than 50, 
where q^= air speed, a *. radius of mouth of tube and » = kine 
matic viscosity of the air (Gcldstein 1950). A further practi 
cal consideration is that, with very fine hypodermic tubing, 
only short lengths should be used in order to minimise the lag 
which results; also the tube should be sufficiently rigid as 
to avoid excessive vibration when exposed to the air stream.

Pressure measurements, from which velocity values are
calculated according to the equation,

-t 2

where /
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where p -, pressure, £ - density of air and v - velocity, are 

coumonly observed by means of manometers, various types being 
available. Probably the most suitable form of manometer is 

the inclined-tube, magnification of the registered pressure 
being available in the ratio 1/sinoC, where oC - angle of inclina«- 

tion of the tube; its sensitivity is recorded as 0.002 in. of 

water at an inclination of 5° (Goldstein 1958).

It is most convenient to express wind-tunnel measurements 
as horizontal velocity ratios, i.e. the ratio of the velocity 
measured at a point in the tunnel with the model in position to 
the velocity measured at the same point in a clear tunnel, and 
not in relation to the speed in the tunnel above boundary layer 
influences. This procedure is analogous to that generally 
adopted for velocity measurements in the field.

In conclusion, it would appear that wind-tunnel investi 
gations of shelterbelt problems should be regarded as a basis 
for subsequent investigations in nature and their practical 
application to field research should be borne in mind when 
fonoulating a prograano of laboratory studies.
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I. PLAH QT THE WORK

The provision of shelter in the form of tree belts is 
essentially a practical forestry problem. The design, estab 
lishment and maintenance of the structure of shelterbelts in 
order that they may afford, in their vieiiiity, an efficient 
degree of protection appropriate to their particular function, 
whether the latter be in connexion with agriculture, horti 
culture or afforestation, demand a very specialised forestry 
technique. General principles relative thereto may be obtained 
from the study of the efiects which shelterbelts exert on 
climatic factors and the associated biological influences. 
This conception has formed the basis of the research undertaken.

In this particular research project, under terms of re 
ference which provided for the investigation of the effects of 
shelterbelts on microclimate, the available scientific evidence 
concerning such effects and the influences of shelterbelts on 
agricultural yields and forestry practice has been reviewed and 
presented in the foregoing chapters. The applicability of 
previous research to shelter requirements have been considered 
in the light of such evidence. Since development of exposed 
hill and upland areas and intensification of land use in these 
districta suggest the greatest potential extension of shelter 
planting in this country, the ultimate aim of the research may 
be regarded as the determination of the site, type, structure 
and silvicultuxal composition of shelterbelts which would pro- 
vide the most efficient shelter, particularly in connexion with 
stock-rearing and afforestation on such areas. Tlte study of 
shelterbelt design and maintenance on lowland and upland arable 
areas must be included since certain basic features are common 
to all fields of shelterbelt employment and also because the 
improvement and treatment of existing belts in these regions 
are natters of immediate importance.

The /
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The evidence of previous research reveals that the positive 
influence of shelterbelts on various microclimatic factors has 
been established experimentally. As a result of detailed 
research in other countries certain general conclusions re 
garding shelterbelt design and layout have been derived. 
Therefore, it has seemed appropriate to concentrate further 
research on the utilisation and augBsntation of microcliiaato- 
logical data from the point of view of ascertaining the aost 
suitable geometric proportions for ©helterbelts ana also as a 
means of studying structural composition of belts in relation 
to sheltering efficiency.

The research presented herein has formed the preliminary 
stage of a comprehensive research programme, formulated in 
1955 after completion ol the preparatory work, which involved 
especially the detailed examination of experimental technique 
and instrumentation for the comparative study of various 
elements of microclimate - wind velocity and direction, atmos 
pheric temperature and humidity, evaporation, transpiration,

"V

soil moisture and temperature. 2he proposed investigations 
included the study of the influences on microclimate, parti 
cularly on wind velocity, of existing shelerbelts of dluerent 
width, structure and coxaposition by species and development 
stages, with a view to determining the optimum belt structure; 
the study of wind conditions in regions of irregular topo 
graphy, with a view to determining the most suitable situation 
for shelterbelts to ensure maxinaam protective efficiency; the 
consideration of the application of shelterbelts to forestry 
practice, both in the provision of shelter on exposed sites 
scheduled for afiorastation and of protective margins and 
internal wind-firm belts in the established forest.

In the study of shelterbelt structure, it is evident that 
a very large sample of belts would be required to give general 

conclusions /
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conclusions, owing to the complexity of the geometric and 
biological variables involved. In addition, long-term 
investigations would be necessary before exhaustive information 
on the inevitably slow process of developing appropriate 
structures, by means of planting and subsequent treatment, 
could be expected* Although certain conclusions may be 
obtained from a purely physical approach with controlled 
experiments, the isajority of information of practical forestry 
value cjust b« derived from field studies. In this connexion 
a means of assessing the efficiency of different belt structures 
has been considered desirable.

fhe field investigations have been directed towards this 
end and the efficiency of the selected shelter-belts assessed 
on the basis of their effect on the microclimates of adjacent 
regions. Wind velocity reduction, being the primary effect 
on tfcich other microclimatolo&ical characteristics of sheltered 
areas are dependent to a greater or lesser extent, has been 
investigated more thoroughly than other physical factors. 
Since evaporation rate integrates wind, temperature and atmos 
pheric humidity conditions and their continual iluctuations and 
is adjud&ed particularly suitable for the comparative assess* 
jaent of microcltetes within the objects of this research, 
more attention would have been paid to this lac tor than to 
individual elements such as temperature and humidity. However, 
because of difficulties with equipment, insufficiency of data 
hae precluded this possibility. Few studies of atmospheric 
temperature and humidity were conducted, owing chiefly to the 
difficulties of experimental procedure and the anticipated 
small value of the results, the latter arising from the extreme 
variability of ground and plant cover conditions near the 
shelter belts. lor these reasons, wind abatement must be 
considered /
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considered the most reliable index to the protective value of 
belts.

The shelterbelts eixamixjed in this paper are located 
within reach of Edinburgh and have been selected mainly for 
convenience but also because the variety of belt types en 
countered in the Lothian vallsys, the pentland, Moorioot and 
Lammermuir Hills present a fairly comprehensive range, repre 
sentative of similar types throughout Britain* She number 
of belts studied in detail has been unavoidably restricted by 
the difficulties associated with any field research dependent 
on particular meteorological conditions and also by the un~ 
suitability of many shelterbelts for the comparative evaluation 
of their sheltered environs* Delay in obtaining the required 
equipment and evolving appropriate exjerimental techniques has 
imposed further limitations*

Owing to the high cost of field research and the diffi 
culty of isolating many oi the dimensional variables in sheltexv 
belt design under natural conditions, many of these variables 
have been investigated by previous workers with the aid of 
model research in field and laboratory. In this way the in 
fluence on the pattern of air flow and the extant and nature 
of the shelter effect attributable to thelength, height and 
degree of penetrability of windbreaks has been clarified* In 
order to support field investigations and promote the ailvi- 
cultural interpretation and analysis of the results, studies of 
certain additional fundamental problem related to shelterbelt 
design, which were thought to be of particular interest to 
shelterbelt technique in this country, were carried out in 
thia pro&xamrue* In view of the probable importance of these 
aspects with regard to shelter planting on upland areas and 
to forest margins, wind-tuzmel investigations of the efiect of 
shelterbelt width and cross-sectional profile in determining 
the /
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the leeward extent of the sheltered zone were undertaken at tht 
Department of Meteorology of the Imperial College of Science t 
London, lAiere facilities were inade available* It was intended 
that the wind-tunnel studies should ioua a basis for subsequent 
research in the field and that, although the results of lab 
oratory studies of this nature may be considered to have a 
<jualitative application to natural conditions, these studies 
should be substantiated ly Held experiment. However, 
suitable experimental areas have not yet been located.

Tba desirability oi intensive study of air flow near 
the ground in regions of varying topograj&y has been mentioned 
earlier from the point of view of achieving maximum efficiency 
of shelterbelts through c&relul siting* It must be accepted 
that conclusions drawn from a lev individual studies of wind 
conditions in upland districts would only rarely permit a 
general application to other areas, owing to the diversity of 
sseteorological and topographic conditions« This question is 
discussed on th& baais of observational and recorded evidence 
in Section V*

The field studies of shelterbelts and the wind-tunnel 
investigations of cross-sectional profiles in model windbreaks 
are interpreted in relation to the application of shelterbelts 
to forestry practice in Section VI»

The experimental results presented in Sections II and III 
ioay be sub-divided as follows*
(i) Laboratory investigations of wind conditions in the 
vicinity of model windbreaks of different width and cross- 
sectional profile;
(ii) rield investigations of microclimatic factors, parti 
cularly wind velocity, in the vicinity of different types of

*

shelterbelt.

The practical application of these results to shelterbelt 
design and maintenance is examined in Section IV.



FIG. 25

Wind-tunnel base-board, showing the msdkimam size model 

in position and the centred channel for pitot apparatus* 

Further models on either side of the base-boardt
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II. lAEOrATORY IEV.£TIGATICg?S OF tfBU) COBJDITIOK5 IK THIS VICIIIITI

Wind-tunnel studies of certain fundamental problems 
related to shelterbelt design were carried out during January 
1955 > facilities being provided by the Department of Meteoro 
logy, Imperial College of Science and Technology, London*

The two main aspects of investigation were the relation 
of shelterbelt width to the extent of the sheltered zone on 
the leeward side of the barrier and, similarly, the effect of 
th» cross-sectional profile through the entire width of the 
windbreak* In addition, observations of wind velocity 
reduction were made in the vicinity of two parallel windbreaks 
set some distance apart f behind a scale model of a natural 
coastal shelterbelt and a further model representing a spaced- 
group arrangement of trees throughout the belt instead of the 
conventional, overall, planting pattern.

The models were introduced into the air stream provided 
by a wind-tunnel and wind velocities obtained for individual 
measurement points by recording dynamic and static pressures 
and subsequent calculation employing a recognised formula for 
the pressure/velocity equation* A total of 21 series of 
observations was obtained with the different models, each 
series involving measurements at three elevations above the 
tunnel floor and at up to 15 horizontal distances down-wind 
of tha models*

The tunnel used had an overall length of 30 ft and was 
octagonal in cross-section. 15cm DC motor, operating a twin- 
blade propeller, could be controlled by a rheostat and constant 
wind speeds maintained with reasonable accuracy during the

f

investigations.

The test section of the tunnel, extending for only 66 in., 
restricted the range of velocity measurements down-wind of the 

models /



view of base-board showing bevelled edge a*id models.
FIG. 27

view of model, 1-heicht v/lde, and pitot apparatus.
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models to some extent. 03ae octagonal construction allowed a 

floor width of 15 in., the section widening to 56 in. in 
diameter through the axis of the tunnel. Because of the 

sloping walls, the models could not be constructed to fit the 

total width of the tunnel exactly with the materials used for 

their manufacture. However, it is unlikely that these limita 

tions affected the qualitative value of the results to any 

significant degree.

In order to avoid permanent structural alterations to the 
tunnel and in view of the fact that the models required to be 

secured finely to the tunnel floor and also that a simple means 

of moving and setting the measurement apparatus was desirable, 
a false floor was constructed for the test section to Incor 
porate the base of each model and the pressure-measuring 

instruments (Figs. 25-2?). This base-board consisted of two 

l-in, planks, arranged parallel to one another but separated 

by a narrow channel to permit movement of the pitot apparatus 
along a central measurement line. The planks were permanently 

overlaid with l-in. plywood at the down-wind end as illustrated; 

the remaining area was reserved to accommodate the individual 

bases, also of i-in. plywood t of the models so that "steps" 

In the tunnel floor were avoided. Since the largest model 
used extended for 50 in. (75 cm) along the test section, an 
equivalent distance along the planks, measured from the up-wind 

edge, was left exposed in this way* For saaller models, so as 
to complete the smooth surface of the artificial floor and also 
to cover the central channel before and behind the measurement 

apparatus, plywood "filler pieces" were prepared to meet the 

requirements of each experiment (Fig. 25). The bevelled 

outer edges of the base-board fitted the sloping walls exactly, 

thereby increasing the effective floor width to slightly more 

than /
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than 17 in. When fitted in the tunnel, a shallow gradient was 

added at the ends to prevent disturbance in the air stream.

A sliding device was made to facilitate horizontal move 

ment of the pitot apparatus along the channel provided. With 

the filler pieces mentioned, the apparatus could be fixed at 

any distance in Kultiples of 2 in. (5 cm) along the working 
section..

With this equipment a regularly smooth surface could be 
maintained throughout. .Any small gaps between the plywood 
sections, caused by shrinkage, wore carefully sealed with 
adhesive tape between each series of experiments. All screws 
were countersunk and, where necessary, the holes smoothed over 
with moulding clay.

Uniformly spaced wire nails were used for the construction 
of the models. The reasons lor the selection of this material 

were several: with rows of nails a uniform decrease in pene 
trability to the wind with increasing width (i.e. number of 
rows, arranged normal to the direction of flow) could be 

expected; the rigidity of the nails would obviate penetrability 
changes due to alteration of lorn under the wind pressure as 
frequently found with fltosy material; tiie points of the nails, 
directed upwards, ¥ould not present a continuous upper surface 
of the model and, in this respect, would represent more nearly 
the permeable tree crowns, producing a series of small eddies 
as occurs above a crown surface in woodlands; such material 

is readily obtainable and inexpensive, so that models can be 
reproduced or modified easily for further investigations, thus 
favouring the continuity of similar research. Owing to the 

difficulty of simulating trees on a model scale, it was con 

sidered preferable to employ windbreak models, where air-flow 

conditions could be anticipated to be similar in their vicinity 

to those encountered in nature, but which also allowed 

control /
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control of the variable factors involved. In this way th» 

models employed may be regarded as model shelterbelts in an 
abstract sense only but the qualitative value of the results 
roust be credited as applying to living belts under ideal, 

though probably xare, natural vind conditions. This funda 
mental approach is necessary in order to isolate many of the 
variable features of shelieibeIt design.

Nails 2j in, in length were used, the heads being counter 
sunk in the underside of the model base, so that the part 
projecting above the upper side of the base was 2 in, (5 cm) 
in length, this being the height decided upon as standard for 
the models. In all models the A ixst r*v of nails started 
1 cm free the edge of the base, the rows were 1 cm apart and 
the nails spaced at 1 cm within the rows. An echelon arrange 
ment, similar to that used in forest planting operations, so 
that the mils in one row were opposite the spaces in the next, 
allowed alternate roue of 42 and 45 nails respectively. Models 
were constructed with depths in multiples of height, e.g. 1, 2 
and *> heights (h). Thus, the Ih wide model, width here 
referring to the extent in the direction of air flow, consisted 
of 4 rows of nails, tba 2h model of 9 rows and the 5h model of 
24 rows* Under natural conditions the width of a shelterbelt 
is considered as the distance between perimeter fences or 
hedges and not the distance between the stems of the two outer 
most rows of trees; a similar classification has been adopted 
therefore for the model investigations.

In connexion with the studies of varying model width and 
their effect on the wind velocity pattern, six models were 
constructed with uniform height throughout (5 cm). The range 
of models, of widths in Multiples of Ih, 2h and 5h, permitted 
the study of width in any unit of height (h) up to a maximum 
of 15, e.g. a ?h wide model resulted from the combination of a 

2h and 5h model, I or the investigations of th* effect of 

different /
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different cross-sectional profiles on wind abatement, models, Ih 

and 2h wide, were prepared with sloping uppar surfaces. In 

the Ih wide models, the height of the nails ranged from 2 cm in 
the first row to 5 cm in. the fourth row, representing for all 

practical purposes a gradient of 45°. In the 2h wide niodel, 

the nail height was 1 cm in the first row and 5 cm in the ninth 
row, representing a slope of 50 . All nails used were of 
similar gauge, approximately 0,5 cm in diameter. The spaced- 

group model consisted of 5 rows of groups, arranged on a 5h 
vide base; each group was composed of 19 nails at a spacing 
of 1 cm with the groups at 8 cm centres across the tunnel and 

8.5 cm (vertical interval) along the tunnel. In this manner 

the model comprised 4 complete groups and 2 incomplete groups 
at ths edges in each of the guter rows, the centre row con 
tributing' 5 couplete groups, !£he cumber of nails amounted to 
511, corresponding to approximately 7i rows in the regular 
models. The group arrangement is illustrated in Figs, 26 and 
46.

Tlie remaining model, representing a natural wind-pruned 
shelterbelt on the East Lothian seaboard at Gosford, which is 

described later, was constructed with a solid plate, 1*575 cm 
in height, at the windward euge; the leeward edge, 5 cm in 

height, and the sloping surface being covered with perforated, 

galvanized gauze. The overall width of the model was 20 cm, 

the effective width being 19 cm; with a scale of 1 cm to 8 ft, 
this corresponds approximately to the width of 150 ft in the 

natural belt.

Pressure measurements in the tunnel were made by means of 
small total-head tubes (Fig, 26). It was intended originally 
to employ six such tubes, arranged vertically between 4 and 5j 
cm above the tunnel floor, as illustrated. It was found later 

that the time lag due to the fine bore of the tubing had to be 

reduced and a further apparatus of only three total-head tubes 

waa prepared from hypodermic tubing of larger bore, the external 

diameter /
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diameter being 1 mo.. These were arranged at 1 cm (0.2h), 

5 cm (0.6h) and 5 can (l.Gh) above ths floor, their lower ends 

passing through a rubber stopper in the sliding device pre 

viously mentioned and connected by means of polythene tubing, 

which ran along the channel provided and through a central 

hole in the original floor, to a differential alcohol irianoBieter. 

A simple arrangement of taps allowed each total-head tube to be 

connected in tuna to the one manometer. Static pressure was 

determined by means of a side-static hole in the wall of the 

tunr&el connected to the other arm of the differential manudeter. 

The inclined»tube manometer 9 manufactured by EoseuEilller of 

Dresden, was filled with alcohol of specific gravity 0*8 and 

inclined to give a magrdf icatioaa of xlO.

Before the experiments wore undertaken, tests were carried 

out using standard pitot-static tubes to determine the correction 

to be applied to the final manocseter reading, due to the fact 
that the static pressure recorded at the side-static hole was 

not necessarily the same as the actual static pressure at the 

same point at which the total-head tube registered the sum of 

the kinetic and static pressures. Series of readings were 

mads, with and without the models in position, to ascertain 

the gradient of static pressure along the tunnel; corrections 

were made to the final pressure readings wtoere necessary* 1!he 

side-etatic hole waa situated some distance along the working 

section, in order to avoid the sone of greatest disturbance 

caused lyy the models, since the presence of a velocity coca- 
ponent not parallel to the wall of the tunnel at this point 

would have falsified the static pressure reading* Whilst 

there are certain disadvantages with using the total-head and 

side-static combination, it is considered that this method la 

to be preferred to the use of small pitot-static tubes in 

investigations of this nature. During pressure observations 

vithin the range of the model, the static pressure recorded by 

th» static part of the pitot-static tube would rarely represent
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the true static pressure, owing to disturbance in the air 

atream*

Throughout the experiments the tunnel was maintained at a 

constant speed of 10.61 in/sec (M.7 ft/sec). Both before and 

alter the model studies, the pressure gradient along the clear 

tunnel, i.e. with no models in position, was determined. For 

this purpose the whole of the base-board was covered uniformly 

with plywood. All later pressure measurements were related 

to the pressure registered at the same point of measurement in 

the clear tunnel. Tiros, relative velocities have been ex 

pressed as horizontal velocity ratios v/v , where v and v are 

the respective velocities of the wind at a particular point with 

and without the model in position, for three values of z, the 

height of measurement above the tunnel floor. The velocity 

ratios were obtained from the equation)

L.

where p and p are the corresponding values of the differential - 

pressures. This equation presupposes a constant value of p , 

the density of the air. The temperature and barometric 

pressure in the laboratory were observed frequently and indicated 

that a constant air density could be assumed within the limits 

of accuracy of pitot tubes and manometers. In the plotted 

results the horizontal velocity ratios have been shown as per 

centages to conform with the results of field experiments.

During the experiments it was necessary to allow an inter 

val between readings owing to the inevitable time lag produced 

by the small total-head tubes and also to avoid fluctuations 

which arose when the tunnel was switched on. In practice, the 

manometer was observed constantly and only when the alcoliol

column remained stationary or the pulsations were confined to 

very narrow limits on the scale was the leading recorded; this 

generally involved a delay of 5-5 minutes between individual 

observations. 

To /
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To illustrate the flow patterns when the various models 

were in position in the tunnel, smoke from a paraffin oil 

vaporiser was introduced into the air stream. Unfortunately f 

the structure of the tunnel did not allow the streamlines pro* 

duced to be viewed horizontally along the test section of the 

tunnel or to be photographed and it was tepossible, therefore, 

to trace the course of flow immediately to leeward of the 

models. It was observed, however, that there was no signifi 

cant lifting of the streamlines as the air stream passed over 

the wider models.

Results

Ihe results of the wind-tunnel investigations are shown 

in Figs. 29-43 and Tables 1-6. Tables 1-5 £ive the values of 

wind velocity as determined experimentally for each pointj 

Tables 4-6 show the smoothed curve values corrected to the 

nearest percentage. In the graphs, the abscissae represent 

distances in inultiples of the model height (f, cm) measured 

from the leeward edge of the model; thus, the position 0 

varies according to the width of the particular model. The 

ordinates represent the horizontal velocity ratios, v/v , 

expressed as percentages. Insults are shown separately for 

the different ratios of z/hi 1.0, 0.6 and 0.2.

A preliminary survey of the results shows that the curves 

of wind velocity abatement at 0.6h and 0«2h reveal a very 

similar pattern. This is in agreement with the conclusion 

that the shelter effect at all distances behind perforated 

screens is independent of the height above the base so long aa 

it is less than 0.6 times the height of the screen in a siaocth 

tunnel and 0.4 times the height of the screen in a rough 

turn el (jensen 1954). Outdoor model experiments have shown 

that the wind velocity reduction wes of much the ctsoe pattsrn 

below Ih with a dense screen bit greater divergence between 

curves /
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to laaiked eddying. With a screen of penetrability 26;', eddies 

also formed, but of materially slighter intensity; in this case, 

the eddy aone extended to 12.6h, after which positive values 
of wind velocity appeared. Similarly, Jensen (1954) coc5r.nences 

the shelter effect curves for screens of 0 and 2&f. penetra 

bility at the limit of the eddy area, i.e. 13-14h tc leeward; 
with screens of penetrability above 38% no significant eddying 

was found* Thus, the presence of negative wind velocity 

values, indicating eddying, behind barriers of low penetrability 

haa /
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curves for In, 4h and -yh was to be found with penetrable 

screens (Sfigeli 1955a). Again, this is revealed in the 

studies of the narrow and more penetrable barriers in this 

series.

Of particular interest are the curves at elevations of 
0.6h and 0«2h in respect of all models wider than Ih. In all 
these cases, the values recorded imediately to lewward of the 
Biodels are negative; the sign in this instance refers merely 
to the direction of the wind. The total-head, or pitot tube 
measures a pressure due to the horizontal velocity component 
approaching the jaaouth of the tube. The negative differential 
pressures registered imply the development of a low pressure 
area immediately behind thes® barriers, resulting in a reverse 

directional flow or eddying, which has been shown in previous 
research to occur with dense and fairly dease screens. In 
siiailar investigations in Germany, Blenk (1955) records that 
with the apparatus available it was impossible to measure these 
negative values obtained near dense barriers and positive 
values only are treated in the results shown, NfCkkentved 
(1958) has e^iamined the relationship between penetrability 
("hole area") and shelter effect and found that, with dense 
screens of penetrability 0 $• , negative values occurred up to 
about 10 heights to leeward of the screens; this lie attributed 
to marked eddying. With a screen of penetrability 26;", eddies 
also formed but of materially slighter intensity; in this case, 
the eddy zone extended to 12*6h, after which positive values 
of wind velocity appeared. Similarly, Jensen (1954) coornences 
the shelter effect curves for screens of 0 and 26K penetra 
bility at the limit of the eddy area, i.e. 13-14h tc leeward; 
with screens of penetrability above 58;', no significant eddying 
vas found. Thus, the presence of negative wind velocity 

values, indicating eddying, behind barriers of low penetrability 

has /
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has been clearly established Ity earlier workers but these 
values do not appear to have been included in any of the results.

In the graphs illustrated here it lias seemed reasonable to 
show these negative values where they have been recorded because 
of their smooth trend. The magnitude of the negative depression 
would appear to throw some li^ht on the nature of the low 
pressure area which gives rise to the eddying, whilst the points 
at which positive values appear clearly illustrate the extent 
of the disturbed zone behind the various models and, in this 
way, have a distinct relation to their effect on air flow and 
consequent protective efficiency. It is evident also that the 
models of widths greater than Ih used in these studies approach 
ed the impenetrable barriers of earlier research, in spite of 
their apparently open structure.

Calculating the blockage ratio of one row of nails from 
the product of the diameter and height of the nails and the 
average number of nails per low in proportion to the total 
frontal area, one such row has a geometric penetrability of 
approximately 12 . It has been impossible to determine mathe 
matically the degree of penetrability exhibited by a series of 
parallel rows although, as previously stated, a uniform decrease 
i)a penetrability with increasing number of rows mi^ht reason 
ably be expected. Since no negative values have been recorded 
for the Ih wide model (Figs. 29-31), it may be assumed that the 
degree of penetrability of four parallel rows of nails is not 
leas than about 50' and, by comparison with Jens en'a (1954) 
results, is probably about J5£. However, in the 2h wide model, 
composed of nine rows, the degree of penetrability is obviously 
less than 26;!.

Had various narrow screens of predetermined penetrability 
to the wind been observed in the wind-tunnel, it might have 
been possible to allot specific penetrability ratios to the 
different models employed in these studies by comparison of the 
wind /
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wind velocity curves obtained. At the same tjuse, it would 
have proved difficult to apportion accurately the velocity 
abatement due to the penetrability and that wiiich may have 
arisen through the different pattern ol air flow over the 
wider models. In these investigations, therefore, penetra 
bility and width can only be studied in the aggregate and not 
individually. From a practical point oi view it is this com 
bination with which we would be concerned in Held research 
also and not ths separate variables.

The effect of she.lterbelt width on the sheltered area.
The results of the studies oi wind velocity to leeward of 

models varying between Ih and 15h in width are illustrated 
graphically in Figs. 29-34 and in tabular foiti in Tables L-6 
and are compared separately for each height of measureiaent 
above the tunnel floor.

Considering the width range l~5h, the wind velocity 
values recorded at the height of the model (z - l.Qh = 5 cm) 
show that, as far as 15h to leeward of the models, the degree 
of velocity abatement increases as the model width increases 
from Ih to *>h (Fig* 29). Beyond this point the acceleration 
of the wind becomes more marked the wider the modal; this 
fact is illustrated particularly by the curve for the 4h wide 
model. However, the percentage wind speed values measured at 
a horizontal distance of 3Gh from the models vary between 75r 
and 16f only, indicating little difference in the protective 
effect of the five models at this elevation.

At 0*6h (3 cm) above the tunnel floor (Pig. 30) there la 
again little difference between the various curves over the 
leeward distance range of 20-30h. Owing to its higher degree 
of penetrability to the air stream, the Ih wide model does not 
cause reverse currents giving rise to negative velocity ratio 
values as found with all models of greater width and, conse 
quently, lower penetrability. The negative depression of 

the /
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velocity at a point l^h down-wind from the 5h vide model, the 
corresponding values for the 1\\, lOh and 15h vide models are 
57» 62 and 74T" respectively. It is unfortunate that the 
tunnel did not allow a longer measurement line in the case of 
the wider models and permit further comparison.

At an elevation of 0.6h, the variation between the differ 
ent curves is very prominent (Pig. 33), both in the extent of 
the zone of reverse flow immediately behind the models and in 
the gradient of the curves beyond the eddy zone. At 0.2h 
above the tunnel iloor similar conditions are produced (lifi.34).

The /
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the 2k curve is not of the same order of magnitude as in the 
ease of the 5h, 4h and 5h wide models but it will be observed 
that there is little variance between the last three curves, 
both over the extent of the eddy zone and in the gradient of 
velocity resumption beyond. With the 2h wide model the 
distance protection is somewhat greater than with the wider 
models; small decreases in efficiency can still be observed 
however as the model width increases from 5h to 5h.

The measurements recorded at an elevation of 0.2h (l cm) 
above the tunnel floor (Fig. 51) are very similar to those 
recorded at 0.6 h throughout, except that the divergence 
between the various curves is somewhat more pronounced, parti 
cularly at distances greater than 20h to leeward of the models. 
This may be attributed to the difference in the boundary layer 
development over this distance.
In the wider group of models, 5-15h» the differences between 
the curves are more marked. At an elevation ox l.Oh above 
the datum (Fig, 32) not only are the relative velocities 
immediately to leeward of the models considerably higher for 
widths of 7-15h than for the 5h vide model but the curves of 
velocity resumption become progressively steeper with increasing 
model width and, thus, the distance protection correspondingly 
less. Compared with a wind speed of 34' of the unobstructed 
velocity at a point l^h down-wind from the 5h wide model, the 
corresponding values for the Jh, lOh and 15h wide models are 
57, 62 and 74^ respectively. It is unfortunate that the 
tunnel did not allow a longer measurement line in the case of 
the wider models and permit further comparison.

At an elevation of 0*6h, the variation between the differ 
ent curves is very prominent (Fig. 33), both in the extent of 
the zone of reverse flow immediately behind the models and in 
the gradient of the curves beyond the eddy zone. At 0.2h 
above the tunnel iloor similar conditions are produced (li£.34)*

The /
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The results suggest that, with these particular models, 
the width of 5h is critical. Models below 5h in width register 
a somewhat increased shelter effect with increased width at the 
level of the model height although this higher degree of shelter 
extends for a limited distance only (about 15h). After this 
point the curves at the l.Oh elevation show a similar shelter 
effect with only a slight tendency to decreased efficiency with 
increased width. In the case of models wider than 5h, 
different conditions arise; higher velocities obtain behind 
the models and the unobstructed velocity is regained more 
rapidly the wider the model. In this way there is a very 
pronounced decrease in the shelter effect to leeward of the 
wider models. This fact suggests that the wider models, i.e. 
those greater than 5h in width, tend to lead the air stream 
parallel to the upper surface of the model and to reduce the 
upward deflection of the stream, which is known to occur with 
narrow barriers of low penetrability.

The significance of the width of 5h may be the degree of 
penetrability exhibited by this particular model*s construction. 
The leeward shelter effect behind a barrier is determined 
chiefly by the barrier height and penetrability to the wind 
and, with a constant barrier height, the shelter effect dimini 
shes rapidly as the degree of penetrability is decreased until 
a certain minimum value of the porosity is reached. Jensen 
(1934) puts this critical value of the percentage hole area of 
a screen at 50-4C^; further reductions in penetrability beyond 
this value decrease the shelter effect only very gradually. 
It has been estimated that the degree of penetrability of the 
2h wide model used in these investigations is less than 26^; 
therefore, it may be expected that the models, Jh wide and 
greater, have a penetrability ratio tending gradually from about 
2CT towards zero. Comparison ol the curves for the 2h, 5h, 4h 
and 5h wide models at elevations of 0.6h and 0.2h reveals that
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the critical penetrability factor ia reached with the Jh model 

since there is little variation between the curves for that 

width and those for the 4h and 5h models. The fact that, for 

widths greater than $h9 the divergence between the curve* 

becomes more prominent implies that, once the critical degree 

of penetrability has been surpassed, i.e. with barriers less 

than about 2G? penetrable, width of the barrier becomes the 

limiting factor in determining the extent and nature of the 

leeward sheltered zone.

An important feature of these results is that, as the 

model width increases, the eddy zone or the region where 
reverse currents prevail to leeward of the barrier becomes 

restricted in extent. This phenomenon suggests that the low 

pressure area to be expected behind barriers of very low 

penetrability is eclipsed by the wind flowing over the wide 

models to a degree dependent upon the width of the model* 

This supports an earlier tlieory to the effect that the wind 

flowing over a wide shelterbelt is drawn down to the ground 

again very quickly after leaving the leeward edge (Blenk 1952) 
but is contrary to the suggestion of Nj&kentved (1940) that 

the wind leaves the leeward edge of a wide plantation more or 

less horizontally and thereby produces an extended sheltered 

zone. Field measurements recorded by liageli (I953b) behind 

a coniferous plantation 21.5 heights wide have been plotted 

in Fig* 34 and show the same general course of the velocity 

gradient as determined in the wind-tunnel experiments. It is 

evident that both in the Held and tunnel investigations a 

very marked downward transfer of energy occurs to leeward of 

wide windbreaks.

The results of these investigations may be 

ae follows i
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(a) The width/height ratio in windbreaks has a significant 
effect in determining the extent and nature of the sheltered 
zone in their vicinity, although this effect may not be appar 
ent until the critical degree of penetrability (estimated to 
be about 20^) has been exceeded.
(b) The value of the width/height ratio above which the width 
of windbreak becomes the limiting factor in determining the 
shelter effect has been found in these investigations to be 5 f 
although this value may not be expected to have a general 
application. For example, with windbreaks of sore open con 
struction, the critical width/height ratio cay be considerably 
more. 

(o) Uride windbreaks appear to lead the wind parallel to their
aupper curi'ace with a resultat rapid downward transfer of 

energy after the wind leaves the leeward edge of the windbreak.
(d) The eddy zone to leeward of wide windbreaks is reduced 
by the air flow over the top of the model to an extent depend 
ent upon the width of the windbreak (Fig, 47)*
(e) This restriction of the eddy zone allows a more rapid 
resumption of the unobstructed wind velocity with a consequently 
decreased distance protection to leeward of the windbreak*

ffibe effect of ghelterbelt cross-sectional profile on 
seltered

The investigations of wind velocity relationships to lee 
ward of models of different cross-sectional profiles jaay be 
divided into five groups according to the widths of the models 
employed. The three main groups concern uodels of widths of 
15h, 5h and 3h respectively. In addition studies were nade of 
the Ih wide gradient (45°), the 2h wide gradient (50°) and a 
model of a natural belt with a gradient of approximately 10 . 
The results of the investigations are tabulated in Tables 1-6 

and illustrated in Pigs. 32*44* 

(a) /
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(a) Profiles 15 heights
Three oif t'erent cross-sectional profiles 15h vide are 

compared in Figs. 52-54, and are shown diagraramatically in 
Fig. 28, In the first case the model was of unifoas height 
throughout, thus having a vertical windward edge; in the 
second case a 45 slope extending over In from the windward 
edge | the remaining 14h width being of uniform height; in the 
third case a 20 slope extending over 2h f ran the windward 
edge, the remaining part of the model being of uniform height.

The results reveal that, in effect, the slope on the 
windward margin is similar to an increase in the width of the 
model, the extent of this increase depending upon the angle of 
the gradient at the windward edge, As the angle of the wind 
ward marginal slope becomes more acute higher wind velocities 
Obtain at the height of the model immediately to leeward and 
th» velocity gradient thereafter becomes steeper, at elevations 
of 0.6 and 0.2h the extent of the eddy zone becomes more 
restricted, tine resumption of velocity more rapid, the degree 
of shelter less and the distance protection shorter.

(lj>) r Prof :lles 5 heights wjdei
Five cross-sectional profiles 5h wide are compared in 

Figs* 55-57* SSiese are shown diagrammatically in Fig. 28 and 
allotted identification letters,

Regarding the values recorded at l.Oh above the tunnel 
floor, the scatter found immediately to leeward of the models 
and extending up to 5h distance illustrates the disturbance 
in the flow produced by the various windward and leeward 
marginal slopes but the general trend of the curves can be 
distinguished readily. These curves show that, at this eleva 
tion, none of the designs exhibits the efficiency of the model 
of uniform height throughout (5^)^ There is a remarkable 
similarity /
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similarity between the course of the curves for designs 3B and 

C and to a lesser extent between A and D, which suggests that 

the marginal slope at the windward edge of the model has a 

greater influence on the velocity abatement at this height 

than leeward slopes* Itesign A shows a smaller velocity re 

duction up to a leeward distance oi ISh, after which resumption 

of velocity is less with A than with D; however, for overall 
effectiveness, design D is obviously preferable*

At 0»6h, the 5h wide model of uniform height throughout 

(5E) produces a more extensive eddy zone to leeward than the 
other designs. However, beyond 21h distance there is a pro* 

nounced gradient of velocity recovery with this model, which 
exceeds the corresponding velocity values for design A. For 
overall effectiveness, however, design E takes precedence. 
Designs B and C again exhibit a marked uniformity in their 

effect, whilst design D ranks third in order of effectiveness.
At 0.2h the pattern is much the sane although bfyond 20h 

the differences between the curves for models £ and A are 

more marked, and particularly at 25h. Extrapolation of the 

graphs beyond 25h would appear to be unreliable owing to the 
disparity between the course of the curves.

The order of effectiveness of the different designs at 
tfat three elevations and the mean for the three elevations is 

as follows
l.Qfo 0.6h On 2h Qveral^ Avga?g¥B*

£ 
A
D 
B 
C

Analysing these results, it would appear that the unifoxn 

model havinc a vertical windward margin is more effective at 

all three elevations on the average than the other designs but 

at 0.6h is approached very closely by the model A, having a 45°

•lope /

s
B
A
B
C

£
A
D
B
C

A
S
0
B
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slope at the windward margin and a 30 slope at the leeward 

edge; at 0.2h this latter design is slightly more effective 

in distance protection, At all elevations design B is some 
what Bore efficient than C; both those ssodels have a 50 
windward slope and B has a 45° leeward margin whilst C bos a 
vertical edge. It would seem, therefore, that a leeward 
gradient may be slightly more effective than a vertical edge, 
!Sii8 could possibly be explained by the theory that, in the 
models with a leeward gradient, a saall eddy is produced ab0v* 
the slope and acts as a "roller bearing" , preventing the down 
ward transfer of energy which occurs with vertical leeward 
edges in wide models* Further investigations employing a 
wider range of designs and widths in the models would be 
necessary to establish this hypothesis, The main evidence to 
be obtained from those studies is that the designs investigated 
are not as efficient as the windbreaks having a uniform height 
throughout and, thus, vertical windward and leeward edges, 
General principles of fluid dynamics would seem to support 
this statement, since designs, which, on account of their 
inclined margins, approach the fona of an aerofoil, must tend 
to cause the minimtm disturbance to the air stream and, con 
sequently, produce the minimum shelter effect.

(c) Profiles 3 heists wide;
Two designs of Jh wide cross-sectional profiles are coin- 

pared with a 5h wide uniform model in Figs. 56-40. The design 
with & 45° windward slope and a 50 leeward slope (4A) is the 
reverse of the second design (4B). The disturbed flow pattern 
to l«vward of the models with inclined margins extends as far 
as lOh and is illustrated by the scatter of the
values (li£. 58), At the height of the model above the tunnel 
floor, iicither of the designs is as effective as the uniform

model (AC). At 0,6h (Fig, 59) positive velocity ratio values 
occur /
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occur at the leeward margin due to the f lev of air over the 

top of the models. In the Jh wide uniioim model the curve 
shows a similar tendency but the start of the eddy zone 
causes the velocity ratio at 0 to be negative to direction, 
A considerable variation in the extent of the eddy zone pro 

duced by designs A and B is to be observed, the fonaer design 
being ouch more effective in this respect and exhibiting a more 
shallow gradient of velocity resumption beyond 20h from the 
model. At Q.2h (Fig. 40) there is less divergence between 
these two curves as far as 15h to leeward after which point 
the curve for design B rises raieh more steeply. Beyond 20h 
there is a tendency for design A to be more effective than the 
unifona design C, particularly at 0.2h elevation but to a 
lesser extent at 0.6h also. However, for overall effective 
ness the unifoiE model must be considered preferable.

(d> Profiles 1 height wide;
In Figs. 41-45 a lh wide model with a gradient of 45 to 

windward is compared with a lh wide model of regular height 
ttooughout.

It will be observed that at an elevation of l.Oh (Fig. 41) 
relative wind speeds to leeward of the 45 model are somewhat 
higher than in the case of the uniform model, although the 
curves eonverge at 50h distant from the model, where 73^ of 
the unobstructed wind speed has been recorded in both instances. 
After leaving the leeward edge of the inclined model the wind 
has a relative velocity of 8Cf% falling very swiftly to 56fc 
at 5h. This phenomenon indicates that, in the sloping design, 
a larger part of the air stream is deflected over the top of 
the model and a smaller proportion actually filters through it.

Similarly, at 0.6h (Fig. 42), as far as 15h to leeward of
o th» model considerably higher velocities obtain with the 45

design. Alter this point the unobstructed velocity is 

regained /
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naodel is considerably higher than for the Ih wide uniform 

model* This implies greater distance protection near the 

ground to leeward of a 45 windbreak than behind the conventio&a 

type with uniform height thrcsu^iout but the quality of the 

shelter nearer the windbreak is more effective in the case of 

the latter design, owing to the zone of intense disturbance 

produced by the gradient in the former.

For overall efficiency at all three elevations the Hi wide 

uniform model is therefore superior.

(e) fiofileo 2 heiiirta wide*

A model with a windward slope extending over 2h, corree- 

ponding to a 50° gradient, is compared with a 2h wide uniiorm 

model /

I
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regained somewhat more slowly than in the case of the uniform 

niodel and distance protection afforded by the inclined model 

would appear to be greater. However, this does not compensate 

for the sroaller degree of shelter provided over the first 15h 

distance behind the model and, for general efficiency, the 

uniform design raust rank f irst in order.

At an elevation of 0.2h (Fig. 45) it is interesting to 

note the dispersion of th© experimental values for tte first 

lOh distance to leeward of tbs 45° design, In this region 

the flow pattern is obviously very disturbed and there is an 

incipient tendency to formation of an eddy zone with reverse 

currents immediately behind the model. This son© does not 

becoro© established definitely however, until 7«10h from t]» 

leeward ed$e of the model, Ths fact that a negative depression 

of the horisontal velocity ratio values occurs at all su^ests 

that the slope of the njodel to windward acts in a nanner 

similar to a reduction in the degree of penetrability, due to 

the deflection of the major part of the air stream over the 

top of the model. After the reverse flow zone, which oxtenda 

as far as l$h down-wind, the velocity gradient is very shallow 

and between 15h and 50h the shelter effect provided by this 

is considerably higher than for the Ih wide uniform

model, This implies greater distance protection near the 

ground to leeward of a 45° windbreak than behind the conventiouaiL 

type with uniform height througliQut but the quality of the 

shelter nearer the windbreak is isore effective in the case of 

the latter design, owing to the aone of intense disturbance 

produced by the gradient in the iorner.

For overall efficiency at all three elevations the Uh wide 

uniform Eodel is therefore superior.

(e) Profiles 2 heights widet
A model with a windward slope extending over 2h, corres 

ponding to a 50° gradient, is compared with a 2h wide uniionn

aodel /
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model and also the Ih profiles in Pigs. 41*43.

In the measurements recorded at the height of the model 

(Fig. 41) the relative velocities immediately to leeward of the 

sloping model are sooewhat higher tfo*p in the case of the uni 

form laodel with its horizontal upper surface tut the differ 
ences are less than between the corresponding Ih wide profiles. 
Both the 2h model curves follow the same general course, with 

a moderate gradient of velocity resumption, but the shelter 
effect throughout the leeward measurement line is ouch lower 

than in the case of the 30 design.

At 0.6h (I i£. 42) the wind speeds measured immediately 

behind the 30 model are very high, ranging from 99r at the 
leeward edge to 3$ at 5h, due no doubt, as in the case of the 
Ih 45 txxiel, to the compression of the streamlines as the 
air stream is deflected over the model and the consequent 
"jetting" of the air through the upper spaces of the rearmost 
rows of nails used in the manufacture oi the models. Because 
of this the eddy zone is not established until 6h leeward of 
the model t as compared with a corresponding zone extending from 

the leeward edge in the case of the uniform model, the magni 
tude of the negative depression of the velocity ratio values 

is also considerably smaller and the eddy zone is terminated 
somewhat earlier than with the 2h wide model. After this 

point the resumption of the unobstructed velocity occurs very 

quickly with the inclined model.
Similar conditions obtain at Q.2h above the tunnel floor 

(Fig. 43} • although here the eddy zone beccmes established at 
Ih downwind from the 30 model. It extends only as far aa 

14h, compared with about 18h in the case of the uniform model, 

and from 15h to 30h the unobstructed velocity is regained very 

rapidly. At all elevations, there!ore, the model with a 30 

windward gradient is appreciably less effective than the 2h 

wide /
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wide uniform design. It is also isueh less efficient as regards 
distance protection than the lh wide model with a 45° windward 
gradient.

.of tl^e Gosford Sheltert>e3tt
Measurements of wind velocity conditions down-wind from 

a 4h wide scale model of the Gosford Shelterbelt were conducted 
for subsequent comparison with data from field investigations, 
Ine different construction of this model in relation to that 
of the models used in the previous studies of cross-sectional 
profiles precludes accurate qualitative comparison of the wind 
ward slope in this particular model with the 45° and 50° 
gradients of the earlier experiments. However, ceitain 
features of the results shown in Fig. 44 are of interest when 
assessing the influences of different shelterbelt cross- 
sectional profiles on the sheltered areas in their vicinity.

In this model, the gradient of the windward slope is 10 18' 
but the even slope does not continue to ground level at the 
windward edge, owing to the presence of a stone wall in the 
natural belt; this has been represented by a vertical solid 
plate 1.575 cia in height. The inclined surface rises uni 
formly from the top of this plate to a maximum height of 5 cm 
(lh) at tins leeward edge.

The horisontal velocity ratios recorded at the height of 
the model show that the wind speeds immediately to leeward of 
the model are considerably higher than in the case of the 15h 
wide profiles, which results they resemble most closely in the 
general trend of the curves. The restoration of the unobstruct 
ed velocity field also occurs more rapidly and there is a 
smooth rise Iron 63/" at 7n to 91? • at 25h.

At an elevation of 0.6h the results reveal a very re 
stricted zone of reverse currents, extending from the leeward 
margin of the model to 5-6h. At 7h down-wind from the barrier 

the /
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the wind has already attained 48^ of its unobstructed velocity 

and the curve rises evenly from this point to 81,^ at 25h.
At 0«2h the eddy zone extends to slightly more than 6h 

from the leeward edge but a relative wind speed of 2J? is 
recorded at 7&, after which the curve rises very steeply to 
9<T at 25h.

The relative velocity values recorded for the 10-25h 
horizontal range down-wind from the model are somewhat higher 
at 0.2h than at 0.6h above the tunnel floor and, for two points, 
exceed the values at an elevation of l.Oh. This doss not 
imply that the- absolute velocities at 0.2h are higher than at 
the other elevations; in fact, the reverse is the case. In 
the horizontal velocity ratios the observed value at a point 
along the test section of the tunnel is related to the un 
obstructed velocity at this same point, i.e. at the same hori 
zontal distance and the satae height of xneasurejoent* The 
higher percentage velocity values constantly obtained towards 
the end of the measurement line at this elevation throughout 
the series of experiiaents may be attributed to the fact that t 
in the unobstructed tunnel, wind speeds showed a less gradual 
diminution at 0,2h above the floor, presumably due to the 
development of the boundary layer; the presence of a model in 
the tunnel may be supposed to have interfered with this bound 
ary layer development and lessened the gap between the observed 
and standard velocity readings.

It is clear that the shelter effect exhibited by the model 
of the Gosford belt is therefore very slight at all elevations 
and considerably less than the shelter found behind the 15h 
wide models described earlier. Owing to the acuteness of the 
gradient and the almost impermeable construction of the model, 
thia was to be expected from the results of the earlier studios. 
These particular results will be referred to later in connexion 
with the field investigations of the natural belt.

Conclusions /



Conclusions to be drawn from these wind-tunnel investi 
gations of the effect of various cross-sectional profiles in 
windbreaks aay be summarised aa follows!
(a) In effect, a gradient on the windward margin of a wide 
Windbreak is similar to an increase in the width and restricts 
the extent of the sheltered zone accordingly to a degree 
dependent upon the acuteness of the angle of this gradient.
(b) An inclined windward edge causes deflection of the na^jor 
part of the air stream over the top of the model, thus re 
ducing the effective degree of penetrability of the windbreak? 
the more shallow the gradient, the more pronounced is this 
upward deflection of tire stream,
(c) Windbreaks with vertical windward and leeward edges are 
generally more effective in reducing wind velocity than designs 
with various combinations of windward and leeward gradients and 
particularly so at the height of the windbreak above ground.

efifect of a s^steia of two parallel windbreaks on tha 
sheltered area.

For the jairpooe of this investigation two similar models, 
each Ih wide and of uniform nail height throughout, were 
erected parallel to one another and separated by a distance of 
13h, This arrangement restricted the measurement range down* 
wind of the rearmost model to 14h (equal to 28h behind the first 
screen) but wind speeds wore observed also between the two 
barriers. The results are compared with those obtained with 
a single model, located at the same position as the up-wind 
barrier, in Fig, 45*

It will be observed that at the height of the models the 
minimum velocity occurs at 5h to leeward of the first model, 
after which there is a gradual increase in the wind speed as 
far as Ih to windward of the second barrier. Between the two 
barriers higher velocities were recorded at this elevation than 
wore /
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velocity was 65"; at the same point with the t»o models in 
position, i.e. I6h leeward of the second model, the corres 
ponding value obfeiined by extrapolation of the curve is 5?^» 
At this elevation a cumulative affect, though small, can be 
discerned.

The measurements at 0.2h show a depression of the curv* 
to 14 at 5h beiiind the up-vind model 9 the saxae as recorded 
behind the single barrier. The curve then rises more rapidly 
in this instance than with the single screen and there Is no 
further /
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were found to occur behind the single screen; the signifi 

cance of this is not fully understood but is probably due to 

a difference in pressure developed between the two models, 

although the divergence between the curves for the nultiple 

barrier and the single screen is quite different at ths other 

elevations. Behind the second model there is a slight fall 

in the curve teedi&tely to leeward but after 5h down-wind 

from this second barrier the curve corresponds very closely 

with that for the single barrier, indicating that, at tiii* 

elevation, there is no cuiaulative shelter effect produced by 

the parallel screens and no extended distance protection.

At 0.6h above the floor, the velocities measured behind 

the first model are similar to those found behind the single 

model as far as 5h to leeward. After this point it would 

appear that the development of a high pressure area in front 

of the second barrier causes a depression in the curve, 

although a sharp rise in the curve occurs as the wind 

approaches the edge of the second screen. At Ih behind the 

rearmost model there is a slight decrease in velocity, which 

at this point is J#£ compared with 36£ when only the first 

screen is in position* Prom here the curve rises snoothly 

and its course is almost parallel to that of the single 

barrier. At 50h to leeward oi the latter the recorded 

velocity was 65£j at the same point with the two models in 

position, i,e'. I6h leeward of the second model, the correa- 

ponding value obtained by extrapolation of the curve is 57^• 

At this elevation a cumulative effect, thou^i small, can be 

discerned*
The measurements at 0.2h show a depression of the curve 

to 14" at 5h belxind the up-wind model, the saiae as recorded 

behind the single barrier. The curve then riaea more rapidly 

in this instance than with the single screen and there is no 

further /
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further decrease in velocity in front of the second model as 

found at 0.6h. Leeward of the second barrier the curve falls 

to a mtniratta velocity of 1<F at 5-4h, conpared with a speed of 

3O-5£' at the sarae points behijad a single screen* After this 

point the curve rises steeply, following the same general 

pattern as the single model curve but attaining only $6^ at 

I6h down-wind of the rearmost model (i.e. 50h to leeward of 

the first barrier) corresponding to 69£ in the case of the 

Bingle model* Thus, there is a pronounced cursulative effect 

of shelter near the ground with the two parallel screens al- 

thou^a the sradual convergence of the curves illustrates that 

this would disappear further down-*?ind.

It may be concluded from these results that, at a spacing 

of 13 tiiaes their consaon height between a system of two 

parallel windbreaks, the shelter effect to leeward of the 

rearmost screen is somewhat greater than behind a single 

screen at O'.6h and Q.2h elevation above the datum and is more 

pronounced near the ground; at the height of the windbreaks 

no cuEUlative effect is to be detected, Tiiis cumulative 

effect near the ground extends to at least 16h down-wind free 

the reanaost barrier but shows a tendency to disappear en 

tirely further down-wind.

Ihp effect of a ^rous structure windbreak on the sheltered area,. 

rS5D» results of wind velocity observations to leeward of a 

5h wida model comprising a spaced-group anangeaent, instead 

of the conventional unifozm spacing of nails employed in the 

other models, are siiown in rig. 46, together with a plan and 

elevation of the model design. A standard height oi the 

groups was used throughout, &o that the model roscmbled a 

series of "penetrable cylinders" arranged in three lows.

The curve in respect of the measurements at an elevation 

of I'.Qh shows higher velocities than obtained behind a In wide 

unii'onn /
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uniform model throughout the range of the observations with a 

characteristic, abrupt rise between l-5h behind the model, due 

to the jotting of air between the groups,

At 0*6h above tlie tunnel floor there ie a marlQBd improve 

ment vin the shelter effect, which is superior to that provided 

Tyy the Ih urifosm aodel as far as ?h downwind of the nsodel,
>

after which the curves correspond fairly closely.

At an elevation of 0.2h the shelter effect is not as hi^fc 

as that obtained behind a Ih wide uniform model and relatively 

high velocities are found over the first 5h distance to lee 

ward of the group model, probably attributable to draughts 

between groups. However, a minimum velocity of 2Q1 is 

observed at IGh down-wind of the barrier, corresponding to a 

of 1£* at 7h, rasing to 13* at lOh, with the Ih wide

model* Beyond this point the curves for the two models 

follow the sam© general trend with somewhat higher relative 

velocities recorded with the group structure model.

These results demonstrate tliat the group model is slightly 

inferior in protective efficiency to the Ih wide uniform 

design, to which it nsust correspond raost nearly in its degree 

of penetrability to the wind. It is also somewhat less 

effective, at an elevation of l.Oh, than the 5h wide unifona 

model, to which it corresponds in overall width; at 0.6h the 

avereg® shelter effect of these two designs is similar between 

20 end 25& down-wind of the models, although the trend of the 

curve for the group design suggests that the unobstructed 

velocity of the wind will be restored more rapidly further 

leeward of the group structure; at 0.2h the group model ia 

more effective as regards distance protection, than the 5fc 

wide unifoua model, comparing the respective wind speeds of 

59* and 74* recorded »t 25h down-wind. An important feature
tffffM. ^J9 I I ~Tf v *-

of the group model is that no reverse flow conditions are 

produced at any elevation. Consequently, it may be more 

efficient /
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efficient with regard to the quality of the shelter than the 
uniform modal of the same overall width and, for this reason* 
may warrant more detailed investigation in field studies. 

Conclusions to be drawn from the wind-tunnel studies 
of windbreaks will be discussed in relation to tbeir practical 
application in a later chapter.
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1IJSLD IKVaSTIGATICHS OF HICROCLPiATii: Pi THE YICBHTOE

Field studies of microcltoatic factors, particularly wind 
velocity, were undertaken in the vicinity of selected shelter- 
belts during the period 1955-55 with the taediate purpose of 
assessing the efficiency of the particular belt structures 
involved and, ultimately, of deriving detailed prescriptions of 
the optimum structures. In this connexion, the term "structure" 
as applied to the shelterbelt comprises the composition not only 
by species but also by espaceEent of the trees and shrubs , their 
height, stage of development and general condition.

Ifee field investigations consisted of short-tens, com 
parative observations of microcllnatic factors in the sheltered 
areas when general woatber conditions proved favourable for 
such studies. Continuous observation of any physical factor 
over longer periods was not attempted in this prograissae.

Experimental work was restricted to some extent by meteoro 
logical and ground conditions* Ad far as possible, investi 
gations were conducted only when a wind direction more or less 
normal to the axis of the shelterbelt under observation pre 
vailed, i.e. when the belt was displaying maximum efficiency, 
and when the wind was reasonably constant so that strong gusts 
alternating with periods of near-calm were absent. The latter 
consideration was important in view of the experimental pro 
cedure adopted. On several occasions observations had to be 
discontinued because of sudden changes In wind direction, calm 
periods and thunders tonas , the latter especially during the 
summer months. .Further limitations were imposed by the 
situation of many belts on irregular ground, where comparative 
data obtained could not be attributed entirely to the influence 
of the shelterbelta. Within certain shelterbelt systems, as 
found on the Pentland Hills and elsewhere, it was frequently 
impossible /
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impossible to obtain standards for comparison with the micro- 
climatic data of the sheltered area, e«g« a value of the wind 
velocity which could be expressed accurately as the Hf ree" 
or "unobstructed" velocity for that region. In other cases, 
the presence of buildings and other obstacles up-wind of the 
shelterbelt prevented exact study of the belt influences. Gaps 
caused by wind damage in sense belts interfered with the laying- 
out of a suitable measurement line* Similarly, field crops 
adjacent to belts curtailed observations in many instances 
during the growing season, when it would have been impracticable 
or unreasonable to have carried out the investigations. Availa 
bility of equipiaont, transport and field assistance contributed 
additional restrictions in the execution of the field work*

Procedure

(i) Wind Conditionflt
Owing to the trial of different types of anemocseter and 

the frequent delay in obtaining delivery from the manufacturers, 
instrumentation and experimental technique regarding field in* 
vestigation of wind conditions in the vicinity of shelterbelts 
were not standardised until April 1954. In early 1955 vane 
onemcroeters had been employed because of their availability 
and relative cheapness but these proved unreliable in regions 
of disturbance in the air flow pattemt such as the eddy zones 
leeward of dense belts. With the delivery of one counter* 
type "Sheppard" cup anemometer, now known as the Sensitive 
Type IV anemometer (Casella & Co,, London; Fig* 21), in April 
1955, vane anemometers were used only in exposed situations as 
control instruments, other observations of wind velocity being 
carried out with the cup anemometer. Later, the use of the 
latter, as control, in conjunction with a hot~vire anemometer 
(Hastings Instrument Co., Virginia, U.S.A.; Fig. 22) for the 
scattered /
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scattered measurement points was tested but was abandoned in 

19^4 in favour of standardisation of the instruments used, 

the Sensitive Type IV anemometer being selected as most 

suitable for the purpose,
In June 1954 two of these anemometers were obtained on 

loan from the Meteorological Office and two further instruments 

vere delivered by the manufacturers in August, after the in 

evitable waiting period* Thus, for the later studies at 
least, five anemometers of uniform type were available* Whilst 

falling short of the ideal number required for the investi 

gations, the five instruments resulted in, a considerable 
improvement in the execution of the field work and in the 

reliability of the data*
Observations of sbelterbelt influence on wind velocity 

nere conducted along a measurement line noxmal to the axis of 
the belt and extending from 10 sh©lterbelt-he$£hts windward to 

50 heights leeward, the anemometers being exposed at an 
effective height of 1.5m above ground. Approximately 20 
observation points were required usually to cover adequately 
the distance protection afiorded by the sholterbelt. Since 

the availability of anemometers precluded the simultaneous 

measurement of wind speeds at all points, observations were 

distributed over 5 or more measurement periods, generally of 
30 min. duration* During the whole operation a control 

station was operated at a point beyond the influence of the 
shelterbelt; in practice it was found that the windward limit 

of the measurement line, i.e. lOri up-wind of the belt, was 
suitable* The control station was equipped with an anemometer 
and a small, non-recording, wind direction vane, the latter 
being observed at the beginning and end of each half-Jncur 

period and more frequently when circumstances permitted. Tfce 

remaining 4 anemometers were dispersed along the measurement 

line and moved to new positions at the end of each period. The

, /
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nmall number of instruments and the narrow range in which they 
were erected at any one time allowed one man to switch them off 
and on with the minimum time lag, a second observer operating 
the control instrument. This procedure and particularly the 
extension of the measurement period to 30 min, instead of the 
earlier 20 min, reduced the sources of possible error to a 
practical minimum*

However» there were certain disadvantages to this method, 
notably that the wind velocities recoiued at all observation 
points were not simultaneous and, therefore, were liable to be 
complicated by efcanges in wind direction, Within limitations, 
these could be allowed for, by applying corrections according 
to the effective distance of the observation points from the 
shelterbelt. Such corrections have been based on the mean 
wind direction for the particular period, generally the average 
of two readings. However, wind direction frequently exhibited 
miked fluctuations, which could not be taken into consideration 
entirely, even if it had been possible to record the wind 
direction every two or three minutes. It must be accepted 
that this fact has limited the accuracy of the data obtained 
to some small extent, dependent on the prevailing meteorological 
conditions. As far as possible v measurement periods when the 
wind direction showed too marked a deviation from the noxmL to 
tha shelterbelt have been excluded irom the data presented. 
The error could have been avoided only by having suiiicient 
instruments to equip the whole range of measurement at one time 
and an automatic directions-recording apparatus; the expenditure 
involved was unfortunately prohibitive.

The wind velocities recorded have been expressed as per* 
centagea of the unobstructed wind speed at the same height of 
measurement,

(ii)
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(ii) Other Mcrocliisatic J;actors;
In addition to the investigations of wind conditions in 

the vicinity of shelterbelts, it was considered desirable to 
conduct simultaneous studies of evaporation rate in the sheltered 
asms, "thistle" evaporimeters (Fig. 24) being erected on the 
measurement line with the evaporating surface at 1.5m above 
ground level. These instruments, based on the design of 
Dr. W, Nflgeli of the Swiss Forest Research Institute, were not 
available in their finalised lone until the summer of 1953, 
owing to difficulties experienced by the respective manufacturers 
i» preparing the requisite porous discs and the flat-ground, 
recurved flanges of the glass, thistle funnels. Because of 
the insufficient data obtained to date, trie investigations of 
evaporation rate have not been included in the results pre 
sented below.

Detailed studies of factors other than wind velocity and 
evaporation rate were not attempted owing to their limited 
application in assessing the efficiency of shelterbelt structures* 
Similarly, investigations of snow drifting patterns were not 
practicable, chiefly because of the fact that whilst the majority 
of isolated shelterbelts are orientated against the prevailing 
wind, south-westerly in South-East Scotland, snowstorms are 
rarely accompanied by winds from this direction* In the 1954-55 
winter, blizzards occurring some time after tbe initial falls of 
snow added further complexity to the drii't patterns. the con 
solidation of the drifts beiore the shelterbelt areas were 
readily accessible rendered delayed studies of doubtful value.

Occasional instantaneous observations of relative humidity 
and atmospheric temperature were made in the course of the wind 
Investigations. Relative humidity was calculated from the wet- 
bulb depression of a whirling hydrometer (fig. 23); for ths 
ietsrmination of air temperature dry-bulb thermometers were used, 
tn addition, the cooling power of the wind was measured with the 

Kata /
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Kata thercometer (Fig. 25) during certain of the field studies 
Wit this method was used only to demonstrate the suitability or 
otherwise of the instrument for research of this nature* All 
observations were Bade at the standard height of l*5m above 
ground except where stated otherwise.

Experimental, Results 
Tfoe Plethora jSbelterbelti 
Situated to the south of Edinburgh, on the lowermost 

northern slopes of Allenmiir Hill at the extreme north end of 
the Pentlanci Hill range, the Dreghora Shelterbolt (liational 
Grid map reference KT 230682), frequently referred to as the 
long Plantation, occupies a roughly fi*S direction, extending 
for approximately 800 yd between the Dreghorn Castle-Banter1 a 
Tryst road and the 650 ft contour, the latter 250 yd below 
Shearia Knowe (916 ft). At this point the belt merges with 
a small plantation on its west side. From the southern end 
of the belt, proceeding northwards, the slope is moderate to 
550 ft .after which it becomes gentle with a slight rise at the 
northern end adjoining the road; beyond the road the ground 
falls away to the valley of the Braid Burn* South of the 
belt the gradient rises abruptly altar Shearie Knowe to Aller- 
ciuir Hill (1617 ft). The aspect is consequently northerly and, 
owing to the general topography to the south and south-west, the 
prevailing wind is locally west in direction; this is evident 
from the deformation of the trees in the shelterbelt.

The belt lies on the boundary of Jreghorn Castle (ifcir De- 
partment) property, adjoining Swans ton Farm to the east, the 
latter benefiting from the shelter afforded. Arable ground 
to the north-east of the belt produced cereal crops during 1953 
and 1934* At higher elevations the cultivated land gives way 
to enclosed pasture on this side oi the belt. Hough grazing, 
presently used for military purposes, occupies the ground to 
the /
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FIG. 43. Drc^iorn ^helterbclt - Map of Locality. 

Scale: 6 in. = 1 nd« (Extract from O.S, Sheet VII NvV., 

Edinbur^i-shire (iridlothian).)
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FI&. 49. Dreghorn Shelterbelt 

towards Pentland Hills.

, looldng 

1955)

PIG. 50. Dreghorn flieltorbelt - v/iixbTard margin (.Tuly 1955).
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r

P23&. 51* Breghom ^helterbelt - leeward :nargin9 sho\7ing 
dry-stone dyke (NoverO>er 1954).

FIG. 52. Dreghorn ?helterbelt - croos-<3eotlonal profile 

showing gradation of height fraa v/inclward to leeward
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the west of the belt. A certain amount of shelter to the belt 
itself is afforded against northerly winds by the wooded 
policies surrounding recently demolished Dreghoro Castle,

About 280 yd from the northern end of the shelterbeIt an 
electricity route, 20 yd wide, passes through the belt more or 
less at a right angle to the axis; in this section only the 
marginal hedge and dyke regain.

The belt is 64 ft in width, bounded on the east by a dry- 
stone dyke 4i ft high and on the west by a hawthorn hedge
allowed to grow up to an average height of 12 ft, branches 
overhanging up to 10 ft westwards and absent below >J ft, 
evidently the height of earlier trixamins. The hedge is 
relatively complete, with few &aps of 3 ft or more between 
steias, although in the absence of a fence the belt is not 
stock-proof on this side. The area of the belt is approxi 
mately 3,5 acres, excluding the small plantation adjoining on 
the south-west, A stocking of 548 stems per acre in the 
lower part comprised in 1954 65.2" Scots pine, 8,p£ sycamore, 
TJ% oak, 6.Q£ elm, 5.5? ash, 4.7^ rowan, 1*6? birch and 1*5$ 
beech, holly and alder. Average quarter-girth measurements 
at breast height (B»E,Q.G.) were: Scots pine - 6 in,, sycamore 
- 7 ift»» oak, elm, ash - 6 in., rowan - 4j in,, birch - 67 in.

In height the belt varies from 27 ft on the exposed margin 
to 42 ft on the east, the average being 36 ft. In spite of 
height variationt there is one canopy only (Fig, 51)» under- 
storey and undergrowth being absent throughout. The ground 
cover is a soft grass association. In transverse section 
(Fig* 52) the principal feature, apart from the windswept 
appearance of the conifers, is the central core of almost pure 
Scots pine, flanked on either side by leaf-tree species.

Observations /
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Observations of wind velocity recorded in Fig. 53 were 
made in October 1954, before the autumn leaf -fall was far ad 
vanced and when the geos trophic wind was south-westerly, as 
determined from cloud movement, although tha fairly continuous 
ground wind never deviated more than 19° from the normal to ths 
belt during the field experiments and averaged 17 ft/sec in 
velocity. On an earlier occasion, with mild sunny conditions, 
the V wind suddenly changed to SSE, blowing down the slopes of 
Caerketton Hill to the east of Allerwir, and operations had to 
be abandoned,

Relative velocities recorded at the various ffieasurement 
points on either side of the shelterbelt and on a measurement 
line noziaal to the belt were as follows;

Distar.ce from belts IQh 9h 7h 4h 5h 2h Ih Oh 
Belative velocity, %\ 100 96.9 95.4 87.6 87.4 86*5 77.7 81.8

Distance from belt: 0 Ih 2h Jh 5h ?h 15h 20h 28h 
Belative Velocity, #• 57 17 59.0 49.0 45.6 49.6 52.5 80.4 96.5 100

of
Relative Velocity, fa 68.6

These results show a gradual deceleration of the free wind 
as it approaches the shelterbelt with a slight increase in 
velocity as it filters through the windward margin. Within the 
shelterbelt the velocity decreases again until the minimun 
point of the curve is reached on the leeward side. A casual 
examination of the relative velocity values suggests that this 
minimum point occurs at the leeward margin of the belt. This 
is, in fact, due to the presence of the wall and not to the 
structure of the belt. However, at 2h, the shelterbelt again 
becomes the dominant influence and the true minimum of the curve 
is attained at 5h. From this point a gradual increase in 
velocity occurs until the unobstructed wind speed is restored 
at 28h.

Measurements /
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Measurements of atmospheric temperature cade during the 

course of the wind studies on a mild, sunny afternoon were as 

follows;

Distance from belt: lOh 9h 8h 7h 6h 5h 5h 2h Ih Ok 
Air Temperature }°F$ 55 55 55 55 55 55.5 55 55 55.5 56
Leewarda-
Distance from belt j Oil In 2h 3h 4h 5h 6h 7h 8h 9n 10h 12-28h 
Air Temperature, Fi 56.5 57 57 57 57 57 57 57 57 57 56.5 55

Air Temperature, F; 57

Bear the windward saargin of the bolt a temperature increase 

occurred, due partly to the wind abatement but also to radia 

tion effect. On the leeward margin a slight fall in tempera 

ture may be attributed to shading but, further leeward, the 

influence of the shelterbelt is apparent. It is interesting 

to note here that the 2 F increase in temperature corresponded 

very closely with a wind velocity less than 6Q£ of its un 

obstructed speed,

Relative values of the cooling power of the wind, determined 

with a Kata tbaxEometer, were:

Distance from belt* lOh 9h 6h 5h 4h 5h 2h Ih Oh 
Cooling power, %t 100 100 95 95 90 86 86 95 95

Leeward •-
Distance fiom beltj (& Ih 2h Jh 4h 5h 6h-15h 20h 28h 
Cooling power, «g| 75 68 75 76 75 76 76 84 100 
Interior of beltt
Cooliag power, $.% 83

Although subject to the inaccuracies of the instrument 

these values indicate a distinct reduction in the wind's cooling 

power in the sheltered zone afforded by the belt.

Measurements of relative humidity and saturation deficit 

carried out in conjunction with the above studies were rejected 

owing to the fact that, after a long period of heavy rainfall, 

the /
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the ground to the west of the belt was waterlogged; con* 
sequently, a h%her relative limpidity was found on the wiMward 
side than on the leeward ground, the latter being bare stubble 
at that time and well-dratoad*

!Tne Currieinn shelterbelt system of five contiguous belts 
(Hational Grid laap reference HT 585590) , in the parish of Borth* 
wick, Midlothian9 stands on exposed ground originating from the 
northern extremity of the Moorfoot Hill range and falling away 
gradually to the Gore Water on the west and the Tyne V/ater on 
the north and north-east* The elevation of the belts approaches
850 ft above sea level, tb$ ground to the south sloping very 
slightly to 821 ft on the main A-7 i&iziburgh-Calashiels road at 
its junction with the Half law Kiln farm road, after which alti 
tude increases slowly across Middleton Moor and then moderately 
to thft Moorfoot Hills, a series of smoothly rounded hills 
frequently eacfeediflg 20QQ ft in elevation. The shelterbelts 
are exposed on all sides but the predominant aspect is slightly 
north-easterly*

The belts extend over two adjacent faros, Nos. 1-4 (rig* 54) 
on Currieiroi Farm and No. 5 on Middleton Mains Farm, both 
formerly part of Bortiiwick Estate and acquired by Lord Strathcona 
in 1952. A sixth bait, running south-westerly from the junction
of belts 2 and 5, appears to have been cleared 20-50 years ago*"~. 
and has reverted to pasture, only the boundary beech and hawthorn
hedgerow regaining (Fig* 57)*

All belts in the system axe 55-60 yd in width and are 
stocked with a mixture of Scots pine and Norway spruce, planted 
in alternate rows at a spacing between and within rows of 5? ft* 
At 23*50 years of age, the belts are unbrashed and unthinned, 
dense and impenetrable and the spruce has been suppressed almost 
entirely. The average height in 1934 was 2? ft with few steni 
measuring /
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FXO* 55, Ourrieinn Shelteztoelt No. 1 - shoeing marginal 

hedgerow of "beech and haTrthorn with dense overhanging 

(Juno 1955).

crowns

PIC. 5G« Currleirji rhclterbalt I»o« 1 - ahovirg dense 

interior of uribraehed conifers (June 1955).
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.TO*. 57* Currieim - showii^ marginal hecigerov; of "bceoh 

and hero/thorn bordering clear-felled "belt, similar to 

raargins of remaining sheltai^belts in the system (tftme 1955),
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ng more than 4 in. B.H.Q.G. Surrounding the belts a

hedgerow of beech and hawthorn, their crowns forming an almost 

continuous screen from 5 ft to about 18 ft above ground fhas 

preserved the crowded belts against wind damage, Within this 

protective margin a shallow ditch and narrow path occupy a 

distance of 5-4 yd before the coniferous stand coomences. It 

would appear that the hedgerows are remnants of an earlier 

rotation on this site; this suggestion is supported by the 

old hedgerow surrounding the cleared belt.

Wind investigations were carried out in 1953 and 1954 in 

the vicinity of belts 1 and 5 with US and £W vinos respectively 

(Fig. 53) • In the case ot the former winter conditions pre 

vailed, the hedgerows being leal less at the time of the studies* 

The following relative wind speeds were observed:

Bistance from belt:
lOh 5h 2h Ih Oh
Relative Velocity, %t
100 95.7 77.0 75.0 55 v.O
Lee word ;-
Distance from belts
Ok Ih 2h 3h 4h 5h ?h lOh 15h 20h
Relative Velocity, $t
12 J 16.2 33.6 29.2 36.1 34.6 44.2 65.0 82.0 09.7 97.5 100

These results show a gradual decrease of wind speed 

towards the windward margin and the mini aim point of the curve 

actually at the leeward edge, as might be expected from the 

density of the belt. At this point the wind speed is reduced 

to 12.7' of its unobstructed value, which averaged 20 ft/sec 

throughout with very constant direction normal to the shelter- 

belt. further leeward the resumption of velocity follows a 

smooth curve with a fairly steep gradient. Some irregularity 

*£ the readings at 2-4h ̂ ay have been due to turbulence on tht 

left side of the belt.

Measurements /
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Measurements near belt 3 were carried out in susaaer con 
ditions when the wind speed averaged 12 ft/sec and the 
direction SW, a^ain more or less normal to the belt but 
deviating occasionally towards the vest, Recorded velocities 
were:

Windward;-
Distance from belt:
lOh ?h 5h 2h Oh
Eelative Velocity, %\
100 97.4 94.3 88.5 54.0

Distance from belt: 
Oh Ih lOh

Relative Velocity, %\ 
13.5 15.0 21*4 58.7 78.5

20ti

74.8 82.8 101.0

Ho readings were utilised in the turbulent zone between 
2h and 4h owing to the anemometer type available at that time. 
The curve for these results show, however, a similar course to 
that for belt 1, although a greater shelter effect ia apparent 
throughout and particularly up to lOh leeward oi the belt. 
This may have been due to the additional shelter occasioned 
by the hedgerows being in leaf or the slightly different 
character of the two belts. It will be noticed that a 
second depression in the curve occurs after 15h; this is 
doubtless due to the distance protection afforded by belt 2, 
as would be expected if the wind veered to the west* Thus, 
between 15h and 50h leeward of the belt, the sheltered zones 
of the two belts would overlap. Any further reduction in 
velocity found beyond 30h could be attributed entirely to 
belt 2. In this case, such a question did not arise, pro* 
bably because the wind backed again.

Turbulence to the lee of belt 3 was observed on a further 
occasion when the direction of the wind was approximately WSW 
and maintained a constant direction 60 from the normal to the 
belt and was moderate and gusty. Whereas the average velocity 

at /
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at Ih throughout Has 15£ of the free wind speed, the direction 

at this point changed rapidly through a wide range, frequently 

beijog parallel to the belt margin and at other times 

a reverse current towards the belt.

Air temperatures observed in the vicinity of belt 1 in 

conjunction vith the wind studies were as follows:

Distance from belts
IQh ?h 5h 3h 2h Ih Oh
Air Temperature, °Fs
42 42 42 42 42 43 43
Lee ward i-
Distance from beltt
Oh Ih 2h 5h 4h 5h ffa 10h CGh
Air Temperature:
43.5 44.5 44 43*5 43 43 42,5 42,5 42 42 42

Under completely overcast, cold, weather conditions, the 

belt thus crowed a small effect on air temperatures. Corres 

ponding values for relative fcumidity werei

Windy ard;~
Distance from bait;
lOh ?h 5h 3& 2h Ih Gk
Belatlve Humidity ̂ j
92 92 92 92 92 92 92

Distance from belts
Ob Ih 2h 3h 4h 5ii 7h lOh 20h 25h 30h
Relative Humidity ̂ j
96 96 93 92,5 92 92 92 92 92 92 92

Observations of atmospheric temperature and relative 

humidity, conducted near belt 3 on a separate occasion, when 

the wind was S£ in direction, light and variable and weather

conditions warm and sunny, showed no influence which could be
o attributed to the belt except a temperature of 50,5 F and a

relative humidity of 55*5" within the belt compared with 

corresponding values on the windward margin of 50. 5°F and 

49.2? and on the leeward margin of 52°F and 46;!. At this 

tint /



time the windward margin was shaded and the leeward margin 

experiencing direct insolation.

The Shothead

Shotbead Farm shelterbelts i oxm the inner section of 

a comprehensive system of belts, formerly extending from the 

Cook B*m on the west to Balerao on the north-east, and 

situated on h%h ground to the north of the Pentland Hill 

range * A. gentle slope toisards the Water of Leith gives the 

area a general northerly aspect, elevation ranging from 900 ft 

above sea level at tha south-west corner of the property to 

664 ft at the Junction of the farm roadway with the Balerno- 

Cockbum road on the nort&«¥33t and 616 ft at the extreme 

north-east corner of the farm. To the south of the area 

marginal farmland falls gently to the Bavelaw Bum, thereafter 

rising in a moderate gradient to Bavelaw Castle, Hare Hill 

(1472 ft) and Black Hill (1656 ft) above Threipmir Reservoir 

with higher peaks in the Pentland range further south,

The area is particularly exposed to the south-west winds 

which are concentrated to setae extent lay the Pentland Hills. 

Many of the shelter-belts between the farm march and the Cock 

Burn are now cleared; the detrimental effect tfhieh this 

cleaxvfelUng has incurred on such high-lying arable ground 

is apparent. On the property west of Shothead remnants only 

of the old shelterbelts remaps.

Fonaerly o«ned by the University of Edinburgh, Shothead 

is now intensively managed as a dairy f&xm by the present 

owner, Dr. A.D. Bucharan-oniith,

Ibft shelterbelts are predominantly of coniferous species 

with en admixture of leaf-trees more concentrated on the 

margins. Of the two studied, belt No, 1 (National Grid map 

reference /
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FIG. 50. Shothead Farm Pheltefcelta - 7.fep of Locality. 

Scale: 6 Iru » 1 rd. (Extract from 0«!% ?heet VI SE«, 

Edlnbui^ishiro ) •
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FIG. 59. hothead ^'helterbelt ITo, 1 - shooing structure 

f rom W jnargin and soattcred ha^bom "bushes on boundary 

(May 1955)*

PIG. GO. Hothead r^helterbelt I,ro. 2 - shovdng open 

structure of belt from M margin (/zy 1955)«
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reference HT 147644) occupies a roughly H-S direction on the 

eastern boundary of the farm. On the west margin of the belt 
is a shallow ditch with mound, the latter surmounted by a post 
and wire fence with scattered hawthorn bushes 6-8 ft high along 
the fence line and occasional edge-trees of beech* On the 
eastern border a deeper ditch separates the belt from arable 
ground, the level of which is about 2f ft below that of the 
shelterbelt. A similar fence bounds the belt on this side but 
hawthorn bushes are sparse and beech rare. The belt is com* 
posed of almost pure Scots pine, averaging 610 stems per acre, 
40 ft in height and 6 in. B.H,q,G. at the time of the investi 
gations, with occasional larch, birch and Norway spruce through 
out. Ground vegetation is thin, mainly of grass and bracken; 
no underwood is present* The belt is 107 ft in width.

The second belt, (national Grid map reference KT 155642) 
more or less parallel to the first but 350 yd further west, is 
88 ft in width although a wide ditch and bare strip on the 
eastern side reduce the effective width to 70 ft* The average 
height in 1954 was 55 ft with a stocking of approximately 548 
steias per acre comprising 90f Scots pine and the remainder 
scattered larch, beech, Corsican pine, Norway spruce and rowan. 
Average B.H.Q.G. m&asurej&ents were 5} i&« and 4 in. in the case 
of pine and larch respectively. Towards the north end of this 
belt wind damage has caused a wide gap which has interfered 

with the efficiency of the belt.

Ifeasuretaents of wind velocity in the vicinity of the two 
belts (Fig. 61) were carried out on separate occasions with SW 
and HE winds respectively. In the case of belt 1 the free wind 
velocity was 17-18 ft/sec and approached the belt perpendicularly, 
Relative velocities recorded along the measurement line were us 

follows i
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Distance fraa belt:
lOh 7h 5h 2h In Oh
Relative Velocity, #t
95;? 100,9 88.0 78.5 72.6 95.6
Leeward: -
Distance froa beltj
Oh In 2h 5h 4fc 5n 7h 10*1 
Relative Velocity, %%
86.5 44.4 57.2 24.0 28.7 26.6 35*5 58.5 85.5 95,5 99.4 

of
Belative Velocity, 
100.6

In these measurements , the cropping arrangement in th* 
field leeward of the belt interfered to some extent with the 
laying out of a Eieasui-ement line and observation points had to 
be selected to avoid undue trespass on growing crops. The 
lOh point lee word shows an unusually favourable shelter effect, 
considering the penetrability of the belt; since this point 
was situated amongst a cereal crop, which was about 18 in. hiffh 
in this part although averaging 12 In. over the rest of the 

area, it would seem that. In spite of comperaation for the 

different roughness height, this reading was affected to a 

considerable degree by the crop* The 17^h point, situated 

between the cereal strip and a 110-yd vide potato strip, and 

the 26jh point, between potatoes and a 80-yd wide strip of 

turnips, would appear to confirm the under-estisaation of the 

IQh station.
At IQh windward of the belt, where 95.7^ of the free wind 

speed was recorded, the influence of belt 2, 250 yd windward 
of this point, is discernible, the unobstructed wind velocity 
not yet being resumed. However, at 7h the free wind is 
restored, a sharp abatement occurring to Ih iron the windward 

BAXgixi of the belt. Here a pronounced acceleration takes 

place, extending to the centre of the belt, after which the 

curve tails to a nl^fr*!"1" at 3h leeward of the bolt. The 

wind /
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wind speed within the belt illustrates the open nature of the 
structure. After 5h the curve rises smoothly to 85.3^ at 
ITjfe and little shelter effect is noticeable beyond this dis 
tance.

In the wind studies near belt 2 the following relative 
velocities were observed*

Distance from belt*
lOh 9h 7h 5h Ifc Oh
Relative Velocity, #t
70.0 80.4 85.0 87.5 74.5 82.7 
Leeward t-
Distance from beltt
Ifa 5h 5h Tfc IQh 20h 
Relative Velocity, £t
87.8 47*0 51.9 59.8 78.8 92.4 102.4 

of belti~
Relative Velocity, «?-t 
94*6

These results show a marked distance effect of belt 1 
with a K£ wind, tlie unobstiucted velocity not being restored 
at any point between the two belts. However, the curve of 
velocity reduction behind the second belt suai~sts no cuimla- 
tive influence of the two belts, Againf an acceleration 
occurs within the belt, the structure of which is more open 
as well as narrower than bolt 1, and the minimum on the leeward 
side is found at 5h. The depression of the curve at this 
point is relatively shallow and rises again sharply, the 
shelter effect disappearing entirely between 20 and 2^h. This 
may have been due to some extent to the wind-blown gaps in the 
belt and not exclusively to the structure near the measurement 
line. However, the results portray the generally poor 
efficiency of the belt as a whole.
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(d) ffiqe j^an^whsnff Shelterbelti

The Langwhang Sh&lterbelt (Kational Grid sap reference 
HS 075598), on the property of liaises Castle, lies to the south 
east of the A*70 Minburgh-Lanark road, coEconly called the 
"Old Lanark** or "Langwbang" road, about 1 mi south-west of 
Barperrig Reservoir* The elevation of the belt at its south 
east end is 950 ft above sea level, falling very slightly to 
about 950 ft at the north-west end. The general aspect is 
therefore north-westerly. Further to the nortb-west beyond 
the main road the ground slopes very gently to the Croeswood 
Burn. To the south-east of the belt there is a slight fall to 
one of the burns feeding Haxperrlg Beservoir and then a gradual 
rise to the elopes of the Pentland Hills.

Saie siielterbelt, typical of many semi-derelict bslts in 
this district, consists of an unfenced stand of Scots pine and 
Kortray spruce, very open and severely deformed and checked by 
exposure to th© prevailing Stf wind. The width of the bolt is 
78 ft, potentially increased to 92 ft by the line of a new 
fence enclosing a small paddock of improved pasture on the 
south-west (windward) aid© of the belt. In 1955 the height 
of the belt averaged 26 ft and the stocking approximately 228 
stems per acre with 9Q£ Scots pine and 1Q£ Sorway epruce, 
Average B*H»Q.G« jasasurements were 5j and 5 in. respectively. 
Ho underwood exists, the belt being open to ^rasing and ground 
vegetation comprising rou^i pasture and patches of foncuq 
ffflBW^i8 3® on ^^ leewaxd side oi" the belt, The length of 
the belt is approxiiaately 500 yd.

Wind velocities measured in the vicinity of the belt when 
the free wind ranged between 18 and 21 ft/sec showed the 

following relative values j

Distance from belts IQh 5h 5h Ih Oh 
Relative Velocity, ^i 100 98.1 96.7 92.8 93.8
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FI£» 63. tangwhang Sholt crbelt * shewing the very open 

condition typical of tfany pure conifer shelterbelts on 

exposed rough grasings throttgjicnrt the Southern Uplands 

of Sootlana (Fay 1955).
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Leeward:- 
Distance from belt}
Oh Ih 2h 3h 5h 10h 15h 2Qh 25h 
Relative Velocity, %i
101.6 88.5 80,2 79.6 72,4 69,1 74.0 86.0 97.0 100 
Interior of
Relative Velocity, $t 
95*6

These figures show that, because of the very open structure 

of the belt, only a snail velocity reduction takes place on 

the windward side of the belt, Within the belt th*| wind 

speed increases, due to jetting between the trees, and reaches 

a BaximuBi at the leeward edge. From this point the curve 

falls gently (Fig. 61) to a minima of 69. l£ of the free wind 

speed at loh leeward of the belt and then the velocity is 

restored gradually,

Observations of relative humidity made during the course 

of the wind studies were*

Distance from belt; 10h 5h Ih Oh 
Relative Humidity, ft 85 85 85 85

JDistance from beltj Oh Ih 2h Jh 5h 10-50h 
Eelative teddity, ^j 85 87 88,5 87 87 85 
Interior ol belit 
Relative humidity, %i 85

Although not corresponding entirely with the wind abatement, 

these values indicate an effect dtue to the belt on relative 

ixumidity in the leeward sheltered area. Ho evidence was 

obtained of a corresponding effect on air temperature.

(e) The East Saltoun Shelterbelt:

The £ast Saltoun Shelterbelt (National Grid nap reference 

NT 483681) is one of three similar types planted in the neigh 

bourhood by the Saltoun instate as gaine "rises11 and not primar~ 

ily for shelter. On agricultural land recently acquired by 

the /
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PIG. 64. East "fJLtoim Cheltcrbelt - %ap of .Locality. 

locale: 6 in. =1 rd. (lixtract fron 0.8» fheet XV ir,V.,

(T^xst T .o J 'hian). ^
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67. East Saltoun Shelterbelt - view of interior, showing 

ash gxtn*p and hawthorn hedge in background (June 1955).
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the Hamilton and Kineill States, this shelterbelt lies to the 
east of East Saltoun village, inclined to the B-6355 road to 
Gifiord which passes the southern end of the belt. From the 
road and for 260 yd, the width of one field, the belt takes a 
roughly northern direction, alter which the direction changes 
slightly to HHW for the extent of another field (240 yd), 
following the field boundaries existing at the time of planting, 
!K» belt is therefore 500 yd long and the width is 50 ft 
tliroughout, The elevation is 450 ft above sea level at the 
south end of the belt, with relatively level ground over the 
first field from the road, falling gradually to 400 ft through 
the second field. To the north the neighbouring land slopes 
gently to tb® Tyne Water, 1 mi distant* To the south, beyond 
the road, the ground rises slightly for 2f-3 mi, thereafter 
seizing into the undulating range of the Laon&nsuir Hills. To 
the east and west of the belt the land is fairly level for 
setae distance* The aspect is predominantly northerly*

The southern section of the belt is bounded or. the east 
by an old hawthorn hedge still relatively complete, with two 
or more heavy brandies radiating from each stool, the latter 
approximately 3 ft apart* Since establishment of the belt 
the he<%e has attained an average height of 12-15 ft but upper 
branches rarely overhang th© arable land. Prior to the 
planting the hedge appears to have been topped regularly at 
5 ft and there are now lew branches below this level. The 
western boundary is a pest and wire fence* On the northern 
section marline are reveised, the fence being on the east and 
the hedge on the west. The belt is stocked tliroughout with 
ash groups at 20-25 yd centres in a oatrlx of i3uropean larch 
and Scots pine planted at 4} ft spacing* Within the groups 
the original planting distance appears to have been >J ft; 
with sroupa 25-50 ft in dioioeter there are roughly 40 ash stems 

per /
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per group, tha ash teas fern pxu»§4 naturally but BO 
apj#a#» to tow bean eiundtai out, Without tlas saaxgiaal 
ths belt would aj-;car DO^jutc;ly penetrable to th@ 
There is a light ^xmss vtgetatiaa viti&a the b&it.

plot * 5J-- to, fl» ^ge 4® i-'Xobably 2O*£$ y»ax» ft Si viw of 
the dQvelojeK.'Zit sfe^Q ol ti^ Gtiiiid cc^ilet^ c-iajn-ci, tia* oi

The height of the belt averages 23 ft.
MM0ui«0ttit& of wim velocity m&x tho bait vte& t 

dijractiGfc av^xs@94 1^3 oM ©c^ksleaoally dtevi&t^d Uf to 
th& no^aal to tlto bait a&crn^l iUs follon; iclativo value® $

b Itj 
UOb 'Tli 5li

100,4 79. 97 »1 B4*l 71*2

Velocity t $••% 
44.5 2*).6 29*3 30.1 30*4 98.0 49.0 5S.4 77*0 90.0 S7.0 100

this cass, no i2^r.;^S€-i velocity oc uiis at tlt& 
of the belt eti&'fte cua-v® (F4g« 68) ©boi^ a 

of «iad ^p^ed i'ra.' ?h to wlM%a4 to the 
point at Ih to leewott. Fxws beare tte gmdiemt of

10 iswwtol and th» fiheltex1 effect &pi-xocla.ble 

2m* 
Gbeerv utiojaG oi' i'el&tlv-€ hiaiiadity ^de on a ary,

«Lftenioo& aiiowi^l mm ^as'ii»tioii Iswt 
Oil i'ira lOh ¥indmxd, 6^«^.;r between 

61.9" be-twe«» 7h &J3d lOh and 61*0* b6tna«A lOh eao& 2
ths tiiac of «eoaureia««t f the newly sown a»4 rolled field to 

of the belt u,^ ^ilectio^ a ocs^siaei^blc GEJoxint of

beat /
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heat and somewhat higher temperatures were recorded in this 

port than on the leeward side where the ground vegetation was 

a closely grazed grass sward. Thus the values of relative 

huaidity may be an unreliable indication of the shelterbelt 

influence on this factor. It may be noted here that, at 25 yd 

from the belt, 1 ft above the bare soil, relative humidity was 

7.7? lower than at 5 ft (approximately 1.5m); corresponding 

differences above £rass 25 yd on the leeward side and within 

the belt itself were 1.9' higher and 1,6? hi<^er respectively, 

These figures denote a reverse order in the humidity gradient 

above the ground between the two types of soil cover, pre 

sumably due to the different thenaal properties of the bare 

eoil and the grass sward.

(f) The Braidtfood Shelterbeltt

Si to. ted on & glacial driit ncund, tapering to the north 

east, at the foot of the south-east slopes of the Pentland Hills 

on the faaan of Braidwood in Penicuik parish (National Grid map 

reference HT 194596), the elevation of the Braidwood Shelter- 

belt varies from approximately 975 ft to 1050 ft above sea 

level* The direction of the belt is roughly NW-SE, following 

the general elope and extending for approximately 150 yd. Above 

the belt the ground first falls from the mound then rises 

moderately and afterwards abruptly to Scald Law (1898 ft).

The form of the mound gives the belt a slightly north 

easterly aspect, lJSB30diately east of the belt the ground falls 

away in a shallow trough, which emerges on the A-702 minfaurgh- 

Biggar road on the south. West of the belt a slight rise 

occurs lor less than 100 yd, thereafter falling away very 

Abruptly to Eieht Mile Bum and presenting a fairly steep face 

to the prevailing Stf wind. This area to the west of the belt, 

known as Camp Hill and the site of an ancient iort, occupies 

a conmandlng position with respect to the main highway and to 

the /
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. 69. Braidwood Slielterbelt - 'Tap of Locality. To ale J 

6 in* e 1 mi. (Extract from 0.3* Sheet XIII S7,., Edinbui^hire)
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FX&* 70* Braidwood Shelterbelt - view of situation frcsa the 

South, ©hewing general eonflguseation of th© localityt 

(May 1955),

PIG. 71. Braidvmod Shelterbclt - view of w margin, shoivinc 

gradient on i^iich belt is situated 0fey 1955).
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FIG. 72* Braicfevood £helterbelt ~ view from South-East, 

showing the £ onsation of the glacial drift raoursd on \7hich

the "belt is sit^iated ar*l the Blope of the ground away from 

the E side of the laelt (?fe^ 1955).
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the land further south widen slopes gently to the valleys of 

the River Ksk and the Lead Bum, rising again 5-9 mi distant 

to the Hoorfoot Hills*

She belt is 55 yd (2j- chains) in width, 56 ft in height
on the north-east side and 28 ft on the south-west margin (Fig,

71)« fh* mixture of larch and pine, the ioncer predominating,
lack of

has suffered to seme extent froEL/tameous thinning but parti 

cularly to undermining of the root systeias by rabbits, The 

original planting pattern ia not clear but the margins appear 
to have consisted of alternate rows of larch and pine parallel 
to the axis of the belt at a spacing within and between rows 

of 5y ft* On the north-east side the Scots pine has been 
aljnost entirely suppressed and removed although this species 
becomes dominant on the south-west margin where occasional 
Sitka spruce occur* There is a scattering of spruce and pine 
i& the centre of the beltt the former frequently wind-thrown, 

With several snail gape the stocking is approximately 1100 
steias per acre* B,H,Q.G. t&aaouremnts in 1955 averaging 4^ in, 

for pine, 4| in* for larch and 5j in. for spruce. On account 
Of its width the belt is comparatively impenetrable to the 

wind.
Measurements of wind conditions in the vicinity of the 

belt were carried out with S¥ and $J§ winds averaging 10 and 14 
ft/sec in velocity respectively. In the case of the loiaer, 
the free wind velocity was measured at 9h windward on account 

of the sudden fall of the ground beyond this point and the 
leeward measuixsmeut line was not extended beyond 2Gh leeward 
on account of the topography and the apparent predominanee of 
the latter over the influence of the belt on wind speeds beyond 

this point. Relative velocities recorded along the measure 

ment line werej
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Distance from belt*
9a 8h 6h 4fc 3a lh
Belative Velocity, %t
100 105,4 108,1 89*6 83,6 63,0 28,4
Leewards-
Distance from belt«
Oh 2h 5h 4h 5h 7h IQh 15
Relative Velocity, j£$
16,9 29,5 61.1 61.6 75.1 60*6 48,5 51.9 86,0

fhese values show an increase in velocity after the 

windward control point, due to turbulence in the flow caused

tte «haxip fall of thft ground further windward. A steady

in wind speed takes place after 6h from the belt but, 

owing to the slight incline down to the belt zaargin, this 

abateiaent of the wiad say not b© attributable entirely to the 

presence of the belt* Alter the minimum point of the curve 

(Fig* 68) at the leeward asargin there is a rapid resunption of 

the unobstructed wind velocity until 5h leeward of the bcltf 

after which a second depression of the curve occurs and extends 

as far as 2Qh leeward. This phenomenon may be ascribed to 

the trough in the topography previously described and it is 

Impossible to determine to what extent the shelter ©fleet 10 

attributable to the presence of the shelterbelt. However, 

the steep gradient of tfe® curve immediately behind the shelter- 

belt eug£,ests that, in such a situation, the belt is not 

efficient because the wind is inclined to roll over the top of 

the belt due to the fall of the ground parallel with th» 

direction of flow.
The oeasureraents recorded when the wind was HE in direction 

werej

Distance from belt) IGh 5h 3h Ih Ofa
Relative Velocity, %\ 100 113,5 117.4 80.3 60.5

(85.2) (96.7) (100) (68.4) (51.6)

Distance from belt: Oh 2h 5h lOh
Belative Velocity, ;fi 12.9 25,0 53.5 98,9

(11.0) (19.6) (45.6) (84.0)

The /
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The values shown in brackets are comparative percentages 
considering the value of the wind speed observed at Jh wind 
ward of the belt as 100 , since this mult be the true value of 
the wind which the bolt encounters. Kiia increase of velocity 
towards the belt from lOh to 3fa windward illustrates the effect 
of the slope up to the belt froa the hollow mentioned, However, 
in spite of the gradient t the curve (Pig* 68} shows that the 
free wind speed is attained very rapidly on the leeward side 
and at ICfti the shelter effect of tbe belt has virtually di«* 
appeared although at this point the ground has already started 
to fall suddenly. This fact suggests that the general topo- 
grapliy east of the belt causes a higher wind velocity from a 
higher air layar to strto the rising ground iaaaediately to 
leeward (west) of the belt, in which case the situation rendem 
the belt relatively ineffectual to HE winds.

Observations of relative humidity made in the course of 
the latter wind studies show a similar trend:

Distance from belt: lOh 5h 3h 2h Ih Oh 
Relative toddity, £t 76.0 76.0 71.5 69.0 72.0 72,5

Distance from belts Oh Ih 2h }h 5h lOh 
Relative Itoidity, %\ 80,5 77.0 73.0 743 69.5 69.0

(g) g» Gosford

The Gosford Estate, owned by the Earl of Wezayss, lies on 
the southern shore of the Firth of Forth where the coast line, 
east of Port Seton, takes a sharp sweep to the north to fora 
Goeford Bay. The wooded boundaries of the property, adjoining 
the bay to the west and north-west of the estate, are con 
sequently severely exposed to the prevailing winds free the 
Firth* The coastal shelterbelt is formed by a narrow strip 
of woodland connecting larger policies to the north and south

of/
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FIG-* 76* Cosfozd Shelter-belt - view of interior from just 

inside the leewoivl umx^gin, ?Aiich appears rather close in

owing to the low, heav p̂ of the old

which form an irregular Sorrier to the lee side of the belt 

1955).
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to a maximum height of about 40 ft at 150 ft distance from the 

wall. She width of the belt varies slightly, the leeward 

oargin befc^ irregular, but the average effective width is 

150 ft.

The composition of the belt varies, Towards the north 

of the strip leaf -tree species predominate, with approximately 

725 troes per acre In the upper canopy, ccsnprising 38f' sycaDsore, 

2^ elder, 18$ el*a, 8$ Scots pin®, 6$ ash and 8;* lime, willow 

and beech. In addition there is a scattered underwood of 

small elder and elm, amounting to about 1000 stems per acre, 

usually in clumps from a common stool, with occasional snow- 

berry and sea buckthorn* Further south, the proportion of 

Scots and Austrian pines increases to about 40", in association 

with leal -trees. Except on the leeward margin all trees are 

stunted and dwarfed, with small crowa and poor stem develop 

ment, Bat for the outer wall and the continuous, sloping, 

crown surface, the belt would be classified as very open. 

Except where small fpps are found in the canopy, no ground 

vegetation is present*

Wind measurements were conducted to leeward of the belt

when the prevailing wind was approxiiaately W^t with occasional 

deviations of up to 60 from the rionaal to the belt* A con 

trol station was erected 50 yd windward of the stone wall on 

rough gras© above the beach* Ho other measurements were 

possible on the windward side on account of disturbance pro 

duced by the continual stream of traffic along the main road. 

Along the measui«ment line selected , the wall height was ? ft 

abovo the road although only 5j ft above the ground level under 

the trees; the maxima height at the leeward edge in this 

section was 35 ft. Oft» measurement line selected previously 

and on which the wind-tunnel studies described curlier were 

baaed /
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baaed provided a wall height 9 ft above the road level and 11 ft 

abort the shelterbelt floor; the maxima height of the trees 

Ott thft laeward margin at this point was 40 ft. These £$&a» 

Ahov the effect of an increase in the vail height on development 

of thft belt* The latter seasurement line was cot available 

during the early spring of 1955 curing to cultivation af the 

sheltered ground. However, the degree of slope in the eanojy 

IB sicilar in both cases*
*Ra following relative velocities were observed along a 

lij» normal to the general direction of the belt, distance* 

being expressed in naatiplee of 35 ft$

Distance from belts 
a»lativ» Velocity, fa 100

Distance fro® beltt
6h 8h 1(^1 12h 16h 22h

Relative Velocity, ^t
5B3 7^*2 85,4 88*5 91.8 94,0 98*00 

at beltt»>
Belatiw Vel0oityt

At the tine of measurement none of the leaf-trees had 

flushed, ttais accounting for the comparatively high velocity 

within the belt* From this observation point, which was 

situated 10 yd fros the icside of tba wall, the wind speed 

8h0va a rapid increase f particularly between 2h and 8h to 

leeward of the *-^rip (F|^« 77). After 8h the curve flatten* 

out considerably and the gradient of velocity resuRption

stiallow* However, beyond 12h the shelter efiect 1*T ~

, disappearing alaiost entirely at 22h.
Thaee requite of field observations siiow & similar trend 

to the curve* (Fi«» 44) In respect «f wind^tunml studies of a 
nodal of ^^ «*»XtM*tltt allowing for the extended diatanee 
protection recortod in wiaoVtonaftl experSa^ats i» 

with /
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FIG. 77

GOSFORD SHELTERBELT

WIND VELOCITY RELATIONSHIP* 

IN THE VICINITY OF THE BELT

31 14 J6^ 2*
SHELTEMtELT HEIGHTS
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with field studies, this being due to the different stage of 

boundary layer development (Blenk 1955). There is also a 

simile rity between the Gosford results and the measurements 

recorded by SSgeli (I953b) on the leeward side ol a plantation 

2i;5 heights wide; in the latter investigations 5Q£ of the 

free wind speed was observed at lh, 56;' at 2h, 6l£ at 5h, 

at 5h, IT- at 6h, 82? at 12h, 89^ at l?h, W* at 25h and 

at 30h. The Gosiord studies show a less favourable shelter 

effect than behind the wide plantation, at least after 2h from 

the belt. It is apparent iron these investigations that the 

close, sloping canopy of the Cos lord coastal belt does not 

an extended wme of shelter in its lee, but rather

the reverse, the gradient of resumed velocity being very steep*

studies of wind velocity conducted in the vicinity 

of these shelterbelts i^eveal characteristic effects on the 

¥ial regto® produced by tt» different belt structures. The 

practical value of this evidence is discussed in the following 

chapter,
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OF RESULTS IN RaiATICH' TO THSIE PRACTICAL 
APPLICATION.

The effectiveness of a shelterbelt is governed by ita 

situation, dimensions, cross-wind shape and structural com 

position. Adequate consideration of these features is 

necessary when formulating a scheme of shelter planting. The 

design of a proposed belt provides for a definite situation 

and a specified length and width. As far as possible the 

design should allow also for an approximate final height of 

the shelterbelt and cross-sectional profile. Structural 

composition will require tc be based on the width, height and 

cross-sectional shape needed and appropriate provision made in 

the selection of species, planting pattern and establishment 

for the gradual developiaent of the optimum structure. There 

after the belt stincture will require to be regulated from 

tin® to time in order to maintain its sheltering efiiciency 

and, equally important, its continuity as a stand. Thus, 

sbelterbelt technique may be divided into three stages: the 

initial design, development ol the appropriate structure and 

its maintenance.

The experimental work described in the foregoing chapters, 

in conjunction with the published evidence of earlier research, 

may be discussed under the headings of design, structure and 

maintenance of belts,

The design of
In planning a shelter plantation the first consideration, 

after selection of the site, must be the dimensions. The 

ultimate height of the belt must be borne in mind at the outset 

since the area to be sheltered, the distance between parallel 

belts of a system and the optimum length of the belt are de 

pendent on this dimension.
It would appear that where parallel shelterbelts are

planted /
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planted sufficiently n«*ar together it is possible to ensure 

that at no point between the two belts is the free-wind velocity 

obtained, although no cumulative effect aay be visible b&hind 

the second belt* The field studies of wind conditions in the 

vicinity of two parallel shoiterbelta (p»188) separated by a 

distance of 350 yd and 55 ft and 40 It in height respectively 

rwealod that, when the wind approached fro* the direction of 

the 35 ft belt, the open-gjcucd wind velocity was reemaad at 

22h irtxa this belt, i.e. 7h windward of the second belt. How 

ever, whan the wind direction was reversed, the 39 f t belt 

became 26h leewasd of the 40 ft bslt and tha freevwiisd speed 

was not regained between the two belts* From these result* it 

would see® that, it two parallel belts are separated by a dis~ 

tmes equal to 26 ttoea the height of the more windward belt, 

thft entire- intervening area will be sheltered to scne extant 

and the unobatiuctod wind velocity will not occur between the 

belts »
(p.169) sueeest that a

cuwilatlve shelter effect Day be found in nature behind a systea 

of two parallel acr^cns but the close oiaci^ of the two 

barxi^ra ntfcassary and the snail dts^ree of cuigalative ahalter 

obtained ore likely to vendor such an arrangement impracticable* 

Ili the laboratory a'tudies a cutaulativo shelter effect was dis~ 

c«n»d up to about I6h downwind of the second screen, vl^ich 

was sepax»ted f roffi the first screen by a distance of 15h. How 

ever, it would be inaccurate to transfer these quantitative 

value* to lie Id research*
i&rliar research has established that the niniaMB length 

of a shsltsrbelt should be approximately 12 tines the belt 
height (and 24 tines the height to utilise the lull possibilitta 

of distance protection o^inet winds varying IB direction uj to

45° /
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on either side of the nonaal to the belt.) 
In arable district® it is customary for ahelterbelts to 

follow existing field boundaries and tho width of such belts 
is dictated emoxaUy by t&a agrioiltuifcl value of the laal, 
In the i&t®itt*t«t of agricultural productivity the Uniting 
width ahettld be that o» which it is possible to tatablish and 
oaistain a Qhelterb-'lt of suitable penetrability and structure. 
This Bw*t mry accoidir^ to site factois m& ^xxticularly the 
dft&Xttft of «*a*o©ur* «waiftte*id, On better-clasa arable land, 
«uch m at East aaltain, at an elevation of 430 ft above 
Itfvel, a width of $0 ft would appear to be adequate 
that soitabl® oargiij® ar® naiBtalaMi* 0» hi^r e^xsuad, 900 
ft abov© s®a lewlj wi^t a ®o3m s^vexie d0^re© of esposaaie, o& 
at Shotfc^ad Fasmf Bale mo, & bolt width of 64 ft suffices within

|«t«m Of oheltoxbslts, althcM^h gxeater widths 
b9 c^cc-asajy for isolated belts in ouch an aroa, 

rooitr severe, dwarfing: and defoliation of ti» 
the ec:j loyr&mt of wi<i«r belts »

araas, the o-ptiKum width of shelter be 1 to my be
ccaat-liei-tod % th@ coonomica of aatablishnsnt ana the natural 
cJ»0ir8 to combine tho nt>vinio» of shelter with eoeae foxm of 
productive iorestry* Incaxmeevi belt width inplies a decre^iiied 

of penetsability to tbe wir^I ajad a consequently reduced 
of shelter to Icewoiti of th0 belt, l^e wind-tunnel

d.l^} iraicatc that the vidth/iioitiat ratio in 
©helterbolt® has a »i@ol£ leant of Ice t in detaminiug the extent 
and natuixa of the sheltered aroa IB their vicinity, 
thi« *f f oct may not bo ap^rent until the d^rae of 
bility falls below a critical value, eutinated to be 
value of tine vldth/h0i£?it ratio, above which the width of thi 
belt beconca tho limiting factor in detejEAniB^ the shelter 
of i act, fluot d*pend on the atructus«t l,o. the penetrability, 
of tJ» ohelt«rbelt. lurther ajnvootitatiom are nucoasary to 

discover /
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tb» critical widths £ car belts ©1 varying coapositloa 
aad structure. Above thsM critical widtiie, the belts lead 
the wind parallel to their upper surfaces with a resultant 
xapid downward tnUMfer oi ooaigy af ter the wlrti leaves the

ma&to*i ttettety restricting the extent of the 
sora a»l pswotine the s-eanptUn oi' ti» unototaietea 

valoelty ewpucatlvsly close to tJas belts*
It is obviats that the optliaum wiath is d&p^Dteit on the 

stag© of ^voloi^Miiit (mi height ol' th^ bait. In tte cas« of 
wide efctflterbolta tbe illative ai4.iciency gust iacr^ase with 
byi^-.t ii^ovtii, i«0» as the vivttii/nei, hi lutio ^creases 
at tba &se^ tijae the Oi^Tae of pctiejtiabtllty will be 
\jKiually by thiimii<; oporaticiia. It my be ^poct@d 
that wide belts **ill tidbit a low «ft 'icioncy index in

yeara and o»e cuch or^ilcr titin narrow Ixdts 01 oitdlar 
i^'jrt. It say bo &&&U33»d t&at j^ure cofiifcrcflos belts 

Oi BOI^ tten 2|- wl-iaiiis IB width, plantsd at the conventional 
, will be eKc^seivcly 4^@e in ti^ii youtii and

below t&o c-iitical d€^^ «^ peKetrabiiity. Tida is evitimit 
f 3EW& the c-«-'«2nal dar^ity e^iibitc^d IDQT the Cur^ iairaa bclta at 
2V30 y<^i»t al^iai^h sube<K:iueiit thiimif^ia aoy S^pKnm their

of uhulterbetltt; or thc-ir

supported by the iiela studios oi the Oosior4 coastal is&»lter~
(p*196) t suggest tliat belts with sloping eiown surfaces 

bo avoided whfcr« practicable siisee they afford a res 
tricted leeward $&m of sbslt^r n?>^r the tiround. Gradients 
AH wiudi^Lrd laax^'tes <MPB particularly uo&kisirabl^* This would
^(^•^4 WW-'WW'^^^W^^^ ̂ ^ ***^^^^T|i)r • w ^^r

appear to bo co»l'iiiaad ty the f&ct tiaat in exposed re^iono ti» 
natural *fiect of the wind is to minimise any reslatttrx^ to its 

flow pattern* Ti'ios, on axpo»«d s^ibocirds, ss at Goslord,
severe wlM»pru»iD6 occurs until a sore ox less oaroioil surface



20$,

IB produced and reaista»c$ reduced as iai as possible.

exposed situations it is evident that tba ionaaUcn ol a

slope cannot be avoided *mtiiv*Iy but it car, be 

8tricta4 by the uae oi artificial acrsaws to promote

MO* of the belt am by the <jamful seleetioa oi the most 

resistant tree and ahiub speciee lex trie wir*iward isasgin. It 

aay be noted iiere that in the Goeiord belt the variation in th» 

height of tbe windward nail lias loot dftteroined tba de^rae of 

alopo in tho croim suiiace but aexiely ti» *&&®tiv« height el 

the canopy above ground level at both windwaixl and le-word

In effect a &*adicmt OB tlae wirviwaixi tcar^in oi a ofaelter- 

bclt is aiiiiliar to au iz^iease in overall width am x^stiicta 

tia* sa-tent of tiw cteltax^d soae to a 4®gxe« 4«p@nd@nt upon 

tlie acuten«taa oi tlm ag&l® oi slope, Ti» ijiclir*ation oi tfc* 

«dge causes dellcction oi tho major i^rt oi' ti» air 

ov^j the top oi tiic belt, this reducing the eiiective 

degree oi p^mtiabilitj to tiie wind. UK &o3re G^allow tha 

gra^iient, th& moxo i>2oriounce<i is the upward del lection oi thft 

air sti^am.
tiiio i^ajHNti elfelt^rbelta with vertical Ki&duazd 

ora^XB axt» genQJully laore eiiiciunt in reducii%- 

volocity than aesi^ris witli vaiiais cocabi»ations of 

and leemra slopes* incept in very exposed diatricta they 

will be isore easily established w& mw&t& timn belt

the crown
are at vaxiana© with current Araorican rocoiaEaejadationst Bataa 

(1954) mie.^sted the atreaialining of b^lta so that is cxoaa- 

•action th&y ai ?p«ar as a gabled rool with a wide sweep at tba 

, to ba achievod by planting oe&tral rowa oi tfeft aain

flonkod on either side by aoallar traea and ehiuba* 

* Mault oi wind-tunnel etuuiea oi oev^ral doaigna ol wind*
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Woodruff ood Ziogg (1953) supported the cocventlocal 

10-iov pattern for American coaditiowi vith naxfeu*

attaiaad i» the 7th row (F%. Ut 0)* Jfew*** ia their ia-

of the 4eal4pe studied hag b&e&
with a 10-row isodel havi»£ vertical wiixiward aai Xe*«a*d

4$pl?i»® this evideme to practice, it vculd appear that 

evciy effort sbmld be isade to obtain the naxiasiE bolt height 

m XKNUT as |,oGLil;le to the saxEi&i t&ae i,iving an abrut t rloe 

flora erouaa lewl to the croim cono^y mad allowi2)g the belt to 

aet aa a B»4erately pmn&tmble b&xxier iutl«?r ti^ari an obotiuetloc 

to be by-posaed l>y th@ wicd. This can beet be obt&ii^d by 

judicicuo use of Ehiubs tmd alrsor titsc oj.^cias oc upying tl« 

spao« belov the ci-owui oi tbe sain troc spocies and
oi' th@ lattci^ into a^joi^iiig iialos. '.The windward 

ol ti*Q East Saltcsua oheltcrbslt (r%. 6^) illustrate*

tba j^aaibiiitlGa iii tiiis aircction.
I^ciiuic<s tlia upjcr csuio^y auriuce in a shsltorbelt» 

cjvla<2»ow at t^s p^srtnt tiste aa to wbsti»r a eaootii 

ii» cieairable or au irregular caaoyy aora

suitable* It la vo^:dblo that an iiTegular crown ouiiacc,

a series 'Of' scmil ©daiea above the belt imtoad ol 

to l^u^rd 35 found with the imiioitc design, 

oiiicioatly ti'i© grouni aown-^wiiva oi U» belt* 

of
tlMit ao gwega* f Utf coalitions aits pitxiuced at ar,y ele 

vation with group® e%tend|Dg over a width 01 five ticwa the

It wtmlii saeK that abolterbslte of group

BJ^jte 4@tiiil.e4 investi^ci1»ioii« I"TO® a practi*- 

cal poi&t oi viev, eoosx^ic eomi^umtlom gemraXly reKjuiw
^^^^^^ J^ •*• V

that oheltar be provioe<l as quickly as poseibie alter planting* 

order to achieve this it nay be mceaeaxy to use

apaciaa afiordiists xujid height exoirth to giva tiw £$&&*& height 

to /



to tiie belt t allowing the paaaaamnt s^eclas to develop 

alo*3y asd pzwiOa prstesctiofc at lower levels. «betber the 

epeeittft s&aild be plamtod in grouts® or sc&ttevtd

tferaighatt to b*rlt mat depend oa ths secies casl 

locality tm\&m t»t such a pattens pratees a sound baala tor 

tbe i^iture Eaajaoeeaejit ol th© atamctuj^, said, ^»xefoz«( ia©rit«
tlj® early lif« «f such a shelterbslt an

canopy ^131 ba i»«vitabl«; it yoquii«s to be

nhttter thi^ is advmst^a««» or ot^-rwi®e 
tcctlve asi^ect,

Littlu iiiioxi^atiGii is ^..valleblc ri^rdjjr, tiie

f of shcltertelt bcurv^ilcs, Ite.].:artur&5J from th» cos ton- 

aiy stmi^t EaXi..irie arc likely to be coBsiaei^d only uiiere 

shelter is requii^d fm sto^; ern DI^J. bill f;m&iag

i'z-cin ^lo tea^ to iorf^fe Bti^^Ets that

eboulcl bo avoix^Gd en &^rgi8@ sirx-; th^y arc particularly vul- 

mxable «t tii© 4|^K of auch "wc^^^" ®ad conscqusntly 

dii'i icult to iaarsa^<5* Stx^%ht &$&%$&* ar^yjar to be
to 'Hiadt liajuixy aM it m$ b® «a®ma&©d tlsat this 

to shelt^rbelts. amli skater 
«ot x^uixvd untiftlly to px«(iride s^ltex

within ti*iix isasscdiato vicinity, timir main function boii^ to

stock $^3tet occasional »ev«3-« w^ttlter. T^oir 

att«r ti^i-wloara *ox iariodic n^c^ssity rather than ecu- 

be ^dapt®4 ac,-oi"aii\'.;ly to c^p-ly with local 

««milit.i«aa»* 2& tbto
of sii>alt^r $34&tii)0 m g&ms^L ccnclusicsns cer, be

as ioi belt siia^-es*
initial <&6i*i$a of a sli»ltttite)Lt el«3ttid fom tla® ba»i» 

for the establia&wmt and d^veloyjsisnt ol' tte id^al belt Gtiuc- 

far ^ imrticular »et «f elliptic a*Kt «4ajMc co»4itioi»«

Ideal belt statures, their

, dovelopiMmt and nalntt^aix^, can be obtaimd

/
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p**loi*gad and Oatailod st»4y of eudstiag ehsdterbelts of vaxyiag 
width, emx*i 4^i®a ar4

extant ana mtoe oi tbB sfcaltemi ax«a in t&s vicinity 
Of a abaltftxtwit ie laaiiay a toetioti oi the feaic&t of the bslt 

and its iteettMi el pmts&bJJLitgr to tte *d**i and, too*, its

oii £^n the ^roa»a t« cirowa levet. Although 
and details ©t^ay is c&cessuucy for tim 

of 'Uie i4®M
t eertaim 

tlMi laoflMmt field
Bolntivet wiM v^lociti^© x«aMnted to ti» nsigliboittliood of 

belt® Qt ail xe- lent atmctui>j ar® coK^>,,i\.4 io F%, 78

In tte

0* tb» affect of belt stzuctuam e» tise
ilcw v.att-arc. 
to

each oi tte

-oC the

povtx&yQd by tba Coaf oitl belt p-awaute it» 
aspect f tJuQ eai& f«ate» of this

tho local vind 2- .^^iiiXJ ia 
oC ttia 'rativpectlfa eooothad otrve®

iii tb®

the
for

f tteiar ofi'icianKisy,
effect

the
ac ,eleratioji of tb»

saot
tha S&othe&d belts

«f
those 3re®ult» it

ttoe Bbeltestwasit to tbe tha to tha
/
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FIG. 78

WIND CONDITIONS IN THE VICINITY OF SIX SHELTERBELTS OF DIFFERENT STRUCTURE

IO II 14 II

DOTANCII IN MUUIH.H OF tHtLTCRttuT HCIOHT

tNILTIRMLT tMOTMAD NO I IV 

lAN«m*H« MLT 

• AIT ULTOWM MLV

IH IWITtlftLANB AFTIM MAOIL

V**w irinnn

is

itsolf or on the lo&m&i imi'giHi« &*c& incpsas-sd velocities, 
howevert iaay be local in wcuxreoe* a«»i taay »ot det^nsine the 
gdxwml course ol tbd shelter oivect, except ixi the very 
iiaraediato vicinity of tb® b@lt cta-i.,ics, providea the telt is not 
too oren tlaroiii^out its ti^iv.M. This ia evident in the cosa 
oi the Siiothoad Bo. 1 bolt, \&icht altUcu^ x^^i&torlx^ a &<c»~ 

lower 4ogs«e oi overall pon&timbility to the vi&i than the
belt 0 parewjunuUy OB account ol ita br«ater viuth and

/
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of ths belt Is the &ini£*ga velocity obtained mi 

penetrability ijjox^oiisefi t&3 edidnuei tends to move farter 

tha belt, $he two axtrosae a&aispto oi" thia as* the cU4»a

So* 1 belt, v'tmx® tba- atolaum point oi the curve is 

at tha ie&WKi ©ar&i»f &ad tb& TMopy opsaa La^%?ha«g balt f 

the aiiiJususi is jW5i atUiada until lOh JU^e^oa of ti» belt* 

It is ©vid^it that the dggrae «r per^tsxibility 01' Ua^ six belts

the
Be* 1

belt
Bo* 1 belt 

4* l^^riiox'a belt 
5 # Sbothead Bo* 2 belt 
6, Lar^whcxg b@lt

ai Ite ol its ^emity tbe :-uiiiciraa belt oxhibits a 

fav< urable distance ppotoctioc althcu^h

lee scuat r^tuce tiio ^cmeral ciiicioi^y oi* the stiuctuze 

acco^iirv-ly, it eliould be classified 00 sightly too- 

order ef 4amity Gu^.,;vDt^ that the Utiet Saltoun* 

Tlo. 1 at^ BsmglM^xn U Its approach rsost nearly to tiie

i^-riet ability, wliicii has been shown in oailier research 

bar taoet affactiv® t& pxovfcUng sbalter. r«/ben tb» 

bility cxc^e^io ti>e oi/tinun d^.jree, as in the case of ti» 

Ro* 2 a»d Irjagi^JQa^ belta, not only ie the wlad apeed 

l«sc ajx* tiiis nAnteMft wir^l s^-ced, iurti'ier i ixsi the belt but alae 

an acceleration oi t!ie vixid is icura within the al^l^rbelt 

itaolf or o» ti» leewaanl naxgSn* &*ch iiwiroaeed velocities, 

however, i^y be local ia ocaX3rr«aac« a«d e&y »ot ctetexttiBe th« 

general eouioe oi^ the shelter eiicct, except iii tha veiy 

lWB®diate vicinity o* the b^lt »w^i»»f pawrfcied the belt is not 

too open tocufahcut ite h^J^ht. This is evident in the case 

oi the Shothead Uo» I belt, which, altiwjuch PB^tcri^ a BOB*- 

nbat IOIWT da^r«e oi overall :^»ctjability to the viui thun the

bolt, parawjunably «a accouat oi its ^roater wiath and 

/
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obesity oi QtoiBB p^r acre i nevertheless c&u&os {.ronounoed

;i of tbe wind aithin tl« belt, t&us zvducing it* 

^«e*al effltttaKgr* let t«s cuanm ol ralative wind velocity

ti4» avio^sce, it is cl^ar tiiat ths

?£)* j^^om ix>lt» with its l^s p^xaeabi® vind-

but
in the ^nU*e of tli& bait, aiiows no 

wi**i wdLocltgr* fiae a*otlse^ Ho* i belt, *rith only scattsrod

u£ji,^e on the exposed mri,i» end no un^iitfood to CO&K 

ioi ttiis a^iicieiicy, couces ths wik>a to owe^p through

belt ntar fcitwiia lt;vca. Bow^wr, the lc-v^ai\i velocity

&lao tbit the ef icct of on opftn 

^uickiy gli^inatfti by, ox- at

to, ^m die Ite ring iiiilu^wse oi the

of t^& b&lt h&^t* In the Jl'iothe^ HO* 1 

siua bi'Giicbsa on tho oo^e Uv,c3 i'oura a latticed 

f««t *xiofii tine gnuDd (J%» 59 )«
, th® au3er.ce oi a close-

can Imve a proricwiced aCx&ct on the leevtixd sheltered &x<3* if 

not ^ouzi"t^j»baiaii-v<34 by lew bjuiicuink in the tiv^s or by 

^lowta witiiin ti^ b^lt, T^ie is ^v@ia«d by caa^aiiJWQa oi 

wind iitxatei^fct iii thfc c^xse o. tbe Dru^iioni and Siiothoad Ho* 

With oinUax widtlw and stocking Oaansities, the
between ti^ae two belts IB the h^«row iuong tlw 

oivi^r oi' tiw .wmar (a. l:ic^« ^ viiu 6Q}« 
a procticAl point oi view, a eua^n acc«li»mtion o£ 

the wind cloeo to aiki within the ah®lt^rbt»lt will have A detri- 

«ff06t on ti*e stand Biicroclk^t«» ito soil and vecotatio 

conaequent cct^licatiotss In &anagaim*nt and oilvicultuiul 

Apart iron possible decreaa* in «h«ltcrins

cioncy, «n open windward mart-la is undosirabU in ebolt«rbclto. 

Coneidering /
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belts, 3sst Soltoua, $re^)oxn and 
Shothoad »0, 1, all exhibit a fairly fcl$i 4fc£*«a oi eiiectiv*~
neon* However, ti*e wiad abatesseut achieved by tlie te^hcm 

bait iss mt <MJ higfc as sii^M b» 4eaixaUe siace t&* velocity 
»**«** falls bale* 40? of its unobstructed value, 
tba efiect of the lfc«wod wall* Hbexef on t it stay be
that this belt I* sceaewbat 230x9 pcnetiablo than ti»
Had the belt b©en of ideal density it in doubtful ¥l»th»r the 
pP8»«flc« ol tbe atcaoe dyke on the Ieey4,zd e^e would haw pro 
duced a noticeable <mcct cm the wind speed*

7he Baat Saltotm belt, i'rm ti^ ^cr^rol trend oi tho
curve, with its isi&im at Hi free tha bait, would 

to act in the mamiex- of a ratber 8&m® belt. How^vci , 
of lo^mmi shelter aii-oX'ikid is Gouewbat M^ber tiian 

the isefm, not tho ido^l, wiM rouutttion 46t&xmimd i'rois tbe 
otudy of a soiieo of twd&mt&ly penetrable si^elt^rbelts in 
3»its^rlanti (H%»li 1946)* *?m mat Saltouxx belt is at present 
in ar- early st@^e of dovelopDorit, no t£mehUDg or piur.iEg having 
been coiitiucted, aiad branches extend lor 4oim the etr^es. Coipled 
with tfe» close, e»4 velatiwly higii, ov»atEiroim h©%« on 
easV^rn. m,axin (th& wIMmxtl mar tin during the 
the bra«cljtt» fona 4 »cr«»» oaE lew pwatrability* A* ti» belt 
beigiit iBC3r®w®« it is anticipated that artificial pxusis© will 
bd i^coaaftiy atid tb@ belt will then be<%ee eorc p^jr^blo in 
the tiunk 0^0® « lii thi^ evv-nt tiu3 mirtetia >olnt of tbo curvs 

tarn to move C&rtlier iros tbe lct>^urd «%@ 9 altnou^h its 
value nay be inoi^zis^d ©iigfetly. It 1«

that wind obatanent at that stag® will eorx«3po»a closely 

with Nagali'a ia»a» curve*
In tfca aooothexl curve valuaa oi' wi»d reduction, the Shotta*® 

, 1 bait app*ax» to afford tha moat eTiicicmt det^« of ai»lte

/



except lor the tsar^ased wind speeds on tise ©*%es a&d within 

the belt* the distance* protection exhibited fcgr thia belt IB 

high, Comparing ths couxse of this curve ¥ith tb& &veasi&e

for the Svies m?xkjut& p®»$toMlity class {Pig. 7), the ^ 

hood Bo* 1 belt is potentially of idsal structure as 

sheltering afi'oet* It corssspo&de vary closely ia s 

effect »it^i the %imtte stelt&xfcelt arsi Ui» aisatboi: old 

apiuc® belt (li^j;, 19) as deserted lay H%eli (1^46) » ^a
iii the wi^l^a^d marsiB» desiijaed to obviate accei- 

of the tried within the belt, tfould incur a

It is liksly t^at tlie belt would still be 
tbe idft&l than the mean lor this pe-netrabiiity ^ixaii,. 

It is ai-i^reat that, ol the bolts atudi6dt tl*e ^*w
bo ad^uo^d to &e ^.i-cserAly and potentially the dost

filislter. The re^ilt^ ox tiic f i 
claarly tbat certain bolts Day iu'

of suitor un^i yet ba in a tj-arsitior^l 
regards development ard g&mml silvioiituriil c&ttdition, Thia 

ie evident «ss»ecially in tl» cose of tbs cuniaiim bait 
the i^radicKt of wind velocity resumption i0 mox-e ^^oauei 
micht have bsea expected irois tbet g^tieral dimity oi the belt 

(cf , Fig, 7) t altlioi^i a turbulent aos» ocou:» up to *>
con touco.

wtird «%» «3F possibly ^ithi» tb^ bslt itaalis » Fxoa 
etate of the «l*altoibelt it is u&lifcely

•f f ici^ooy can b* iaatetaimd i»dufiait@iy vi^aout oftiisrul fcr&at*

•nut aiBw4 at pimesnrSus tfca stand. SI»iloTlyf tbe
a

ba c-oueldet^d, bsi»g At th» j>ftttk of tbsir 

efficiency with px^wwt stocki»g» It iollews that an i»j!ort<int 

fftfctuio of e*y belt atructure should be its elasticity, i.e. ita 

ability /



ability to ba re^ulat^d periodically to px<es©rv» it® 

and oilvieulteal coadittasu 2fce field atutiiss also indicate 

imj>ortaoe ol t3a© vintaard tmx^in in any belt stiuetuifc.

The field iBVwitS^ationa provide a paseasal $uide to t&* 

velfict&on of ited belt s&txuetoasj appropriate for 

particular site, ffect teghora* Sbotfcsad Uo* l.East S^ltoun

my be foundi. AltJtou^i «^l®rat«*? f tiae
tlom ffa&reat a i)0®i3iblo method for the 

ol optiim® stxuc-Uii^s, i«$, on tto baijis 01 tbair

on wtol velocity abatement In coe^unctioQ with

tieaa ol thsir p*«wmt and $ototttial silvicultuml cc^i

attention on a trSd* inturiety oi' bait tsrpes within ttoe

irai^» wil^i tl*e ofcj&ct of obt&.iRiJ5

OB the @0%bl|Btemt and E)ainto^nce oi

>
co«*t of atftt&bllahtae s^lterbelt@ f it ia 
that thoy should ai'foiti the a

of
in. th» past my b® attributed to their tefiectivenoes in

protection iroa «ir4 and weathar.
to tftift&i$abla s©l«Ecticaa of t$&& &nd 0hxub sixscies in 

tfcus rtJBt ijfflstsno© ^*t x^or^t i^rtlcularly to contiiaied

throagl^aat Bxlt^On iis regrettably Mgfe and l&r in 

of tl'M* nts^ber wliich fia&y be cc38?s8id<&r0d efi^^tiv© at the j 

time. In addition, mssy alwlt^rTwlta which new contrilute 

imeo&ably odequete ab»lter to thsir ad^ac^nt aa«a« ahon 

«f Aii^roachine d«cli*» *&&<&. ahould be cljecked by silvicultural 

i»UrvonUcm. Contiwiity of afcdter iB mc^sary f roa both 

economic and practical vio«i-ointe and nethods of tr^atiwnt and
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Eust be davis«4 acu-oixlii^;ly» la oislssx' to 
tbft efficiency of $r&&e&tly d&^raoed 1^-lts <&nd to $&int&i& 

high &t&nda$4 in ser\rl«^abl& belts a siiai lo EwtiK:U oi
the protective lutictictfi 01 a cit^lUrb^lt i# x^ui*«4. Cn
b&ais of such an aa3®*8B*mt oM a ferial' essaaiifetioa of site

ailvicidtuml tiw&*3et&&t ccsilu be at?ciae4 yith *i vi^w to

bait's
o* a

of wind velocity or>a tin ^JBOcju.t^l inilue^cQ which a belt
•aerte OB mcroclis^tio ifcctoiB IB its vicirdty ratuit b@ con-
sidc-rwl SQC^v-kiXy. It vould awefei i\::asonablc, tlioj^iors, to
adopt wiM velocity t^Uxtction as tiiCt ciit^vncn 01
of a shalterlxjlt. Ti'so lie; Id
haws 3i3c«m the cha^ct^ii&tic <ui*ct oi

result it im b^cji ^oeiibie to 
diccuas tin e^- ici;;rj^y oi' the various etructui«e in tancss of

to ^oms^ax^ totii. ^i^^vtivaioa^ with that 
b^lts In Switaeriaaa* Uiatil

of 0*vciiil belts in Biltal^ "^c<^^ available it will be 
to &&O|*t tiie Pfc^m val&ies oi wiiu ir^looity

(1946) ior 3wi»« shca.to^lt3 ci
pmotrubility claas, as a @t&i%laid oi yuxOijUck ioar 

e-Uiciojscy oi B^/itiJsh ahclterbolta (&&»

The ap£dLloatiQA of ft t^cbni<|uc for aatKWW^&t 01 the 
eiliclesuy oi a ahelt«tf*Xt lEssqttipes tb© atuay 

wind condltioia« in ttae vicinity of *&o& bslt* lOoa 
JjiplifflB wincl-6p"0«4 caeasuy:tEient over a Uiat&ncs ol 40 tjiao« 

hQi{;ht of the belt, a tneasuxoesmt li£t& b.,ii^ likid out 
to the axis ol ttot belt or parallel with tife wind ^ij
irhichcvor is sore convenient! cocur^ncijcie' ^t lOh vindwazxl 

extoiidinc to 30h l*«nard oi the bolt* with Uio 

velocity /
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velocity v&lufts obtained aleag this lin» oxpzttsaed in relation 
to th» us6botiucte4 vied 8£«@a at tha 9300 height 

plotted gxa$feio*3.1y agai&st a 4i*ta&ee aeale ifc 
shsstltcrbolt betel-it, tbe aunr* 01 volocily aaatew&t can 

b* eaqpeund with tba fttaaUxa cuxve, >H» feifertiuc* of 
velocity conadtiMDO fim the QtacOajrd caa& te S&te^i^ted is

7 t 19 «*sd 7B are tte point at vtetaii

after
tli® x«^ion of 3$? or l©a« a»d OCOAI® witfcia 2 i^i^its fs«s the 
fcelt, as %2ith toa»« a®d tejy deuae Ipeltvi tb^ gz^lient of

to b
to tl'ie witti* ;;iie-re tias velocity mlali&Q is 

4^"', tm id^s$m ;-oint tends to mv® i-rtiiir ixccu t^ belt 
the Dors open tl^ t>trucUii^ oud tb® ^iuui^n't iia niullow. Thes* 

to bi; r^iua loaa rervjtrablw until tha miKiitMn
the

i»ltli ar* esaqpift froB the
jag csfe&ltairbolt is 
volocity

is only W oi the f »NI wir»d ar*d occui-s at 10 h&ighta I' red the 
r^ln.* The atoeklug o£ ti'ds belt ehould tbersi'oxe be 
«s.tU a mteJa® pctet of >0-4Qr* ia obtained srv&^jpa

belt*
of velooity wductiwa in veopeot of

the Dxx^hoj» a»d ^io-t^j4 ^o» 2 Ujita &sttO3txut» tha oxten* to 
wisicfe their n«j»ctiv« eUuctaress aSujuld be xmi^^ad lees 
tjablei wiiiiat tin ' Shotteod So. 1 bait cculd o 
to be thiiswjd ell^titly i» tJao uppor cajaoi^r without suiiering

dttcx«a»« jju sb^ltsziog 

/
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further instances ireca t&& 3wi3& atelterbelta aoscaibsd 

oarli&r (p«B4) Kioy b& i&sniiooesi, The Fuarthtal leai—tree belt 
is EJOS^ poftdti-abl© in winter than tte opttoss 0"'*£»19)i ti» 

ainfew velocity attained «#&e#4ing &Q? oi the oj^i>t,2:our4 wind* 
Tnis tB^liaa tlaat <ai*ieie»cy cculd bo iaai^^sd b^ the i&tst>» 
^u^tion oi a proi^rtlon oi ^v^r&;re$& &|^^i^s t eitlr^er l'!^l'«»tr^i 
or csotiif©it^iB t into tire bait or ly eatabliahiisg oar^ins of such

Oi" Uis belt oil ti^e @|,ot £^3t 'dictate tl'is

aJaortar uxtu^t of

4& iii^|j@r in winter* Thid io

on tis© igKHTritfig CKiito^s tlis belt to b®-

sllvicultusal

shelter oileett
to 'Uic- fact

belt 01 a? i

IB tb@ui on taxi alx^&oy ^
oi ti^fi rir nice 1^ -poplaxB in a @^rina ol

0pocedt utill©to£ the natural growth to
oi' tt*

x«oe«d» t fttitlxtr pa*iedic wind

lor pjxjaorvatioK 01 ti'jj QI tii;?urj

out
t*iat$& lor tb

^^IHf vid© belt is K-02re eli^c^tiv® tlian tlie

Ljcdliae class (;i%eli 1945» 1946), Tiwo, it®
com be po<^uc«»d al^utly wit^«cut aoilcyaly oliectii\T its ex fl 

irt tiiis way i^e,oi^,-rution t^cimiqua c<iit be ap. liod 
and Ijfqutint wind otudie« would eu^ust tbe doaiicd

intoDoity oi re^enenition fellirj^s oi&ono)t tiafi naatuz«
g|Wi« W^^P«^*W ^* ^v ^^ ^^

to/
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Xn or&jx to DaintaiTi the shelter to adjoiBi&g , lelOa, s 
cultural ffl&tbcti» Bust be adapted with that &iin in vi*w and 
therefore require to be soiaewhat elastic. ..^er^ rat ion oper 
ation* will be rather apectolia** oi&ce

BOW iffiportaat, illumiaaaticm emlitiom in 
belts a**2 likely to difttay coroidaxubly Jfarce tisose 
IB ti«) i 01 cat*

It wcsald appear that the taaliateaii^»^ ol 
otsuetuaw i^uii^s coH»rdlDatio» ©i'

ailvicultural tecl^a.'ixia, ^-exlcaic liwu'Stiipiiem ol
.ary to

tljat tb» saa^dmas value 30 bstog obtaiBad f'roia th»
HaduciKg' tiae ii^H pxoodtluxKi to practise, it may be 

powsiblu ordy rai-ely to igitbd detailed velocity rscatvuixi^nto at 
point© vdtiiin U'ie vicinity of 4 belt« In oiucr to 

^iber of c'aivavatioa t^ixita; or4 i^;|;&ratu@ to a 
it as^r ba GU.U ici»..'iit to cc^uct wIM s^ced I^^-U^UIB- 

at live i^liite ocUyt* 
(i) in tltm f^itt&t fcttyowA tfa» SX^IUOIMO oi' the belt osr oti-ier 

cl«tcicle, ao m to obtain a value lot

(ii) at tte wteitiai^i ed0o ©1 tbet 
(iii) at tl^ lotr^ixi i,^i-i« o* 
(iv) at tfat ®i?il£S« wlooit^ i-otots ir* & st^-oi1^ «iM tbia 
can bs located feirl^ aocwrataly ty -»alki£c asai«»t the wiad, 
otterwis«* it 'nMit ba found t^ «xp»vlneiitatioci; 
(v) at a jjoiat ^£o«otiBat«»ly 15 Iwl^sto to l*K*mrd ol' ti» belt. 

i ivo :-oirit3 will give ti^ v;ji^-ral ooois« ol velocity 
and fU3it^ier points s^ be ir^r) olatou. within t 

Oi accuracy i^uli^d.
Afi luiti'jur 0vl4@&GQ is acouiriilated iran tbo etuOy of 

ahtoiterbclts Lions eviaor^o will bo

/
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v. jsopgicAffici OF WTO cceOTTioffjS in lujUTiai TO

She strategic siting of shslterbelts in regions of ir 

regular topography is of priiuary importance if naximuia pro 

tective efficiency is to be obtained from the belts. Intensive 

study of air flow pattern near the ground in upland areas 

would be necessary for general conclusions applicable to the 

siting of belts. The diversity of meteorological and topo 

graphic conditions In such regions must inevitably limit the 

practicability of detailed investigation of wind conditions, 

except where the findings are destined for local application.

However! it would appear that meteorological evidence 

obtained in the course of research in connexion with aviation 

and lee-wave formtion (Gorby 1955) and the development of 

wind-power sites for electricity generation (Putnata 1946; 

Gelding and Stodhart 1949, 1952) can contribute considerable 

information of practical value to the agriculturist and 

forester concerned with the flow of wind near the ground in 

hill and mountain regions*
In the mtter of siting shelterbelts , wind behaviour over 

ridges and isolated hills requires clarification, in order to 

appreciate the position at which a shalterbelt mi^ht be expected 

to be most efficient.
Local evidence and knowledge would seem to be the final 

basis ol site selection for a proposed belt, in conjunction 

with theoretical considerations, as available. In hilly 

territory it is evident that the prevailing wind direction can 

change within short distances, due to deflection by the topo 

graphy. In tlie case of the Dre&horn shelterbelt at the ex 

treme north end of the Pentland Hill range, the prevailing 

wind has been observed to be locally westerly (p. 177); one 

mile to the north or west the prevailing wind is south-easterly. 

Similarly, a westerly wind has been found to prevail towards 

the /
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the Bouth of Bochall Glen, loused in the Pentlands by Caerketton, 

Woodhousalee and Alleimiir Hills (National Grid isap reference 

JW 240655)» whilst at the head of the glen wind direction ia 

extremely varied and where the glen emerges on the south-east 

slopes of the Pentland range the prevailing direction from the 

Eak Valley is south-westerly* In exposed areas the prevailing 

wind can be ascertained frequently from tlaa vegetation* The 

character of defonaation in vegetation jaay also be used as a 

quantitative indication of local exposure to wind, although such 

evidence caist be adjudged approximate owing to genetical varia 

tion in plant material and probable changes in soil conditions.

Previous research has established that shelterbelts should 

follow local topographic changes such as spurs and ridges. 

Where tha wind is tunnelled along a valley it is customary for 

belts on the slopes to be orientated against the contour, taking 

advantage of any slight fold or rid£« in the general direction 

of the {gradient. The belts are generally situated on the 

crests of such folds or ri%es. This practice is obviously 

desirable since it has been shown in the case of the Braidvood. 

belt (p*195)» situated on a sli£&t leeward slope produced by a 

glacial drift mound (Fig* 71) f that the wind can overflew belts 

in such a situation* With a revezsed wind direction, higher 

ground to leeward of a shsslterbelt can also cause a restricted 

gone of shelter* ftte policy of siting belts on the crests of 

such smll ridges is in agreement with the research results of 

Blenk (I9!>2) f who suggested tiiat shelterbelts are more effective 

at the top of ridges or on the windmird side. However, such a 

rule is of limited application and, although apparently suitable 

for minor spurs and ridges where the wind is flowing more or 

less horiaontally along the prevailing contour and no significant 

speeding-up of the stream is produced by this minor change in 

the topography, it is unlikely to obtain similarly in the case of 

larger ridges lying athwart the wind direction.

Leeward /
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Leeward slopes belov S are assumed to be unprotected 

(Veelfle 1950) and it has been suggested also that the sheltered 

zone behind the smaait of a hill is restricted to a short dis 

tance, according to the steepness of the slope, and is followed 

by a region with increased wind speeds (Woelfle 1957). Putnam 

(1948) found that the greater the height of a ridge in relation 

to the width of the base of its cross-section, the greater was 

toe speed-up factor of the wind over the crest. However, a 

sharp ridge caused considerable turbulence on the leeward side. 

It would appear, therefore, that belts should be situated 

beyond the disturbed area produced by the ridge and, thus, where 

noiml direction is restored and the wind begins to resume 

Velocity* The location of the belt must vary according to the 

height of the ridge and its horizontal extension parallel with 

the wind direction.

With a lone rioge nontal to the wind direction, the increase 

in speed arises from compression of the streamlines over the 

crest; a similar increase is also attained over an isolated 

hill because much of the flow at low levels passes around the 

hill and accordingly the crest~level flow is derived from a 
higher level (Corby 1955). Proa this it nay be inferred that 

belts on windward slopes of isolated hills may suffer a re 

striction of their ehelter effect due to the fact that the 

incident wind ®ay not be parallel with the gradient. £he 

steeper the slope the less effective s&st be a contour belt on 

the windward face. Belts on the Ilanks of isolated hills must 

allow for the considerably higher velocities to be found there.

Soae degree of natural protection close to the ground is 

to be observed on sane of the typically rounded h1li« of the 

Southern Uplands, especially where the slope begins frequently 

to flatten out towards the sucmit, A very slight decrease in 

the degree of slope, not easily perceptible to the naked eye, 

may cause upward deflection of the wind or the direction of the 

latter /
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latter may have been conditioned by the slope lo^er down the 

hill, resulting in a sisall none above ground, often no more 

than 2*5 ft in height, becoming comparatively sheltered. 

has been noticed particularly on the Sell Moor at Stow, Mid 

lothian (National Grid xoap reference NT 478442), where sheep 

frequently congregate on the windward (south-western) slope 

above 1250 ft.

A further consideration in connexion with shelterbelt 

layout on upland areas must be drifting of snow in winter and 

possible danger to sheltering stock. It is suggested that the 

edges of naturally sheltered areas, such as hollows and conies, 

should be rejected as potential sites for belts. As far as 

possible shelterbelts should be placed on reasonably uniform 

ground and in exposed situations to prevent accumulation of 

Siiow in their lee. It would appear that belts which follow 

the gradient are preferable to contour belts during severe 

winters. General information concerning siting can be obtained 

frequently from the observation of old stone stella on sheep 

erasing. Where such stells have been erected in valleys 

they are usually located on any sjaall patch of ground above the 

general level oi the valley floor to minimise the danger of 

being buried in snow drifts.
In conclusion, there is evidently a need for further in~ 

fonaation designed for general guidance in the layout of 

shelterbelts in upland regions t althou^i in the final stage of 

site selection each area oust be assessed on its individual 

character* fi&jdoratory investigations have indicated that 

measurement of wind velocities conducted in the field at 

above ground are liable to considerable error, introduced by 

very Blight topographic changes, and allow insufficient in* 

formation on the pattern oi air flow over hills. Xt would 

sees also that knowledge of stability conditions in the air* 

stream would be desirable for comparative evaluation of any 

field data obtained from short-term observations.
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SHSLgSRBSyP TacmiQUB HI FQ&ism PRACTICE.

The application of aheltarbelts to forestry practice Eust 

be considered from two fundamentally different aspects* firstly, 

provision of continuous shelter near the ground with a view to 

assisting cultural operations and, secondly, safeguarding the 

forest against d$jua$e by occasional , severe winds. The first 

aspect concerns mainly the initial shelter desirable on exposed 

areas scheduled for afforestation and within regeneration 

coupes in the forest. The second objective cseprises protect 

ive margins and internal wind»f irm strips in the established 

forest to ensure stability of the stand* In addition to the 

latter function, margins should be so desire! as to enhance 

stand microclimate and promote the general condition of the 

forest;
Sheltorbolts desired to provide shelter near the ground 

and, consequently, an amelioration of the microcUtoate in their 

vicinity require to be swxierateay penetrable to the wind, acting 

em a filter to the wind rather than an obstruction and producing 

a series of minor eddies which lord the basis of shelter effect. 

In this respect the requirements of forest belts mast be 

accepted as s&ail&r to those lor agricultural shelterbelts, 

Layout, design and structure should follow therefore the general 

pattern previously discussed (see Bart Throe, IV)*

On t&a other hand belts intended to protect the establisiied 

forest, especially agaiast severe gales, saiet aim at deflecting 

the wind and minimising any disturbance in th@ general flov 

pattern* In this case sholt©ir is requiiM at all levels from 

the ground to, and even beyond, the crovn surface*

It is obvious that the ttro objectives cannot be separated 

entirely and that the b&lts established on open grou&d before 

aiXorestation is begun raust be capable of ioxming the protective 

margins and internal vind^f in& strips necessary in a later stage 

of development of the f 02x28 1.

Regarding /
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Hegarding pre*afforsstation shelterbelts, natural develop* 

raent of a sloping windwaxd margin say be unavoidable in very 

exposed regions, a scE&what restricted sons of leeward shelter 

being incurred thereby, as shewn in the investigations described 

earlier (p«i*>8 et se<i»)« Tiiia effect uiay be curtailed lay care 

ful selection of resistant spec&es and the use of artificial 

screens to furnish initial shelter to th© belts and encourage 

the tree® and shrube to reach th* greatest possible hei^it* In 

this way, a smooth canopy slope extending rieht to the ground 

may be avoided; a vertical mrgin only a few feet in height 

will allow the wind to i^meate the belt instead of being de 

flected entirely over it* 4130, the maxlntm height of the 

belt will be reached more quickly, i.e. nearer the windwazd 

edge, if it is recognised 'that the degree of slope caused by 

the exposure will remain the sasse irrespective of the artificial 

barrier height» as indicated by examination of the Gosfoixi 

coastal shelterbelt (p»199)* Whore a graded cross-sectional 

profile in the belt is inevitable t appropriate allowance for 

the shorter distanca protection should be oade in the eapace- 

ment between belts*
'Il*e spacing between bolts on a new area scheduled for 

affore8tati«B should take into account the eventual height of 

the belts, their height at the tiss® Talien the rest of the planV 

ing will be carried cut and the fact that they *ill ultiiaately 

perfona the second function of protection o^xinst stonn ooi^e. 

Doubtless, oconomic considerations will determine the delay 

between planting of the belts and the afforestation prograsise, 

An important criterion should be that the shelterbclts have had 

reasonable opportunity to adapt thes&elves to the wind, in so 

far aa this is possible in their early stages of development.

It would appear that the maximum distance between parallel 

belts nonaal to the wind direction should be 25 times thoir 

fceight. Height in this case must be regarded as the optimum 

height /
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height to have been attained before the general planting pro 

ceeds and not as the final belt height* Thus, if afforesta 

tion cotisences when the shelterbelts are 15 ft high, it would 

be desirable to plant the belts not acre than 125 yd apart. 

Transverse belts, intended to provide protection against strong 

winds other than the prevailing wind and not usually required 

to yield shelter until the main stand has reached a critical 

stage in height growth, could be planted at greater intervals. 

Experience has shown that little gale damage is to be expected 

in the first 25-30 years of the life of a coniferous stand 

(Andersen 1954); therefore, transverse belts parallel with 

the prevailing wind direction could be laid out at distances 

equivalent to 25 times their estimated b*&i&ht at the tiiae when 

the general planting is 25*50 years of age, bearing in mind 

1*1© fact that earlier writers have suggested the desirability 

of dividing a forest area into small units of 5*10 acres by 

means of such internal wind-fina strips*

Sfcelterbelts foaaaed by severance fellings to protect 

regeneration areas within the forest should also be moderately 

penetrable to the wind, particularly since the greatest poten 

tial danger in the sheltered region is likely to be frost. 

Stagnation of the enclosed air csust be avoided* A further 

consideration would appear to be that these narrow strips may 

not be adapted to withstand sudden exposure to wind*

protective margins are required to prevent mechanical 

injury to the stand and also the detrtontal, physiological 

effects of wind and sun. Since wind exerts a desiccating 

influence on plant material and affects adversely stand isiero- 

climate and soil conditions, whilst insolation hastens decoxa- 

position of organic matter, admits undesirable ground vegeta 

tion and renders conditions unfavourable for natural seeding 

and regeneration, protective margins should be fairly Impene 

trable to wind and sun* From the aspect of shelter against 

storm and mechanical damage, the chief consideration must be 

the /
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the pattern of air flow over a forest. A vertical 

giving rlae to a sharp upward deflection of the wind stream, 

oay cause serious tuibulence and consequent wina-blcw COILS 

distance behind the edge of the forest during a sale. Pritzscbe 

(1933) records that a gradual transition from field to forest, 

as provided by a sloping canopy, probably involves less tur 

bulence and accordingly less danger of daiaa$e in the interior 

of the stand; an example where top-cutting of the edge-tsees 

has af torcled protection to the stand behind is quoted. Wagner 

(1923) ha» stressed also tbs fact tliat a vertical velocity 

component | together with the turbulent effect of the tree 

crowns, may increase danger to the forest down-wind of the 

sargin. This evidence favours very stroi%rly a sloping wind 

ward margin t which is coniinned by the results of the wind- 

tuni»l investigations described earlier (p»l67)«
In the present research a gradient on the windward margin 

has been found to deflect the major i art of the air stream 

over the top of a belt or plantation, at the same t3a» reducing 

the effective degree of penetrability of the margin. Th» 

more shallow the gradient f the isore pronounced is the upward 
deflection of the stream, Hodels of such construction showed 

that, th© laore acute the angle of the windward edge, the siaaller 

was the aone of disturbed flow to leeward and the shorter in 

extent the leeward sheltered area (Figs. 32-44)*
From this evidence it saay be deciuoed that a sloping wind*- 

ward saargtn is desirable from the aspect of protection against 

storm damage. The width of such a graded margin csust depend 

on the decree of eacposure and resultant natural slope produced 

in the canopy. Where continuous exposure alone is unlikely 

to produce a natural gradient on the margin, this can be derived 

artificially by meano of suitable selection of tree and shrub 

8£;ecies of different potential height growth and appropriate 

arrangement of the planting pattern. 3ven in very exposed 

situations /



situations protective margins should not require to occupy more 

than 150-200 ft in width; this is evident Iron the Gcsford

shelterbeltV
The influence of th@ structure of the foi-est on wind 

damage is not clear* tfoelile (1956*7) has suggested that 

individual trees, groups and stands that reach above an other 

wise uniform canopy are apt to be danced. On the other hand, 

it 4s probable that an irregular canopy, by producing a series 

of snail \*hirls a&d eddies iiamediately above the crowns which 

act aa "roller bearings'1 , say sjaintain the force of the wind 

along a level some distance above the crowns and thereby reduce 

the dimmer to the staud* It would follow that there would be 

a critical size for such eddies and, consequently, an optfcaam 

sise for circular clearings and aict.ieters of groups, if such a 

scheme of management were employed. Further investigations 

in this coRTiexion ^ould appear to be desirable «

tittle information is available r@0ar<ii£g the layout of 

plantation sargins but it is apparent from earlier research 

evidence (Wbelflft 1950) that isargins should be kapt fairly 

straight and ro-ontraTits saould be avoided since they xoim 

funnels for tho windf causing two deflected streams which meet 

at the aj-eac of tha wedge with a resultant pressure approxi- 

matcly equal to the sqi^ara of the coeibined velocities. In 

upland areas forest bouBdaries should be laid out so as to 

exclude utasre poeaibid loatural channel© which concentrate the 

wiai^ streaas; otherwise suitable allowance uiust be iaade in 
the selection of species for such situations* Irregularity 

of topography oust complicate the layout of protective margins 

and ftfw general conclusions can be 'drawn from obaeivational 

evidence available* On steep windward slopes it would appear 

that the gradient itself oilers * considerable a&cunt of pro 

tection to a forest stand; damage to leeward slopes oay arise 

from turtulence caused by the crest of a hill or ridge. In 

this /
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this respect, the relation of the height of a ridge to its 
horizontal extension in the path of the wiiid, as 
earlier (port Three, V), oust play an important part*

fb» economic significance 01 i'orest protective 
and internel stabilising belts requires detailed consideration, 
On exposed areas it is evident that aai£lns designed specif &» 
cally for shelter could be contained within a ooaller area 
than, that frequently occupied \xy retarded and stunted growth 
when the main timber species is planted rfelit to tte edge of 
a forest block* Shelter would also permit the af f on&tation 
of areas coins idered at present to be too exposed for productive 
forestry # 5^e employment of shelterbelts would introouoe two 
distinct objects of laaoaagasaent within the forest, ^iiioh might 
be resolved by the provision ©I' two working circles* protective 
and proactive*

To Buxmnar ise , it would appear that sbelterbslts on areas 
scho'iuled lor afiorestatiom should be penetrable to the tfiad 
and follow the ^ciiexal pattern of aipricultural belts, as far 
as $s consistent vith the prevailing degree of 
protective sargine of forests require to offer the
resistance to the nonaal f loir pattern of the wind and, in this 
respect, a sloping crown surface to windmrd is desirable. If 
an adequate gradient is provided, allowing the wind to be de 
flected over the forest, the jaargin will be virtually impene 
trable to the wind; this is desirable from the point of view 
of preserving a favourable aicroclliBate within the stand.

Further research would appear to be neosssary on the silvi- 
culture! implications of shelterbelts in forestry practice, on 
thi effect of an irregular forest structure on the pattern of 
air flow over the forest and its resistance against wind damage, 
particularly in districts liable to severe gales, and also on 
the economic aspects 01 providing shelter to the i crest in the 
fons of protective mar£ins and internal strips,
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VH ajfflUKI AKJLCOKCIUSIORS.

1. Under terms of reference providing for study of the effects 

of sbelterbelts on microclimate, particularly their el fact on 

wind condition8 f the immediate aim of the research has been the 

augmentation and utilisation of existing data of shelterbelt 

influences. Etaphasis has been laid on the practical forestry 

aspect of shelterbelt technique, i.e. the establishment and 

maintenance of tree belts appropriate to the requirements of 
agriculture and productive forestry*

2. ®3® research pxogxanae has been divided into laboratory 
and field investigations. Physical research on two l\mda~ 
Bjental problems of shelterbelt design, viz. the effects of 
windbreak width and cross-sectional profile on the formation 
of & leeward sheltered area, has been conducted, using model 
windbreaks in a wind-tunnel* Field research on the influences 
of shelterbelts on the microclimates of their adjacent areas 
has concentrated on the assessment of the efficiency of a few 

selected belts in the vicinity of <&inburgh on the basis of 
their effect on wind abatement and their general structural 
and silvicultural condition. These studies have been explora 
tory investigations directed towards ultimate detexsaination of 
optirasa belt structuies which are likely to afford mxtmm 

sheltering efficiency.
5. From wind-tunnel stuaies of shelterbelt width it has been 
concluded that the width/height ratio in windbreaks has & signi 
ficant effect in determining the extent and nature of the 
sheltered son® down-wind, although this effect my not be 
apparent until the cleeree oi penetrability of the windbreak 
falls below a critical value, estinvited to be about 20 per cent. 
The value of this ratio, above wiiich the width of windbreak 

becomes the limiting factor in determining shelter effect, has 

been found in these studies to be 5; this value cay not be 

expected to be of general application in nature but mist vary 

according /
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according to the open-ness oi the belt stzuctuxe,

Wide windbreaks tend to lead the wind parallel to their 

upper surfaces with a resultant rapid downward tiussf er of 

energy alter the wind leaves the leeward eag«. The eddy zone 

to leeward of wide windbieaks is reduced by the air ilow over 

the top oi the barriers to an extent depeedent on their width. 

In consequence a nore rapid resumption ox the unobstiucted 

wind velocity is possible and, accordingly, a decrease in dis 

tance protection results.

Further field investigations are desirable, if suitable 

areas can be iound, to substantiate this evicLence acd to con 

sider the quantitative translation of wind-tunnel studies to 

field research. In the meantime it is obvious that there is 

a eaxicuffi width of belt which should not be exceeded if aaxi- 

ssas sheltering efficiency is to be ensured in the mature belt. 

Optimum widths are likely to vary with species, planting 

density, subsequent treatment and consequent decree of pene 

trability to the wind but should be obtained within limits 

imposed by principles of good forestry practice, e.g. it would 

be undesirable to allow a very open stocking in a shelterbelt, 

so as to maintain a iterate degree of pexsteability, if a 

similar penetrability could be obtained by means of a more 

narrow, adequately stocked and well managed belt. It imist 

be concluded that, since the width/hei&ht ratio of a belt will 

decrease with height develojsaent until the final hei£$rt is 

attained, wide belts will exhibit a relatively lower eificiency 

index in their early years and one zauch smaller than narrow 

belts of siiailar age and height. 

4. Regarding cross-sectioned profiles in shelterbelts, a

gradient on the windward margin is similar in effect to an in- 

ciease in width and restricts the extent of the leeward shelter 

ed area to an extent dependent upon the acuteneso of the angle

of/
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of this gradient. An inclined windward edge causes deflection 

of the major part of tbs air stream over the top of the wind 

break, thus reducing the effective degree of penetrability. 

The more shallow the gradient, the sore pronounced is this re 
duction. Since the lundanental effect of a windward sloping 
canopy is to minimise any resistance to the normal flow pattern 
of the wind, this phenomenon is of advantage in connexion with 
iaar£.inal protection of forests. On the other hand, where 
shelter is required near the ground, belts with vertical wind 
ward and leeward ed^es are generally more effective in reducing 

wind velocity than lesions involving various combinations of 

windward and leeward gradients « This is clue to the fact that 

the former belt type causes more disturbance in the air How, 
producing a series of light eddies and turbulent flow, which 
fom the basis of shelter effect.

Laboratory findings on this aspect have been cominaed foy
field studies of a coastal shelterbelt with a degree of slope

oin the crown surface of approximately 10 * 'The unobstructed
wind velocity at l*5*a above ground was resumed relatively 

quickly to leeward of the belt.

It cay be concluded that shelterbelts with, core or less 

abrupt jnargins f which allow the wind to filter through the 

belt, are isore suitable in providing shelter near the ground 

than belts with graded tree-hei&hts from windward to leeward 
and are more appropriate to agricultural requireisonts and for 
forest areas destined for afforestation or regeneration. How 
ever, lor protection against wind damage in the established 
forest, margins inclined to windward are evidently more suitable* 
% Wind-tunnel experiments surest that a cumulative shelter 
effect may be found behind a system of two parallel shelter- 
belts but the close spacing of the two belts necessary, together 
with the small degree of additional shelter obtained, is likely 

to/
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to render such an anangeeent in the field impracticable. The 
field studies indicate that it is possible to ensure that at no 
point between two parallel belts planted suf fieiently close 
together is the free-wind velocity obtained, although no cumu 
lative effect laay be visible behind the second barrier. If 
such systems are separated by a distance equal to 26 times the 
height of the more windward belt, the entire intervening area 
IB sheltered to sooe extent and the unobstructed wind velocity 
does not occur between the two belts.

6; ^Preliminary jUw&@t%ation$ of a group structure chelter- 
belt allow that no reverse flow conditions are produced to lee 
ward of such a fairly wide wind-tunnel model. Such structures 
may be more effective with regard to the quality of the shelter 
proceed than uniform windbreaks of similar height and width 
but an overall planting arrangement. Further investigation 
of such structures is desirable since it is possible that, with 
an irregular belt canopy, the loimtion of eddies above the 
belt instead of isxaodiately to leeward as with the conventional 
design of belt, may have a si^oiilc^nt effect on the extent 
and degree of shelter produced to leeward. In connexion with 
tba stability of forests during strong winds, more evidence is 
required of the effect of an irregular crown surface on air 
flow since it is probable that a succession of small eddies 
f onued within and around groups of trees and within depressions 
in tine canopy saay act as "roller bearings" and cause of tine 
lifting of the concentrated flow above the crown level and 
thus prevent serious damage* Principles of group structure 
may be of major importance in regard to the establishment and 
maintenance of efficient shelterbslts.
7. Ofco sheltering efiiciency of a shelterbelt xaay be deter 
mined by the study of its effect on microcltate, particularly 
wind velocity abatement and reduction of evaporation rate. A 

simple /
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simple method of estimating efficiency, based on a few observa 
tions of wind velocity at 1.5m above ground along a line normal 
to the axis of the shelterbelt and subsequent correlation with 
average values of wind reduction xor belts of a particular 
penetrability class, has been outlined* Such a simple index 
of shelterbelt effectiveness offers a "rule-of-thumb" method 
for gauging treatment necessary from tijae to time to preserve 
the optimum degree of penetrability to the wind, e.g. intensity 
of thinni*^. The treatiaent proscribed mast allow for continuity 
of sheltering efficiency and paaeral well<*beir^ of the belt. 
8* Continued study of th® ©icroclisaatie effects and efficiency 
of existing shelterbelts will further the ultimate determination 
of suitable belt structures for different localities and parti 
cular functions. The field investigations of selected shelter- 
belts, carried out between 1953 and 1955 1 five general £ui«3ance 
on the ultiiaate selection of optimum structures. It is 
apparent that belts which are effective at present in reducing 
wind velocity may be in poor silvicultural condition and have 
reached the peak of their efficiency unless suitable treatment 
is applied promptly. The potential structure of a shelterbelt, 
the flexibility of its structure and its ability to be regulated 
are factors to be considered in the classification of efficient 
belts* 'Hie importance of a close windward margin in sueltei- 
belts lias been detaonstrated,

Of the belts examined, the ii&st Saltoun shslterbslt, 50 ft 
in width, eeaaposed of ash groups within a matrix of .European 
larch and Scots pine and with a hawthorn hedge on the windward 
border, has been found to approach most nearly the opttouia 
structure, in view of its present and potential efficiency. 
9. Further iiuoimation concerning the pattern of air flow in 
regions of irregular topography is desirable. Although wind 
conditions in such al'eas are extreoely complex and their in 

tensive study possibly of local value only, it may be concluded 

that /
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that general principles related to the siting of shelterbclts 
in upland regions, so that they display their imKiiaugi efficiency, 
can be forthcoming from investigation of the behaviour of wind 
over ridges and on slopes. Exploratory investigations suggest 
that occasional oeasui-ements ol wind velocity at 1.5m above 
ground are liable to considerable error attributable to very 
small topographic changes and allow insufficient detail of wind 
relationships in these districts. Purti&r study, at elevations 
soaewhat greater than 1.5m, would be of more practical and 
scientific value. Knowledge of stability conditions in the 
air stream would appear desirable for cosparable evaluation of 
any field data obtained from short-term observations. The 
final selection of sbelterbelt sites ciust be decided in the 
li$ht of such evidence available and from local iniorraation of 
wind conditions; observations of vegetation and animal be 
haviour stay contribute in this respect.

XO* Be<juireiB0nt3 of shalterbelts in forestry practice will be 
siiailar to those of arable farming where shelter is required 
near the ground, such as on areas scheduled lor afforestation 
or regeneration* Such belts swat fora at a later stage the 
protective jaasigias and Internal wind-fins strips required in 
the established forest, where shelter is essential at all 
levels from the ground to the crown surface* Since the two 
requireiaents differ iuaadaiaentally, further detailed study of 
this question mist be considered desirable* The present in* 
vesti&ations suggest that the isoderately penetrable shelterbelt 
is most suitable for protection near the ground whilst the 
virtually impenetrable t sloping, windward margin is most 
effective in minimising disturbance in the air flow and pre 
venting wind damage behind the stand margin. 
11, It may be concluded that future research on shelterbelts 
oust, from the point oi view of its practical application, be 
complementary /
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compleiaentary to allied research, chiefly in agriculture* 

requirements of shelterbelts, particularly in eoniiexion with 

stock-rearing, have not yet been clearly defined by the agri 

culturist, A comprehensive sche&e of research, embracing all 

interests, would seem desirable* Meteorology can contribute 

valuable Information on the structure of the clinate near the 

ground and, especially, on the pattern of air flow in regions 
of broken relief. It most be left to the agriculturist to 
pursue the question of the effects of microclimate on field 
crops and animal vellare in Great Britain and to dotail the 
requirements of shelterbelts for arable and stock-rearing areas. 
If, at the same tin®, forestry circles continue to investigate 
the influences of particular shelterbelts and the relation of 
shelterbelts to forestry practice, detailing the requirements 
in forestry, the forester can contract for the different re 
quirements, aided by the appropriate meteorological and claioa- 
tolo^ical evidence available* Finally, agricultural and 
forestry interests my collaborate in furnishing evidence con 
cerning; the economic value of shelterbelts, which iruoiration 

most deficient at the present
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AFTOOIX 0£I£ 

OP TER?3S t STOOLS AID AHBHEyiATIONS USED

- HA row of bushes or low trees (e.g. hawthorn 

and privet) planted closely to form a boundary 

between pieces of land or at the sides of a 

roadj the usual form of fence in l&igland* A

Hedgerow*

(0£D)

barrier, lindt, defence; a Beans of protection 

or defence". (Oxford New English Dictionary) 

* A row of bushes forming a hedge, *?rith the 

trees etc. gror/ing in it; a line of hedge*. 

Used to describe the single-row Danish shelter- 

strips but not wider belts of trees.

^Latticed*1 ~ Hie nearest English equivalent of a term used

frequently in Russian shelterbelt literature 

to denote a shelterbelt of moderate penetrability 

throughout its height.

"Shelterbelt" - HA belt of trees serving as a protection

against incleoent weather; specifically in

Forestry". (OSD)
or 

"A natural/planted barrier of trees or shrubs

for protection from v/ind and storm". (v.rebster f s 

International Dictionary, 1034).

"Windbreak" - "Something, especially a rovr of trees, used to

break the force of the wind, or serving as a 

protection against it". (03D) 

"A clunj) of trees or shrubs serving to break
*

the force of the windj hence any protective shelter 

from the vdj)df as a fence or the like", (v.'obstop)
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"Width" - Syn. "depth". Used exclusively herein to denote

the horisontal dizaension of a shelterbelt or model 

Y/indbreak normal to its long axis, i.e. the distawse 

throu^i a belt or windbreak.

2* SYMBOLS AND

a « radius

d » diameter

h» H • height of Screen. model ^.sinSbreak or shelterbelt

1% m mercury

P> P0 * pressure

<j * velocity component

H « Beynolds* number

u, U * velocity

v, V « velocity

x» X « abscissa (distance in dd.recticn of vdnd)

Y * ordinate

Z m height above datum, i.e# height above ground

	« roughness height 

0 « te'Tperature difference 

p n coefficient of viscosity 

V » kinematic viscosity 

0 m density of air 

csm « centirnetres 

ft « feet 

in* » inches 

m « netres; »/cec » net res per ac«ond

	n railftn; ird/nr « rdlcs per hour

yardo
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